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Fig. . President Heber J. Grant standing in front of the mission home in Basel,
Switzerland, probably July , . After delays caused by the Depression and
pressing duties at home, President Grant was finally able to tour missions in sev-
eral European countries. While there, he encouraged the Saints as they faced an
uncertain future. The images in this article are selected from a collection of thirty-
one photographs that chronicle President Grant’s  visit to Germany and
Switzerland. Several of these photographs are previously unpublished.
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In , just two years before Hitler invaded Poland, President Heber J.
Grant made a memorable journey from Salt Lake City to Europe (fig. ).

President Grant had served as president of the European and British Mis-
sions from  to  and was now returning to Europe as prophet of the
Church. He was the second Church President to visit Europe while serving
in that capacity. His predecessor, Joseph F. Smith, visited Europe in 

and again in .₁

Although the close succession of President Smith’s two visits probably
raised hopes among the European Saints that such frequent visits would
continue, circumstances prevented any Church President from traveling to
Europe again until . The worldwide depression, for example, had
forced President Grant to concentrate his efforts on saving the Church and
its members from economic catastrophe while maintaining the Church’s
missionary effort, temple work, and daily affairs.

Finally, the centennial of the  founding of the BritishMission₂ pro-
vided President Grant a reason to visit Europe that temporarily superseded
his duties at home. Despite his nearly eighty-one years, the prophet was
eager to make the arduous journey to fulfill the Saints’ righteous desire to
hear the voice of the Lord’s anointed.

Before joining the Saints in the British Isles for their celebrations—
scheduled for late July and early August —President Grant went
directly to the continent and spoke to the American Club of Paris on
June , .₃ His talk was published in the prestigious Paris edition of the
NewYorkHerald Tribune newspaper.₄He thenmet with the Saints and others
in the French, Swiss-German, Czechoslovakian, and German-Austrian mis-
sions as well as with the media and government officials.
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Following the festivities in the British Isles, President Grant’s party
returned to the continent to visit several more missions, passing through
the Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, and Norway. While in the Nether-
lands, they stopped at the International Boy Scout Jamboree. They
returned to the United States on September .₅

While the history of each of these European missions makes special
note of his visit, President Grant’s travels in Switzerland and Germany were
particularly well documented by a series of photographs offering a rare
glimpse of President Grant among the German-speaking Saints. A selec-
tion of those photographs is published here, several for the first time.₆

Historical Context of the Photographs

President Grant left Salt Lake City on June , ,₇ accompanied by
his personal secretary, Joseph Anderson; Sunday School general super-
intendent George D. Pyper; and recently appointed British Mission presi-
dent Hugh B. Brown. A few days later, they boarded the Canadian Pacific
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steam liner Empress of Australia for the journey across the Atlantic, landing at
Cherbourg Harbor on the northernmost tip of France the evening of June ,
.₈ The party disembarked the following day and was greeted by Elder
Richard R. Lyman, a member of the Twelve Apostles and the current presi-
dent of the European Mission, by French Mission president Octave F.
Ursenbach, and by several others.

Following a visit to Paris, France, and Liege, Belgium (headquarters of
the French Mission), President Grant’s party made its way to Switzerland,
finally arriving in Basel (headquarters of the Swiss-German Mission) on
June , .₉ Swiss-German Mission president Philemon M. Kelly, along
with his wife and a few others, greeted President Grant at the train station.
Upon arriving, President Grant reflected that it had been about thirty-three
years since he last visited “this lovely land.”₁₀ President and Sister Kelly
hosted the visitors in the mission home, where the group enjoyed a brief
break from traveling.

The next day,
President Grant left
Basel (fig. ) for the
French-speaking re-
gions of Switzer-
land.₁₁ President Kelly
remained behind to
continue his labors
in Basel. President
Grant spent the next
three days visiting
local congregations of
Saints before leaving
Geneva on July  for
Neuchâtel, Switzer-
land.₁₂ President Kelly
joined the party to
begin a tour of the
Swiss-German Mis-
sion on July ,₁₃ and
President Ursenbach
returned to Liege.₁₄

The party then
left Neuchâtel for
Berne, Switzerland

V 7President Heber J. Grant in Switzerland and Germany, 1937

Fig. . President Grant (right) and Richard R.
Lyman, European Mission president, at the Basel
train station, July .
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(fig. ). President Grant recorded these impressions of Berne in his jour-
nal following his arrival:

We went to one place where we could obtain a fine view of the city—
it was a beautiful park. . . . Everybody seemed content and happy. One is
profoundly impressed with the industry and the contentment of the
people. . . . Nearly every building in Berne has flowers in the windows,
particularly geraniums—homes and business places.₁₅

While in Berne, President Grant spoke to several hundred Saints and
guests and participated in interviews with “all the newspaper men from the
largest [local] newspapers.” Swiss-German Mission records noted that “in
Bern [sic] a very favorable impression was made.”₁₆ In fact, President
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Fig. . Eliza and Wilford Ruf, children of District President Walter Ruf, greet
Presidents Grant, Lyman, and Philemon M. Kelly (Swiss-German Mission presi-
dent) and Sunday School general superintendent George D. Pyper in Berne,
Switzerland, July , . Everywhere President Grant and his party went, the
European Saints greeted him warmly, some of them traveling great distances to
see and hear him. While in Berne, President Grant spoke to several hundred
Saints and guests and participated in several interviews with local newspapers.
The German and Swiss press wrote glowingly of President Grant in —amarked
contrast to the “vile” reports about the Church that appeared in the European
press earlier in the century.
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Grant’s positive experience with reporters in Switzerland and elsewhere
during his European tour was one of the most important and successful
aspects of his  travels in Europe. As he recounted in a general confer-
ence talk that October, what impressed himmost “profoundly”on this tour
was “the marvelous change” in the attitude of the European press toward
the Church since his mission in –. During those three years, he
recalled, “some of the vilest, most wicked, obscene, terrible things were
published regarding us.” This time, however, there were only “favorable
newspaper notices in Germany, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia, in Holland
and in Belgium. No criticism of any kind or description.”He concluded, “I
rejoice in these things. It is such a marvelous change from the spirit of ani-
mosity and almost hatred that I found among newspaper men that I came
in contact with over thirty years ago.”₁₇

The meetings in Switzerland provided many of the Saints their first
opportunity to see and hear a Church President in person, so they were
eager to take advantage of the visit. Hans Rindlisbocher, a local Latter-day
Saint serving in the Swiss military at the time, told his superiors that he had
an important employment interview, an excuse he hoped would allow
him to hear President Grant. Hans was granted leave. Brother Rindlis-
bocher recalled, “It was very important for the members to see the Presi-
dent of the Church, and for me it was very important too, even if I had to
lie [to be able to attend]. I was able to go and meet him and shake hands
with him. That was the most important thing.” He also said that President
Grant’s visit helped the Saints to endure because “he gave us something to
improve ourselves. He gave an inspirational talk. I’m sure he strengthened
the membership of the Church.”₁₈

In his history of the Church in Switzerland, Christian Gräub summa-
rizes the message to the Saints that President Grant repeated in Basel,
Zürich, and Frankfurt:

Central to his talks, stood on the one hand his testimony of the Book
of Mormon and on the other hand a treatment of the Articles of Faith.
Concerning the Book of Mormon he related how he read this book for
the first time as a boy: “From that time to this day I have always had a
strong testimony that the Book ofMormon truly is that which it purports
to be: the Word of God to the ancient inhabitants of America.”₁₉

President Grant also testified of the Prophet Joseph Smith:

“I am very happy to leave with you my testimony that I know without
a shadow of a doubt that Joseph Smith restored the true gospel under
God’s direction and that we can again today participate in all of the bless-
ings of the original Church of Jesus Christ. I know that the tree lives and
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bears good fruit, and why do I know this? Because I have stretched out
my hand and picked and eaten the fruit.”₂₀

President Grant’s party returned to Basel “using a bus which took
them through Thun, Interlaken, Brünig and Luzern, the most beautiful
area in Switzerland; the train then took them from Luzern to Basel shortly
after  o’clock in the evening.”₂₁ This trip through the Berner Oberland, a
region of lakes, quaint villages, agriculturally rich valleys, and awe-inspiring
alpine peaks, was led by Brother Hans Balmer of Interlaken.₂₂

During this scenic journey, President Grant lamented, “There has been
no day since I left home when I regretted more that my wife [AugustaWin-
ters Grant] and my daughter Lucy [Grant Cannon] were not with me.”₂₃

He was so impressed with the scenery near Interlaken, in fact, that during
general conference the following October he described the Alps as he had
seen them from the train:

The clouds disappeared just before we reached the highest point on
the railroad, and we could see five or six of those great towering moun-
tains, covered with snow. . . . We were very grateful for that wonder-
ful, magnificent sight, second only of course to the Grand Canyon of
the Colorado.₂₄

On Sunday, July , the morning after their return to Basel, President
Grant and his fellow travelers were greeted by a surprise from the local
members. According to Der Stern, the Church’s German-language period-
ical, some twenty young women from the Basel Ward “gathered early at the
mission home to serenade the guests: They sang traditional Swiss songs as
well as Church hymns and gave the visitors little gifts as a sign of gratitude
and happiness for this long-desired visit. The guests were visibly touched
by this unexpected honor”₂₅ (fig. ).

A photograph in the album shows these young Swiss women sur-
rounding Presidents Grant, Kelly, Lyman, Brown, and secretary Anderson
(fig. ). Receptions like this one certainly must have added to the feelings
that President Grant expressed to a group of Saints later in the day:

“I am really very happy that I, by the goodness of God, am allowed to
meet with you, beloved brothers and sisters. Three times have I already
reserved a place on a steamer to travel to Europe, but every time some-
thing came up so that I finally said to my assistants: ‘Until I find myself
actually swimming in the Atlantic Ocean, I don’t think I’ll get to Europe.’
I can hardly hope to return here again to Europe, but yet I hope it.”₂₆

On this Sabbath day, President Grant addressed two different groups.
Attendance at both meetings totaled over seven hundred, many of them
from southern Germany.₂₇ Describing these meetings, President Grant
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wrote in his journal that Anderson, Brown, Kelly, and Lyman spoke briefly,
but “I spoke about  minutes enjoying liberty. . . . At the morning meeting
there were a great many flowers, and two little children presented bouquets
to all of the visiting brethren.”₂₈ A number of photographs were taken at
these meetings (figs. , ).

These sermons in Basel were not only well attended by members of
the Church but also were covered by the local press. Basel’s daily news-
paper, theNational Zeitung, reported the proceedings of the July meetings
and wrote glowingly of President Grant: “[He] has remained, despite his
 years, a colossal figure who could present himself as well in the saddle as
he does at the pulpit; his graying hair and white beard encircle his mild
visage from which, despite his energy, true Christian goodness is
expressed.” The newspaper also reported President Grant’s “fascination
with the immaculate cleanliness” and with the “rich greenness and glori-
ous flowers” of Switzerland.₂₉

V 11President Heber J. Grant in Switzerland and Germany, 1937

Fig. . Seated, left to right: Presidents Kelly, Grant, and Lyman. Kneeling, left to
right: Joseph Anderson and British Mission president Hugh B. Brown. Back rows:
women of the ward in Basel, Switzerland, July , . Der Stern, the Church’s
German-language periodical, reported that some twenty young women from the
Basel Ward greeted the Church leaders early in the morning, sang traditional Swiss
songs and Church hymns, “and gave the visitors little gifts as a sign of gratitude
and happiness for this long-desired visit. The guests were visibly touched by this
unexpected honor.”
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Fig. . President Grant addressing the Saints in Basel, Switzerland, with Max Zimmer translating,
July , . The Swiss flag hangs behind President Grant.

Fig. . President Grant with the priesthood holders at Basel, Switzerland, July , . Identifiable
individuals (front row, left to right): President Brown (third from the left, holding flowers), Brother
Feh, Walter Ruf, Alfred Niederhauser Sr., Alfred Niederhauser Jr., President Grant, President
Lyman, President Kelly, and Marel Chappuis. President Grant’s journal records that the two chil-
dren in front gave flowers to all the Church leaders.
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On July , local members dressed in native costumes sang Swiss songs
in a program held for President Grant on the Basel Mission home grounds.
According to President Grant’s journal, he apparently favored these Swiss
Saints with a performance of his own: “I told some of my experiences in
learning to sing, and sang two or three numbers.”₃₀

On July , President Grant traveled to Zürich, where he was scheduled
to speak again. Upon arriving, however, he and his companions first took
time away from their hectic traveling schedule to relax with a nap and a
boat ride on Lake Zürich (fig. ).₃₁

From Zürich, President Grant and his party traveled back through
Basel and on to Frankfurt, Germany, to address a large gathering of Saints
on the evening of July . Members congregated from six districts—Frank-
furt, Ruhr, Karlsruhe, Stuttgart, München, and Nürnberg₃₂—to hear Presi-
dent Grant speak. Many Saints traveled several hours for the opportunity
to hear the prophet.₃₃

Fig. . President Grant taking a boat ride on one of Switzerland’s glacial lakes, possibly Lake
Zürich, July , . Although the album notes that this photograph was taken on Lake Geneva,
that information does not seem correct. In his personal journal, President Grant records two
boat rides, one on Lake Geneva while traveling to meet President Kelly (July ) and the other for
leisure on Lake Zürich (July ). TheChurch archivist who transcribed these sections of President
Grant’s journal believed that this particular photograph was taken on the leisure trip.
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The general meeting for members of the Church and friends was held
later that evening (fig. ).₃₄ A missionary who attended those meetings
noted in his journal that “there were about  people present at the meet-
ing, one of the largest group [sic] of saints that have Ever came [sic]
together in Europe.”₃₅ Presidents Brown, Lyman, and Kelly all spoke
before President Grant, who addressed the members at around nine
o’clock. President Grant spoke for almost an hour about the Book of Mor-
mon, the Articles of Faith, and “the first principles of the Gospel.”₃₆ After-
ward, he visited and shook hands “for nearly an hour” with the people
attending the meeting.₃₇

Many freedoms had been dramatically curtailed in Nazi Germany,
including religious freedoms. In this context, President Grant reported in
October general conference how “very remarkable” it was that they had
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Fig. . President Grant at a meeting with the Saints in Frankfurt, Germany, July , .
Although national flags were commonly displayed voluntarily at meetings as a symbol of
patriotism (such as the Swiss flag in fig. ), the Nazi flag was displayed in this meeting as a
requirement of the National Socialist Government. This photograph was first published
in Life in Zion: An Intimate Look at the Latter-day Saints, –, ed. William W.
Slaughter (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, ), .
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had “perfect liberty in the holding of our meetings in Germany, notwith-
standing the fact that more than thirty different denominations have been
prohibited from preaching there.”₃₈

President Grant and his companions spent the night in a local hotel
before leaving for Prague, Czechoslovakia, the following day. En route, they
changed trains in Nürnberg, Germany (fig. ), where a group of about
thirty Latter-day Saints andmissionaries greeted them. The party spent the
next several days in the Czechoslovakian Mission before returning to Ger-
many for a tour of the German-Austrian Mission. On July , they visited
Hamburg and then made their way to Dresden, Breslau, and Berlin.

The physical presence of the prophet had a profound effect upon the
Saints in Europe. Mirjam Schirm recalls that when President Grant visited
the Interlaken Ward in  “‘the respectful character of the prophet
impressed painter Arthur Hodel so much that he painted a portrait of
him.’”When Hodel finished the painting the following year, he presented it
to the Interlaken Ward, where it hung “until shortly after the death of Presi-
dent Heber J. Grant in . Later, when the ward changed location to the

V 15President Heber J. Grant in Switzerland and Germany, 1937

Fig. . President Grant and President Lyman visiting with the Saints as they pre-
pare to leave the train station, Nürnburg, Germany, July , . A group of about
thirty-five Saints and missionaries greeted them at the station.
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Rugenaustrasse, the picture went along and continued . . . to please the
members and to remind them of the visit of a prophet.” Sister Schirm con-
tinues, “The deep and sincere glance of Heber J. Grant seems, to me, to
continue warning: Take the speakers’words seriously—remember the mes-
sage of the prophet—your Savior lives!”₃₉

Conclusion

President Grant’s trip to the British Isles and continental Europe in
 was a milestone in Church history for the region. It gave the Church
increased visibility in countries where growth had slowed considerably,
and it allowed President Grant to determine personally what changes
would best befit the European missions at the time. An immediate admin-
istrative change resulting from this tour of Switzerland andGermanywas the
creation of a third mission for German-speaking countries.₄₀ More impor-
tantly, however, the visit had a profound effect on the lives of President
Grant, those traveling with him from Utah, and the European Saints, mis-
sionaries, and others who heard the words of a prophet.

The Swiss-German Mission manuscript history concludes that this
European trip “was both inspiring and instructive. During his stay in the
Swiss-German Mission, Pres. Grant made many friends, both members of
the Church and non-members.” He bore his testimony “in every branch,
and consequently fulfilled the dreams of the German Saints. They had seen
the man who stood at the head of the Church.”₄₁

President Grant also long remembered the reception he was given at
their hands. Upon his return to the United States, President Grant said:

“It melted my heart to find how anxious the people who are in those
countries are to see the Authorities of the Church. . . . I feel really and
truly ashamed of myself that I have neglected so long returning to that
part of the flock. They are just as much a part of this Church as we are. . . .
If the Lord spares my life, I am not going to wait very long before going
back again.”₄₂

With the outbreak of WorldWar II in September , President Grant
was unable to return to Europe as he had hoped. He died quietly in Salt
Lake City in May  just as hostilities in Europe concluded. The memory
of his visit, however, helped to spiritually sustain the European Saints dur-
ing the dark years of conflict, death, and destruction. Edith Schade, a Ger-
man Latter-day Saint, explained the impact she felt President Grant’s visit
had on younger European members like her: “Two years later the Second
World War broke out and we, by our having met President Grant, received
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stronger testimonies of the truth and tried harder to better understand and
keep the commandments.”₄₃

President Grant recognized the need to expand Church programs and
opportunities to the European Saints, something his successors followed
up on. After the war, the Church sent large shipments of aid to the Saints in
Europe. President George Albert Smith called Elder Ezra Taft Benson, a
newly ordained Apostle, on a year-long European mission to lead the effort
to save Church members and friends from starvation and to begin to
rebuild the Church in Europe.₄₄

In , President David O.McKay became the third Church President
to visit the European Saints in their own lands. During subsequent years,
he visited several times, and in  he dedicated Europe’s first temple—a
temple near Berne, Switzerland.₄₅
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Faith as a result of this visit. . . .

. . . After  the church also put out a thin, but significant, pamphlet
that was called “The Articles of Faith” compiled by Heber J. Grant. (Edith
[Schade] Krause to Marc Alain Bohn, August , )

. “Ein lang erwarteter Besuch,” , translated by Peacock.
. Rindlisbocher, interview.
. Grant, Journal, July , .
. Grant, in th Semi-Annual Conference of the Church, .
. “Ein lang erwarteter Besuch,” –. Translated by Peacock. See Switzer-

land Zurich [Swiss and German] Mission Manuscript History, July , , vol. .
. Heber J. Grant, quoted in “Ein lang erwarteter Besuch,” , translated

by Peacock.
. Switzerland Zurich [Swiss andGerman]MissionManuscript History, July ,

, vol. .
. Grant, Journal, July , .
. “Präsident derMormonen Kirche,”National Zeitung (Basel), translated by

Peacock.
. Grant, Journal, July , .
. Grant, Journal, July , .
. “Ein lang erwarteter Besuch,” , translated by Peacock.
. Elder Bertis Lloyd Embry, a missionary serving near Essen, Germany, at

the time, describes in his journal his extraordinary efforts to organize the many
Saints from his area for the trip to Frankfurt to hear the prophet. Elder Embry and
the members from the Essen area traveled almost seven hours to get to the meet-
ing on July . Bertis Lloyd Embry, Journal, July  and , , typescript, Mission-
ary Journals November –July , Church Archives.

. “Ein lang erwarteter Besuch,” , translated by Peacock.
. Embry, Journal, July , .
. Hyrum J. Smith, “President Grant in Frankfurt, Germany,” Deseret News,

August , , .
. Grant, Journal, July , . See Embry, Journal, July , .
. Grant, in th Semi-Annual Conference of the Church, .
. Gräub, Chronik, , translated by Peacock. Another member also recalled

that theNazis asked themembers to remove a picture of President Grant in aGerman
meetinghouse because he “was supposedly a Jew.” Krause to Bohn, August , .

. Gilbert W. Scharffs, Mormonism in Germany: A History of The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Germany between  and  (Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book, ), .

. Switzerland Zurich [Swiss andGerman]MissionManuscript History, July ,
, vol. .

. Heber J. Grant, quoted in Hinckley,Heber J. Grant: Highlights, . Presi-
dent J. Reuben Clark Jr., representing a League of Nations committee on Interna-
tional Loan Contracts in Berlin, took time from a busy diplomatic schedule to visit
members of the Church as a member of the First Presidency in August . See
Scharffs, Mormonism in Germany, ; and “Präsident J. Ruben Clark in unsern
Missionen,” Der Stern  (September –, ): .
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. Krause to Bohn, August , . See similar sentiments inDer Stern’s “Ein
lang erwarteter Besuch,” ; and “Präsident J. Ruben Clark,” .

. See Richard Neitzel Holzapfel, “Friends Again: Canadian Grain and the
German Saints,” Journal of Mormon History  (fall ): –; Ezra Taft Benson,
A Labor of Love: The  European Mission of Ezra Taft Benson (Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book, ); and Bruce A. Van Orden, Building Zion: The Latter-day Saints
in Europe (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, ), –, .

. Van Orden, Building Zion, –.
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In researching and writing the story of Helmuth Hübener, the Latter-daySaint youth who was executed for distributing anti-Nazi literature in
Germany during World War II,₁ I learned of several other Hübener-like
people in Nazi Germany.₂ One such person, whom I shall call Bruno to
preserve anonymity, was a young Latter-day Saint man who joined Hitler’s
infamous elite force, the SS, and then had a change of heart. I had the privi-
lege, a number of years ago now, to interview this gentleman at his home
in Germany.

The Early Years

Bruno’s story begins with his father, Johann Kusmin S., a native of Riga,
Latvia, who supported the czar on the side of theWhite army in the Russian
civil war against the Bolsheviks. He died in a battle in Lithuania in .
His pregnant widow, Olga Viktoria Romanovska, fled to Königsberg,
now Kaliningrad in Russia, where Bruno was born on November , .

A Latter-day Saint in Hitler’s SS
The True Story of a Mormon Youth Who Joined and
Defected from the Infamous SchutzStaffel

Alan F. Keele

. Blair R. Holmes and Alan F. Keele, eds., comps., and trans.,When TruthWas
Treason: German Youth against Hitler (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, ).
See also Karl-Heinz Schnibbe, Alan F. Keele, and Douglas F. Tobler, The Price: The
True Story of a Mormon Who Defied Hitler (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, ).

. For a discussion of some of these, see my unpublished paper “Six Authors
in Search of a Character: Helmuth Hübener in Post-War German Literature,”
which can be read online at germslav.byu.edu/faculty/afkeele/authors.htm.



Olga had had six other sons, all of whom had died young, either from an
illness such as typhus or by accident; one was sliding in the snow while
hanging onto an automobile, and he got hooked onto the car somehow and
was dragged to death. After the death of her husband, Olga found herself
staatenlos (without citizenship in any state) and could not legally work. She
eked out a living as a cleaning lady. One can only imagine her emotional
state.

There was a Latter-day Saint sister in the town who was also a part-
time fortune teller (Kartenlegerin), to whomOlga went to have her fortune
told. In what must be one of the strangest conversion stories on record, she
learned from this woman about The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. In , Olga and her thirteen-year-old son, Bruno, were baptized in
the Memel River.

They became members of the Tillsit Branch in the Königsberg Dis-
trict,₃ a branch of between one and two hundredmembers presided over at
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. In , Arnold H. Schulthess, president of the German Mission, recorded
that “a fine opening has been made in Königsberg, East Prussia.” The area grew
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the time by President Otto Schulzke, reportedly a professional prison war-
den but not a Nazi. Bruno was made a deacon. He remembers hearing
President Heber J. Grant speak at a conference in Königsberg.₄ All the dis-
trict members reportedly traveled to the city and stayed with other mem-
bers there, often five to a bed. Some children slept at the church on the
bellows of the organ.

Bruno remembers the article by the president of the East GermanMis-
sion in the official Nazi newspaper stating that Mormons and Nazis had
some common experiences and values.₅ But Bruno also recalls that most of
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quickly, and Königsberg became its own district in . Gilbert W. Scharffs,Mor-
monism in Germany: A History of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in
Germany between  and  (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, ), . Though
the district continued to grow, World War II took a severe toll on Church mem-
bership. For example, in  there were  members in the Königsberg area. In
, the branch closed. Scharffs,Mormonism in Germany, .

. President Heber J. Grant traveled to Germany in . (For more informa-
tion on President Grant’s European tour, see “A Long-Awaited Visit: President
Heber J. Grant in Switzerland and Germany, ” by Richard Neitzel Holzapfel
and Mark Alain Bohn, also in this issue.) Meetings were held in Frankfurt. Previ-
ously, in a First Presidency Message of , President Grant counseled the Euro-
pean Saints to remain in their homelands despite the turbulent political and
economic atmosphere rather than emigrate to the United States. Emigration
among Germanmembers of the Church declined sharply in the years leading up to
World War II. Scharffs,Mormonism in Germany, , .

. Alfred C. Rees was president of the East GermanMission fromDecember ,
, to August , . Scharffs, Mormonism in Germany, –, . As tensions
mounted in Nazi Germany, President Rees wrote an article called “Im Lande der
Mormonen” (“In the Land of the Mormons”) comparing German and Mormon
history and praising selected efforts of the current government. His article was
published in the Völkischer Beobachter, the official Nazi newspaper, on April ,
. The following excerpts are from a translation of his article:

The Mormon people know what persecution and suppression mean.
And the German people who have gone through the shadow of the valley
since the World War; and who have been forced to rely upon their own
strength and determination, and upon their undying belief in their
own ability to restore their self-respect and their merited place among
the mighty sisterhood of nations, reveal that same progressive character,
which does not shun obstacles. For that reason, to a student of Mor-
monism, recent developments in Germany present a most impressive
comparison. . . . The Mormon people, perhaps more than any other
people in all the world, pay high tribute to the German government for its
bold declaration of war against the use of alcohol and tobacco by the
youth of Germany. (Joseph M. Dixon, “Mormons in the Third Reich:
–,” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought  [Spring ]: .)



the Latter-day Saints in the area were not pro-Nazi; on the contrary, when
he later joined the SS, most of them looked at him suspiciously. He and his
mother were both philosemites, he said, with many Jewish friends. When
he performed his Landjahr (an obligatory year working in the countryside)
near Elbing, East Prussia, he attended the branch there, an indication that
he must have also been somewhat committed to the Church at that time.

Bruno had a strict upbringing and had to work hard to help his
mother make ends meet. When he was growing up, he reported, she
often had two jobs and had to lock him in the apartment for the day.
When he was a bit older, he helped by gathering mushrooms and berries
in the forest.

His mother did not speak German well and relied on him as her
translator. Possibly for this reason, among imaginable others, she did not
want her only remaining family member out of her sight and was over-
protective to the extent that she discouraged him from participating in
Church youth programs.

The Jungvolk

In order to break free of his clinging mother, Bruno reported, he
began to get involved with the Jungvolk, the Nazi program for young
boys.₆ A friend of his mother, a man whose house she cleaned, sponsored
Bruno and purchased his uniforms for him.When Bruno was old enough,
he became a member of theHitlerjugend (Hitler Youth).₇ Looking back on
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Fourmonths later, missionaries fled Germany, and on September , , Germany
invaded Poland, beginning the Second World War.

. Jungvolk was a branch of Hitlerjugend (Hitler Youth), for boys ten to four-
teen. Formally organized in , Jungvolk saw immediate and exponential growth
with the birth of the Third Reich. Gerhard Rempel, Hitler’s Children: The Hitler
Youth and the SS (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, ), .

. In , Hitler voiced his conviction about the significance of the youth in
the Nazi movement:

I am beginning with the young. We older ones are used up. . . . We
are rotten to the marrow. We have no unrestrained instincts left. We are
cowardly and sentimental. We are bearing the burden of a humiliating
past, and have in our blood the dull recollection of serfdom and servility.
But my magnificent youngsters! Are there finer ones anywhere in the
world? Look at these young men and boys! What material! With them I
can make a new world. (Rempel, Hitler’s Children, –)



it, he recalls that he should have seen the inherent violence and injustice in
the party, for as aHitlerjugendmember he had to do pushups with a leader
holding a knife upright below his stomach. He also recalls the H.J. clearing
out cafés at curfew time and then breaking curfew themselves by lounging
in the cafés until late at night.

Although he began an apprenticeship as a Drogist, which is not quite
the same thing as a druggist, Bruno became interested in the Feuer-
schutzpolizei, a voluntary fire department of sorts that was a kind of pre-
military training program rather than a full-time occupation.

In , when Bruno was twenty or so, a committee of theWaffen SS₈

(armed protective services) came to the Feuerschutzpolizei looking for
likely recruits, and they mustered Bruno into the SchutzStaffel (protective
echelon). He was sent to Debica in Poland, where he served as a guard at a
Truppenübungsplatz (a troop-training facility). Of his memories there, he
said only that the local governor in Poland (the Provinzleiter), was a noto-
rious high-living “swine.”

Now comes the ugly part: While Bruno was in Poland, the SS were
assigned to details to eliminate Jews. The SS were given Schnapps and drugs
to make them fearless, Bruno reports, and then they were driven into the
countryside to round up Jewish villagers in the shtetls.₉ Bruno was uncom-
fortable talking to me about this episode in his life. I did not feel like press-
ing him for details about his participation; nevertheless, I got the
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The Hitlerjugend was Hitler’s youth organization created with this vision in mind
in , before the Nazis had even come to power. Peter D. Stachura,Nazi Youth in
the Weimar Republic (Santa Barbara, Calif.: Clio Books, ), . As Hitler’s youth
organizations expanded, the Hitlerjugend came to refer specifically to the organi-
zation for boys ages fourteen to eighteen. Rempel, Hitler’s Children, . The Hitler-
jugend had close ties to the Nazi adult organizations such as the SA (the Storm
Troopers), the SS, and the German army. Rempel observes, “The social, political,
andmilitary resiliency of the Third Reich is inconceivable without theH. J. It was the
incubator that maintained the political system by replenishing the ranks of the domi-
nant party and preventing the growth of mass opposition.”Hitler’s Children, .

. The Waffen-SS, literarily, “the SS-in-arms,” was the combat wing of the
SS, a paramilitary group used by Hitler as a secondary, politically motivated
army. D. S. V. Fosten and R. J. Marrion, Waffen-SS: Its Uniforms, Insignia, and
Equipment, – (London: Almark, ), , . Heinrich Himmler, head of the
SS and anxious for more power to move forward with his sinister racial agenda,
expanded the ranks of the SS greatly as the war progressed. Rempel, Hitler’s Chil-
dren, . Because the SS could not draft soldiers, it recruited heavily from Hitler
youth organizations. Rempel, Hitler’s Children, –. By the end of , the
Waffen-SS had nearly  thousand men. Fosten and Marion,Waffen-SS, .

. The correct Yiddish plural is shtetlach (small Jewish villages).



impression that he did not do the horrible things others did. He particu-
larly recalled how shocked he was when an SSman threw a baby into the air
and shot it with his carbine. Women were stripped and their body cavities
searched, ostensibly for hidden jewels. Bruno said, “Lest anyone argue that
there was no persecution of the Jews, let me tell him that I saw it firsthand.”

One night after this horrible experience, Bruno and a Hungarian
comrade buried their uniforms, dressed in their civilian clothes, and
began walking southwest toward the British lines, as they imagined them.
In five days they made it as far as the Carpathians, where they were cap-
tured by Germans at a small border crossing. Bruno and his companion
suspected that a Pole who had befriended them earlier had alerted the
Gestapo about them.

Dachau

Brunowas taken back to his unit and tried by the SS-und Polizeigericht VI
(SS and Police Court VI) in Krakau, Poland. The judge reportedly said to
him, “Der Alte Fritz hätte Sie erschossen!” (“Old Emperor Friedrich would
have shot you!”) When he was sentenced to seven years, Bruno laughed.
Apparently this was a nervous tick of his (he had laughed when a bomb
had landed near him during the war).

He was first sent to the concentration camp at Dachau, Germany, then
was moved to a labor camp in nearby Allach that was making BMW air-
craft engines.₁₀ In  he grasped at an opportunity to volunteer for a kind
of suicide mission involving one-man submarines, but when he got to
Berlin and party officials looked more closely at his record, he was sent
right back to Dachau. From there he was sent to Budweis, Czechoslovakia,
on a Bewährungsaufsatz (probationary assignment), but he left the train in
Vienna to go to the amusement park at the Prater, as he recalls it, and over-
stayed his leave. When he finally arrived in Prague, he was tried again and
given an additional three years of imprisonment in Dachau. In December
, he was sent to a labor facility in Neckar-Els bei Moosbach, near
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. Allach was a branch camp of Dachau set up in close proximity to manu-
facturing sites. Bruno likely worked in the screw factory Präzifix along with up to
four hundred other prisoners. Harold Marcuse, Legacies of Dachau: The Uses and
Abuses of a Concentration Camp, – (Cambridge: Cambridge Universtiy
Press, ), .



Heidelberg. Here he worked assembling Daimler-Benz aircraft engines in
filthy underground tunnels that dripped cold water on him as he worked.

Illness and the End of theWar

Having survived several bombing raids on the factory, he contracted
tuberculosis from the terrible conditions underground. The Red Cross once
visited his factory and sent him to a clinic in Rockenau bei Eberbach on the
Neckar River, where the end of the war overtook him. Because the United
States Army had no proof that Bruno had been a prisoner of the Nazis, they
treated him as an SS man, for that is what someone told them he was, even
though he did not have the SS blood-type tattoo under his arm.₁₁

At first he was a prisoner of war in the former Grossdeutschland
Kaserne (Greater Germany Barracks), then in a tent camp in Heilbronn,
Germany, and later in Niederroden, Germany. Then, due to his failing
health, the Americans put him in one of their own hospitals before freeing
him, presumably to die. After he was released on April , , he entered
a German hospital at Heidelberg-Rohrbach, where his entire right lung was
removed. (When I interviewed him in , his chest was still very notice-
ably sunken in on the right side.) The left lung was infected, but he was
given antibiotics to treat it.

Church, Family, and Career

While recovering in the clinic, Bruno saw a newspaper advertising an
upcoming conference of the Church in Karlsruhe, Germany. He wrote to
the address given in the paper and received visitors from the Church.
About eight weeks after his operation, he boarded a train with his new-
found Latter-day Saint friends, notably the Eugen Hechter family, for the
conference. They propped him up with pillows to ease his pain. He
reported to me that from that moment forth he has been a one-hundred-
percent-devoted Latter-day Saint. He has served as a patriarch and a
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. The blood type was tatooed on the inside of the left upper arm of SS sol-
diers. This mark—or any scar that might have suggested an attempt to remove the
tattoo—was considered prima facie evidence of membership in the SS and often
resulted in summary executions. See Karl Schnibbe’s account in Holmes and
Keele, eds.,When Truth Was Treason, , n. .



bishop, as a high councilor several times, and in many other callings; he pro-
jected tomy eyes a saintly, even beatific spirit. Educationally, he finished his
apprenticeship and became a Drogist. At twenty-seven he married a
woman who was a war widow with two children. They had two sons
together. (His two sons were inactive in the Church when I spoke to him; he
thought he had been too severe with them when they were young.) When
his wife passed away in , he lived for a while with a stepdaughter and her
family.Hemet his second wife at a Latter-day Saint singles gathering in Tiro-
lia, Austria. Together they have served a mission in Pirmasens, Germany.

Regrettably, he was unable to locate his mother: though he had heard
from her once while he was in Berlin briefly, he does not know what
became of her in the confusion of the war, nor could the other Latter-day
Saints from the Königsberg area tell him anything more about her fate.
When he was asked to teach a class in Church after the war, he realized he
knew the gospel better than he thought he did, thanks to reading to his
mother aloud from the Book of Mormon and the Bible. Like many who
had been in camps, he had a problem with the Word of Wisdom, which he
soon overcame. After the war, he received some reparations money, but he
had to pay some of it back when it was learned that he had been in the SS.
He lived for two and one-half years in the United States, where he worked
as a janitor in a Latter-day Saint stake center, but he returned to Germany
after fasting and praying about it.

Conclusion

Bruno’s story leaves room for much conjecture: Why did he join the
SS? His mother was anti-Bolshevik, but he says she was also philosemitic
and anti-Nazi. I got the impression he had been, as a very young and
impressionable man, simply motivated to get away from a possessive
mother and have some excitement, a young man who did not have the per-
spective to see what Nazism really promised. Yet when he saw Nazism in its
true light, he had the courage to flee from it. And when he returned to the
narrow path of the gospel, he held onto the rod with the strength of a man
who had literally been to hell and back.

Alan F. Keele (alan_keele@byu.edu) is Professor of Germanic and Slavic Lan-
guages at Brigham Young University in Provo, Utah. In  he received a B.A.
from BYU, with a Germanmajor and a history minor. He earned his Ph.D. in Ger-
man language and literature at Princeton University in .
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During the thirty-three years that Brigham Young led The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, –, he set the Church on a

course of following the Word of Wisdom to the letter. While most Church
members failed to obey the revelation’s proscriptions during Brigham’s
lifetime, he set the goal that members would eventually comply with the
Word of Wisdom. During his tenure, he changed the standard from mod-
erate use of tobacco, alcohol, tea, and coffee to full abstinence.

This important chapter in the history of the Word of Wisdom has sev-
eral subtexts. It reveals President Young’s personality and leadership style.
It also suggests a social trend and incremental progress. Like Americans
and western Europeans generally, the men and women of President
Young’s era were refining themselves and their society—slowly and fitfully,
perhaps, and certainly not as quickly as President Young hoped.

Despite the lag between the rhetoric and the reality, the change in prac-
tice was eventually complete enough that many of today’s Church mem-
bers might look back on pioneer-day Word of Wisdom observance with
surprise and disbelief. This article presents an examination of Brigham’s
role in the elevation of Word of Wisdom compliance in hopes that this
information will help readers understand the difficulties he faced in chang-
ing the personal habits of the growing Church membership.₁

Initial Word of Wisdom Interpretations

The Brigham Young era began with an easy tolerance about Word of
Wisdom compliance that reflected both the flexible wording of Joseph
Smith’s revelation and the social norms of the nineteenth century. Given to
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Brigham Young’s Word of Wisdom Legacy

Paul H. Peterson and Ronald W. Walker



the Church in February , the health code revelation came not by way of
“commandment or constraint” but as a voluntary “greeting.” In short, it
was an invitation (literally a “word of [divine] wisdom”) that promised
Church members “temporal” blessings (physical and perhaps monetary
advantages) as well as spiritual insight (“wisdom” and “knowledge”). To
gain these gifts, the Saints were asked to forego “wine or strong drink,”
tobacco when taken internally instead of as a healing herb, and “hot
drinks.” These prohibitions were matched by a series of prescriptions—
suggestions of foods that might be ideally eaten. For instance, the revela-
tion urged a diet of vegetables (“herbs”), fruits, grains, and a little meat,
although more meat was allowed in “famine” and cold weather.₂

At first glance, the revelation appeared to be a mild advisory that left
the use of the prohibited and prescribed items to the judgment of Church
members. However, elements of the Word of Wisdom revelation also sug-
gested a stricter view. While the revelation was offered as advice, could a
conscientious Saint set aside any word of God? After all, the health code
was a divine instruction. Moreover, the revelation contained words that
seemed inclusive. It was intended for the “weak and the weakest of all
saints, who are or can be called saints”—categories that came close to sug-
gesting a universal application.₃

In truth, Church members did not immediately receive consistent,
unequivocal direction from prophetic figures relative to how certain
specific verses were to be interpreted and/or implemented. Could the pro-
scribed items be used “moderately”—with restraint—or did members
have to abstain from them? How much attention should they give to the
prescribed foods? Were these to become the bulk of their diet? And there
were hard questions about duty and conscience. If the Word of Wisdom
was more than a health code—if it also had a moral or religious duty
attached to it—the revelation might require a greater obedience. Finally,
how insistent would the Church be about obedience? Would following the
Word of Wisdom become a matter of Church discipline, perhaps requiring
the names of the wayward to be taken from Church rolls? Or would com-
pliance be left to each man and woman? The Latter-day Saint concept of
agency had to be considered. Since none of these questions and issues were
fully answered by the  Word of Wisdom revelation, Church leaders and
members would need time and experience to sort them out.

The vagueness of the wording of the Word of Wisdom actually may
have been an advantage to the fledgling Church. Because the revelation
sought to reform embedded drinking and dietary habits (and the social
traditions on which these habits were based), the revelation might have
foundered had its full application been sudden or strict, and the early
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Church itself could have lost its cohesion and focus. The abolition of alco-
hol, especially, posed a difficult challenge, for eighteenth-century and nine-
teenth-century Americans were drinkers on a scale that can scarcely be
imagined today.

Early American Drinking, Tobacco Use, and Diet

In the colonial era, most men drank, as did a fair number of women
and children. Alcohol supplemented bland diets, helped as a relaxant for
anxiety, and served as medication for colds, snake bites, and broken limbs.
Drink provided uplift at parties, military drills, and community projects
such as house-raisings.₄ “Freer was its use than water by the human
species,” said one temperance author.₅ Americans would drink from dawn
to dusk, at breakfast and dinner, with friends or alone.₆

The four decades between  and  saw the heaviest per capita
alcohol consumption in the nation’s history, as the dark brews, fermented
wines, and distilled rum of the colonial era gave way to the hard cider and
especially to the hard whiskey of the new republic. Annual per capita con-
sumption of alcohol for Americans over the age of fourteen rose from an
estimated . gallons in  to . gallons in the first third of the nine-
teenth century—more than three times the drinking level of Americans
near the end of the twentieth century.₇

Excessive drinking—perhaps the United States’s most serious pre-
ventable public health problem of the time—was not the only issue
addressed by the Word of Wisdom. Disease resulting from the use of
tobacco also was a growing public health problem. In addition to smoking
cigars and pipes, Americans sniffed or chewed snuff (finely pulverized
tobacco).₈ Chewing tobacco, an American innovation that mixed tobacco
and molasses, was a social staple. Stains of dark-colored spittle covered the
floors in most public places; well-mannered people could do little but
complain and hope for better times.₉ While the early-nineteenth-century
incidence of tobacco use is difficult to estimate, clearly tobacco was used by
many men as well as by some women. The Saints were no exception; when
Joseph Smith first presented his Word of Wisdom revelation to a group of
twenty-two men at Kirtland, Ohio (fig. ), twenty were using tobacco.₁₀

Finally, there was a growing feeling that Americans might improve
their diet. The popular and possibly most influential food reformer in the
s, Sylvester Graham (famous for the “Graham cracker”), voiced con-
cern not only about alcohol and tobacco but also about such things as
coffee, tea, pepper, mustard, and “every other kind of artificial stimulants
and narcotics.”₁₁
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Obviously, the Word of Wisdom came in a time of widespread health
and social reform. Alcohol reformers had first raised their voices before the
end of the eighteenth century, and their cries grew as the quantity of spir-
its used by the American public rose. The year  saw the organization of
the American Temperance Society, which urged abstinence rather than
moderation as the most feasible way to end the national binge. This
national organization in turn led to the establishment of hundreds of local
societies, which were especially numerous in the Western Reserve of Ohio,
where Joseph Smith received his Word of Wisdom revelation.₁₂ Interest-
ingly, the day before Joseph Smith received the revelation, temperance socie-
ties throughout the United States engaged in a special campaign. “A whole
nation,”wrote a journalist in the New York Temperance Recorder, “called up
its energies, and the cry . . . was heard reverberating from hill to hill and
from vale to vale.”₁₃

Many Americans, particularly religious evangelicals, worried about the
social conditions of the new republic. While the colonial population may
have drunk a great deal, public behavior had been controlled by restraining
ideals and institutions that placed a premium on social order and virtue.
As a result, drinking, particularly in the New England colonies, had been
“orderly” and private. However, by the end of the eighteenth century and
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Fig. . An upper room in Newel K.Whitney’s Kirtland, Ohio, store. On February ,
, Joseph received the revelation know as the Word of Wisdom at an assembly
of brethren in this room.
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beginning of the nineteenth, these old controls began to loosen, and many
“traditional”Americans grew alarmed at the public display of drinking and
the resulting social disorder.₁₄

The Early Church and theWord of Wisdom

Brigham Young was influenced by the Mormons’ experience with the
health code before he became the President of the Church. At best, early
Word of Wisdom observance had a checkered history. It is true that some
voices in Ohio urged complete abstinence. “Have not the authorities of the
church in council assembled in this place, decided deliberately and posi-
tively,” wrote a Church editorialist at Kirtland in , “that if any official
members of this church shall violate or in any wise disregard the words of
wisdom which the Lord has given for the benefit of his saints, he shall lose
his office?”₁₅

Such strict views led to turmoil and schism in Missouri,₁₆ and by the
time the Church established its headquarters at Nauvoo, Joseph Smith
declined to enforce a policy of abstinence. After one Church elder preached
a long sermon that enjoined the Saints to “sanctity, solemnity, and temper-
ance in the extreme, in the rigid sectarian style,” Joseph reproved him for
being “pharisaical and hypocritical and [for] not edifying the people.”
Later that evening, a Church council concluded “that a forced abstinence
was not making us free but we should be under bondage with a yoak [sic]
upon our necks.”₁₇ The decision apparently reflected the Latter-day Saint
ideals of personal conscience and forbearance as well as the reality that an
enforced compliance might tear the social fabric of the Church.

However, at Kirtland and at Nauvoo, the first-generation Mormons
insisted that their towns be orderly and filled with virtue. A visiting
Methodist preacher named Prior expressed astonishment at not seeing
“loungers about the streets nor any drunkards about [their] taverns,”₁₈

while the Hancock Eagle called the city of Nauvoo “a Benighted Region,”
lamenting that “from the centre to the circumference of the city, . . . a glass
of ardent spirits cannot be purchased at any price” (italics in original).₁₉

While the newspaper perhaps exaggerated, it suggested a policy that
Brigham Young reaffirmed upon becoming the Church leader in . Said
an official letter of the Quorum of the Twelve, sent out several months after
Joseph Smith’s death, “To be plain . . . we wish to suppress all grogshops,
gambling houses, and all other disorderly houses or proceedings in our
city, and to tolerate no intemperance or vice in our midst.”₂₀

Observance on the Trail. When, in January , Brigham Young
issued his only canonized revelation—section  of the Doctrine and
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Covenants—the theme of intemperance was once more touched upon.
The revelation, meant to list the procedures and standards of the Latter-
day Saint migration to the Great Basin, included an admonition to the
Saints to cease their “drunkenness” (D&C :–). Church leaders tried
to control drinking at Winter Quarters by giving the bishops exclusive
right to sell alcohol; illegal vendors nevertheless sold enough drink to cause
“very prevelent” drunkenness and disorderly noise. A police sweep netted
five barrels of contraband in a single day, resulting in rage and defiance
from some of the moonshiners.₂₁ But Brigham hoped for an even greater
reformation. In March , as the pioneer camp was about to go west, he
spoke about making the Word of Wisdom a test of fellowship. While sick-
ness might bring the use of a “cup of tea or a little sp[irits],”Brigham urged
that the Saints generally put aside their whiskey and tobacco. They
would see, he said, “who is King, tobacco or the man.” There was a mea-
sure of self-inspection in his statement. “If I was not afflicted with chew-
ing [tobacco],” he told the Saints, “I should be just right” with the Word
of Wisdom.₂₂

To show abnegation, Brigham urged the Saints to substitute for their
ten-pound trail ration of coffee, which was a luxury, additional basic
flour₂₃ (fig. ). Few Saints did so. At the very least, they regarded tea and
especially coffee as staples for their trip to the Great Basin, and many also
used tobacco.₂₄ In fact, according to one report, the Churchmembers, fear-
ing a short supply of these commodities, stocked up on them before leaving
theMidwest.₂₅This relaxed stance towardWord of Wisdom observance char-
acterized Mormon gathering efforts for much of the century. Abraham O.
Smoot, later a Salt Lake City bishop and stake president in Utah County,
recalled that around their campfires Latter-day Saint pioneers often drank
tea and coffee and used tobacco.₂₆

Regulation in Early Utah.Once in the West, President Young saw just
how heavily the realities of pioneering in Utah weighed upon the Saints:
there were more pressing demands upon his Saints than meeting head-on
their ingrained drinking and preconversion dietary habits. However, he
refused to yield on the single item that he believed to be the most serious
Word of Wisdom violation: immoderate drinking leading to public inebri-
ation. Upon learning that William Tubbs was bringing whiskey into the
newly founded Great Salt Lake City community, Brigham ordered the seizure
of the liquor. In , Tubbs was tried and excommunicated from the
Church for speaking evil against the Presidency.₂₇

But such action hardly stopped the manufacture of “home brew.” It
was common enough that in  Church leaders ruled that those using
much-needed corn to make whiskey were subject to having their grain
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taken from them and given to
the poor.₂₈ In the next several
years, Brigham established a
virtual Church monopoly on
liquor distribution.₂₉ Further,
in February , newly
appointed Utah Territorial
Governor Brigham Young
approved an ordinance of the
local general assembly stipu-
lating that only the governor
could issue licenses to manu-
facture ardent spirits.₃₀ Such
a policy was not uniquely
Mormon. Civil licenses to
make and sell alcoholic bev-
erages, present since colonial
times, were being used
increasingly by United States
temperance workers to con-
trol consumption.₃₁

Redefining the
Word of Wisdom

Brigham’s sermons indi-
cate that the hope of a more
faithful Word of Wisdom
observance never seemed far
from his mind. One of his
April  general conference
sermons began to define the
issue of proper observance.
To obey the health code, he
said, the Saints must “quit
drinking whiskey and leave
off using so much tobacco,
tea, and coffee,”₃₂ although
several months later he good-naturedly offered to delay for a year any
sanction on chewing tobacco if the Saints would support the Church’s emi-
gration program.₃₃ By the end of the year, however, he seemed willing to
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Fig. . “Bill of Particulars,” ca. . Shown in
this list are items recommended for Saints to
take with them across the plains. Brigham
urged Saints who were journeying to Utah to
substitute extra flour for their ration of tea
and coffee.
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mount a serious Word of Wisdom campaign. On December , , he
told a private meeting of Church leaders that he “thought [it] best to renew
the word of wisdom,”₃₄ and two weeks later the Church’s Deseret News
published an editorial that declared the time had come for members to
decide if the health code was “sent forth in the wisdom of heaven, or in the
folly of man.”₃₅ That same month, Brigham complained that the Saints did
not know what was good for them and spoke of their unfortunate desire
for tobacco, alcohol, tea, and coffee.₃₆ These commodities were luxuries
that agitated the nervous system and caused an early death, he believed.₃₇

Brigham’s preaching may have had to do with the Christmas–New
Year social season, which in Deseret—like elsewhere—began a round of
parties that often included drinking. Further temperance preaching was
put on hold for the next few months, as Brigham was appointed territorial
governor and devoted his attention to setting up the new government.

The September Conference. Events of the September  general
conference are often regarded as a watershed in the history of the Word of
Wisdom.₃₈ On the third day of the conference, Patriarch John Smith urged
the men to “leave off using tobacco &c.”₃₉ After Smith’s fervent plea,W.W.
Phelps presented a motion (perhaps uttered from his seat in the podium
area) that the Saints lay aside their use of tea, coffee, tobacco, and snuff.₄₀

Apparently, Brigham Young then “rose to put the motion [to the people]
and called on all the sisters who will leave the use of tea, coffee, &c., to man-
ifest it by raising the right hand.” One vote in opposition was recorded.
Brigham, in a second vote, then called “on all the boys who were under
ninety years of age who would covenant to leave off the use of tobacco,
whisky, and all things mentioned in the Word of Wisdom, to manifest it in
the same manner” (italics in original). Again, there was one dissenting
vote.₄₁ Patriarch Smith then uttered a brief encouragement: “May the Lord
bless you and help you to keep all your covenants.”₄₂

Stirred by these spontaneous events, Brigham continued:

I will draw the line and know who is for the Lord and who is not, and
those who will not keep the Word of Wisdom, I will cut off from the
Church; I throw out a challenge to all men and women. Have I not always
counselled you right? I would rather you would cut me into inch pieces,
than to flinch from my duty, the Lord being my helper.₄₃

The conference concluded the following morning, on Wednesday.
Once more the Word of Wisdom was preached, and it was apparently in
this session that President Young expressed his regret that the pioneers had
spent an estimated fifty thousand dollars on tea, coffee, and tobacco, in his
mind a misuse of resources and a negation of the Word of Wisdom’s
promise of temporal or monetary blessing.
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It had been a stirring conference with a temporal focus. When the
Church issued its Sixth General Epistle, the conference report that summa-
rized major events and teaching, President Young gave the Word of Wis-
dom equal billing with tithing, a major theme of the conference. The
epistle reported that the conference had voted to “commence anew the
tithings and consecrations” of Church members while at the same time
voting “to observe the words of wisdom, and particularly to dispense with
the use of tea, coffee, snuff, and tobacco.”₄₄ The epistle’s failure to mention
alcohol may be noteworthy. The items named in the epistle were imported
from the East and therefore drained the territory of scarce money. In con-
trast, most alcoholic beverages were locally produced, which allowed
resources to remain in Utah. The possibility of a financial motive is
strengthened by a close reading of the various diaries and minutes of the
September conference; they, too, appear to give emphasis to prohibitions of
imported products.

When the fall general conference of the Church reconvened in October
, Brigham began by expressing views that went beyond a pecuniary
utility of the Word of Wisdom. He spoke of the decisions made in Septem-
ber as “productive of more good than any Conference we ever held” and
specifically pointed to action taken regarding the Word of Wisdom.
Brigham believed that in due time the Saints would begin to realize that
their understanding of Joseph Smith’s revelation had been meager. He also
hoped to expandWord of Wisdom teaching. “We are forbidden to eat meat
in hot weather,” he reminded the Saints, and he asked them not to overload
their stomachs.₄₅

The September  Conference in Review. Church leaders would
later refer to the September  conference as the point in time when
Joseph Smith’s revelation was accepted by the members of the Church as a
binding commandment.₄₆ However, little evidence exists that Brigham
himself regarded this September conference as a pivotal event in Word of
Wisdom reform. Certainly, he took no steps, then or later, to make full
compliance a membership test for either Church leaders or the members in
general.₄₇ And there is no record of other Church leaders in President
Young’s lifetime using the  September conference as a text. In short, the
Saints seemed to have understood that while “Brother Brigham” had taken
a firm stance on obeying the revelation, his celebrated (and often exaggera-
ted) pulpit language—in this case using the threat of excommunication for
non-observers—reached beyond his actual policy. Utah Territory, like sev-
eral U.S. states that adopted laws of statutory prohibition in the s,
seemed willing to express the ideal of suppressing drink, but with no
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immediate or realistic ability or process of doing so. The prevailing social
condition defied simple or instantaneous solutions.

A clearer indication of President Young’s policy was contained in pri-
vate letters sent to local Church and civic leaders responsible for local con-
ditions. One of the fullest of these letters was written in November  to
Lorin Farr, who presided over the Ogden Valley settlements. Brigham
wanted a rational, controlled use of alcohol:

For washings, and medicinal purposes, spirituous liquors are useful
and necessary, yet the blessing which they are designed to bestow upon
the human race, is so often and so shamefully abused, thatmany good and
conscientious people would deny themselves the blessing of its use,
and entirely exclude it, from society; but this is not right, and this people
must learn to govern and control all things in righteousness.₄₈

When the Saints made these decisions individually, Brigham hoped
that they would learn to “govern and control all things in righteousness.” It
was this point that had led him while a youth to refuse his father’s request
that he take the temperance pledge. “‘No, sir,’ said I, ‘if I sign the temper-
ance pledge I feel that I am bound, and I wish to do just right, without
being bound to do it; I want my liberty’; and I have conceived from my
youth up that I could have my liberty and independence just as much in
doing right as I could in doing wrong.”₄₉

Attempts at Social Control

In his November  letter to Lorin Farr, Brigham also expressed
views about individuals who made and sold alcohol:

Whoever should undertake to distill liquors, or deal in them, must
expect so soon as it is discovered that their business is becoming a bane
to society, that it will summarily be dispensed with, like any other nui-
sance; be abated entirely, at the expense of the owners, or those engaged
in its manufacture, or sale, or traffic[.] I am determined not to tolerate
drunkenness and shops, but will smash them up wherever I can find
them, anywhere in the Territory, as I shall have power and influence with
the people. Yet did I not believe in always being beholden to our enemies
for that article, or else having to do without it. You will therefore discover
that I am highly in favor of its manufacture, as I am in favor of all other
manufacture for the good of the people.₅₀

Brigham’s counsel conformed to Utah precedents. Shortly after arriv-
ing in the Great Basin, Church authorities adopted a policy of limited but
officially sanctioned alcohol production. “The foundation for the City
Brewery is in the course of erection, and we shall be happy to see it com-
pleted,” opined theDeseret News in late summer . With the prospect of
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an “abundant” crop of hops being realized, the newspaper held out the
hope that “those who enjoy the gathering of Hops can now resume their
pleasure parties.”₅₁ That fall “a new distillery [was] in operation on a
very small scale.”₅₂ In  the city had granted “brother Moon” the
exclusive right of making liquor in the city and tried to close the other
operating distilleries.₅₃

Apparently, the move to close Salt Lake City’s distilleries proved
ineffectual or troubling, and Brigham himself eventually established what
he later described as “one of the best stills in this territory,” perhaps to bet-
ter control the manufacture and sale of a product that Brigham continued
to believe had some limited virtue. “I never permitted any [alcohol] to be
made only for the use and benefit of the people,” he explained.

Some have been for tying up the mouths of the people so they shall
not drink. I never was in favor of this course, only in case of our not being
agents to ourselves. If I keep a bottle containing spirits to mix with a little
camphore & wash my body with, or to administer to any of my family
that may be sick I am not obliged to drink it, neither are you. It is good
for the washing of the body, and for medicine to apply in many cases of
sickness and in health. [Now] I do not wish a lawmademaking it fineable
for a person making a drop of liquor, neither do I wish to give license to
sell it to a man to drink it.₅₄

Yet enough liquor was being produced and consumed in the city to
cause President Young to become alarmed. In  he complained that
some men were making “perfect swill tubs” of themselves, cursing and
swearing in the city’s “Beer shops” and walking unsteadily in the streets.₅₅

Brigham accused some “Elders of Israel”—men who had “done much
good” and who were “firm in the faith”—of descending to “the poor mis-
serable state of a drunkard.” “Youmeet them in the streets so drunk they do
not know where they are,” said the Church leader, yet they say that they
“believe Mormonism”with all their hearts.₅₆

As elsewhere in the United States, Utah was reaping the result of sev-
eral generations of excessive and addictive drinking, which seemed to grow
worse in the frontier West.₅₇ It was small comfort to Brigham Young that
local conditions were “not so bad” as in other western settlements. “Hear-
ken who are the persons living here?” he said in rejoinder. “How came this
City into existence?” Saints were expected to do better.₅₈

By late , the arrival in Utah of  soldiers and  civilian auxiliaries
under the command of Colonel Edward J. Steptoe prodded another attempt
to assert social control. Steptoe and his men had been sent west to reconnoi-
ter amilitary road toCalifornia but remained inUtah duringwinter /.₅₉

While the men were probably not any more rowdy than most barracked
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soldiers, Steptoe, recognizing the danger of social unrest, asked President
Young’s help in making the incendiary of drink less easily available.₆₀

The request created a dilemma; Salt Lake City was torn between con-
flicting ideals. There remained the question of “liberty” and Mormon
uneasiness about dictating social conditions, including to non–Latter-day
Saints. “We are no advocates for curtailing any person’s reasonable agency,”
said the Deseret News. “It is not strong drink, but the misuse of it which we
deprecate.”₆₁ Eventually, the Mormons settled on a policy of revoking the
liquor retail licenses that once had been liberally allowed.₆₂OnNovember ,
, Brigham told territorial judge Zerubbabel Snow to stop selling liquor.
“On the account of the increase of drunkenness in this city, and the natural
evils resulting therefrom, which far outweigh all profits accruing,” Presi-
dent Young wrote, “I hereby request that, upon the receipt of this note you
cease entirely from selling whiskey or any intoxicating liquor to any person
whatever, when the design of the buyer is to use it for a beverage,” adding
“a strict compliance with this request will much oblige the [non-alcoholic]
cider-loving portion of our citizens.”₆₃

At a Sabbath worship meeting held the day after Brigham’s instruction
to Snow to cease selling liquor, each member of the First Presidency
preached against the liquor traffic and drunkenness. Brigham ordered the
cessation of breweries and drinking. Second Counselor Jedediah Grant,
who also served as Salt Lake City mayor, told the Saints to quit sending
petitions for groggeries to the city council. “I feel they [are] a part of hell
and ought to be salted [dumped] in the [Great] Salt Lake,” he said.₆₄

The First Presidency campaign against drunkenness and unwise and
unlawful liquor distribution continued through  and well into the fol-
lowing year. Speaking to the Saints in the Old Tabernacle on November ,
, First Counselor Heber C. Kimball spoke of seeing the armies of
heaven in a vision. The army consisted of righteous Saints—those who
“will not sell whisky, stick up [build] grogeries, and establish distilleries.”₆₅

A few days later, Brigham wrote to his son Joseph A. Young, then serving a
proselyting mission, that with only one exception all members possessing
liquor licenses had responded positively to Kimball’s forthright warning to
return them or be cut off from the Church.₆₆ Moreover, Brigham likely
closed his distillery at this time, believing that he could no longer control
the use of the spirits that it produced.₆₇

However, Salt Lake City’s attempt to control the liquor traffic failed to
prevent several army-related incidents. Two days before Christmas, a
drunken U.S. trooper attending a Social Hall drama began a “considerable
melee” between “quite a number of soldiers” and an equal number of
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Mormon boys.₆₈ On Christmas day, things turned more serious.
“Drunken soldiers” provoked a clash on Salt Lake City’s Main Street (nick-
named “Hell-Street”or “Whiskey-Street”because of its growing reputation
for disorder) by making belittling remarks about nearby Mormon ladies.
Mormon men picked up the challenge, and a “regular melee” broke out.
The outmanned soldiers fired five rounds from their guns, apparently to
warn off their opponents. The Mormons ran to their homes for their
weapons, and a “general engagement” was stopped only by the firm action
of Steptoe’s officers and the city’s police.₆₉

On February , , Brigham responded to Zerubbabel Snow’s refusal
to close up his liquor trade. “I do not wish any more spirits distilled in this
place or its vicinity,” Brigham wrote in a clearly rising temper. Liquor’s
“effects upon society when it is used as an intoxicating drink is so injurious
that the benefits derived from it as a medicine will not justify this commu-
nity in tolerating its manufacture.”₇₀ By early spring , liquor was appar-
ently relatively difficult to come by. “We can[’]t have beer or whiskey to
drink because of the devilish Saints who don[’]t know how to use it,”
deplored Salt Lake bishop Edward D. Woolley. “I like it a little myself but
can[’]t get it now.”₇₁ The ideal that most Mormons continued to uphold
was the moderate or rational use of alcohol—if only other Mormons could
be wise in their conduct.

HigherWord of Wisdom Standards for Youth

The Mormons’ drive to control liquor distribution and use in –

was not their onlyWord of Wisdom initiative in the middle s. Brigham
Young and other Church leaders took steps to expand the observance of the
health code to the rising generation. If not the older folk, Church leaders
reasoned, perhaps the youth might reject the unhappy and unholy legacies
of their parents and grandparents. This fervent hope came to characterize
President Young’s administration.

On July , , Brigham Young asked youngmen to forego the drink-
ing of alcohol and to “also make a covenant with yourselves that no more
of that filthy, nasty, and obnoxious weed called tobacco shall enter your
mouths; it is a disgrace to this, and every other community.”₇₂ Parents had
an excuse; they had been born in an age that had supported these tradi-
tions. On the other hand, Latter-day Saint youth had grown up in the
Church, which proscribed the use of such substances, and, as a result,
the young people should realize how harmful such substances could be.₇₃

That same day, Brigham spoke to children who gathered for the annual
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Pioneer Day festivity. After speaking about mothers who give their children
wine, tea, and coffee, Brigham counseled the young girls assembled there to
“never be guilty of such practices when you become mothers.”₇₄

In April , President Young again counseled young men to obey
the Word of Wisdom. “If the ‘old fogies’ take a little tobacco, a little
whisky, or a little tea and coffee,” he said, “we wish you boys to let it alone,
and let those have it who have long been accustomed to its use. It is far
better for these my brethren, who are young and healthy, to avoid every
injurious habit.”₇₅

President Young’s advice had a second meaning: Although the youth
should avoid theWord of Wisdom’s banned items, they must have patience
with their parents. These were good people who had contracted their
habits in an earlier, laxer era. His advice to Elder Orson Hyde, a member of
the Quorum of the Twelve and then the head of the Latter-day Saint com-
munity at present-day Carson City, Nevada, was typical of Brigham’s
approach to the Church’s older generation. “Concerning tobacco,”he wrote
Hyde, “make yourself comfortable by chewing and smoking all you wish
until you come home, and then we will talk it over.”₇₆

Relative Temperance

It is difficult to gauge the effect of Salt Lake City’s temperance cam-
paign in the middle s with its corollary cautions to Mormon youth
about the use of tobacco, tea, and coffee. Most observers of the time, Gen-
tile as well as Mormon, noted that theMormons used theWord of Wisdom
proscribed items, but in a moderate way that left the city orderly. Traveler
William Chandless, after eating dinner with a Mormon family in ,
commented on the absence of tea and coffee but observed that, although
the Saints had a health code, this was the only family he had seen “that
while rich enough to disobey, followed the advice.”₇₇ Jules Remy and Julius
Brenchley, European observers who were also in the city in , noted that
moderate use, not abstinence, was the ideal. “Although there are neither
grog-shops nor dealers in any kind of drinks to be met with,” wrote Remy,

it does not necessarily follow that the Saints refrain from the moderate
use of spirituous or fermented liquors. No command compels them to
reject certain productions of nature or of art. . . . The more fervent do
abstain with this view, but occasionally they make no scruple of the mod-
erate use of drink.₇₈

Remy and Brenchley thought that the Mormons were more temperate
than most societies and that they used coffee and tea less often than other
staples. Moreover, “the majority abstain from fermented or spirituous
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liquors, either voluntarily and from motives of temperance, or on account
of their poverty.”Regarding tobacco, “they chew [it] more than they smoke
it; this vile habit, however, is less usual among them than in other parts of
the Union.”₇₉

These comments are borne out by the era’s tests of Church orthodoxy.
Abstaining from Word of Wisdom proscriptions was not included in a list
of rules that President Young issued to bishops in  to screen men and
women to receive the high ordinance of the endowment.₈₀ Nor was
abstaining one of the tests of membership used in the famed Mormon
Reformation of –. During this general “call to repentance,” Church
leaders used pulpit preaching and a wide-ranging catechism to examine
personal behavior and to spur the Saints to better works. While the cate-
chism had more than two dozen questions, only one had to do with the
Word of Wisdom; predictably, it was, “Have you been intoxicated with
strong drink?”₈₁ In sum, only drunkenness had achieved Word of Wisdom
taboo status, and probably only repeated public drunkenness might place a
man or a woman’s membership at risk.

The s, then, had seen important Word of Wisdom events. The
health code had been officially reaffirmed by the  general conference,
although impulsively and with little follow-up at the time. Moreover, the
temperance drive of – with its corollary of youth observance had
restored city order and suggested rules for the new generation. These
events as well as the Saints’ general tendency toward temperance produced
a society that was, especially for the freewheelingWest, relatively stable and
well ordered. As the Deseret News suggested in an editorial in the middle
s, it was the actions of a comparative few that caused consternation—
“a few whisky and beer sellers, and . . . a small sprinkling of drunkards and
rowdies.”₈₂ Generally, the Mormons were doing well with the main Word
of Wisdom health problem of the time—alcohol drinking—at least in a
relative sense.

Financial Concerns and theWord of Wisdom

Throughout the s and into the s, the financial costs of not
observing the Word of Wisdom were a concern for Brigham. In ,
Brigham told Provo Saints that women should quit buying tea and coffee.
“I’ll take $, and it will not pay for tea and coffee brought in [the last]
ten months,” he claimed. “Give me the [cash spent by the Saints on tea and
coffee], and I will bring the Saints fromEngland,who are starving for food.”₈₃

In , with Brigham’s approval, the Deseret Agricultural andManufacturing
Society studied ways to cultivate tobacco locally as a countermeasure to
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importing it.₈₄ In the same vein, the Deseret News decried that “thousands
of dollars annually leave our Territory for tobacco, an article which can be
easily raised in every settlement in the mountains, and we have plenty of
citizens skilled in its manufacture.” The newspaper listed the best varieties
of tobacco to use, the proper soil to plant it in, and sundry other items deal-
ing with its preparation and care.₈₅

These concerns seemed to grow in the early s as the likelihood of
an American civil war loomed, an evenuality that Brigham thought might
signal the end of political and economic ties with the East.₈₆ “You know
that we all profess to believe the ‘Word of Wisdom,’” Brigham preached in
early . “We, as Latter-day Saints, care but little about tobacco; but as
‘Mormons’, we use a vast quantity of it. As Saints, we use but little; as ‘Mor-
mons’, we use a great deal.” The Church leader estimated that “Mormons”
had collectively paid sixty thousand dollars to support their habit in the
past ten or twelve years.₈₇ Two months later, he once more urged home
manufacture as an economic remedy. “Why don’t you raise your own
tobacco and save the dollars?” he asked.₈₈

President Young returned to this theme some years later. “Then why
not go to work and raise the tobacco we consume?” he asked in .

We have talked about this for years, but are we any nearer to its
accomplishment? Very little, if any. I have asked the Bishops to raise in
their wards, the tobacco they wish to consume, but they do not do it. I do
not knowwhat they say, neither do I knowwhat they feel, but they do not
do it. Now I say that we do not ought to buy another pound to be
brought into this Territory, and if I had my way about it I would never
suffer another pound to be brought here.₈₉

As the tracks of the transcontinental railroad reached closer to Utah
during the middle and late s, Brigham realized that imports of tea,
coffee, and tobacco from the East were likely to increase as costs of trans-
portation decreased. Because these imports would still be costly, Brigham
saw theWord of Wisdom as a temporal blessing that, if observed, could put
more money into the pockets of the Saints, reduce Zion’s colonial depen-
dence on the East for goods, and make for a more rational use of
resources.₉₀ And if the Saints would not break off their habits, Brigham
suggested practically, Word of Wisdom commodities be produced locally.

While clearly bothered by economic waste, Brigham never used just
financial arguments to put down tobacco. He opposed “the weed” as an
offense to common sense. “There is more grumbling in Deseret [Utah] for
tobacco than there is for bread,”he said in .₉₁Moreover,moral and theo-
logical grounds were never far from his consideration. In  he told a
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congregation that the Saints must adhere to the health revelation if they
expected to return to Jackson County, Missouri, for the millennial gather-
ing. “So impressive were his remarks,” said the recorder of the sermon,
that “there was quite a rustling afterwards among loose, dried tobacco
leaves, various remnants of ‘plugs’ being consigned to other places than
pockets of masticatory organs, and numerous resolves were made, that tea
and coffee would be henceforth abstained from, and the Word of Wisdom
strictly observed.”₉₂

Furthermore, President Young remained deeply concerned about the
social and moral results of drinking, which led him to raise repeatedly
the issue of the local manufacture and control of alcohol. “I despise the
whiskey maker more than I do the thieves, and I have no use for either,” he
told the Saints in . “Harlots and publicans will enter the kingdom of
God before the whiskey dealer. Cursed is he that putteth the cup to his
brother’s lips.”₉₃ When a Church member asked to be excused from a Uin-
tah Valley colonizing company, Brigham perceived his reluctance had to do
with the man’s whiskey making. “I do not wish to excuse you,”he exploded.
“I want you to go so that you can neither make whiskey or get it. For any
man that makes whiskey or Beer is [g]uilty of putting the cup to his neigh-
bor[s’] lips and any man that will make whiskey to sell here would sell the
kingdom of God for a pickeyune.”Brigham reminded the wayward Saint of
his own example of closing up his distillery when its alcohol could no
longer be controlled.₉₄

Utah Liquor Laws

The foregoing incident suggests that Salt Lake City had a hard time
suppressing liquor traffic. The challenge became greater in  after
Colonel Patrick Connor’s U.S. army “Volunteers” bivouacked on Salt Lake
City’s eastern bench. Complaints grew thereafter about drunkards in the
streets. The “traveling community”—soldiers and travelers—augmented
by a rising population of non–Latter-day Saint residents demanded liquor,
and the city tried to “control it so that all who are weak may not abuse
themselves with it.”₉₅ The feeble certainly included Church members.

Since establishing Salt Lake City, the Mormons had tried to govern the
liquor traffic with a variety of expedients, which sometimes were employed
in combination. These included licensed private liquor manufacturing and
retailing, city-owned monopolies of these practices, and outright prohibi-
tion. In April , after President Young made some “terse remarks on
liquor stores and grogeries,” the congregation voted once again to close all
Salt Lake City saloons and taverns,₉₆ and city fathers moved to a system of
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local monopoly. Only agents recognized by the municipality were to be
allowed to sell liquor,with profits from the trade going into the city treasury.₉₇

Not surprisingly, those who were not members of the Church were
hardly prepared to live with such controls, and some avoided them by
organizing private clubs that served alcohol. In turn, the local commu-
nity branded these as “nuisance” establishments and took steps to out-
law them. With tempers rising, local Gentiles appealed to U.S. officers in
Salt Lake City and Washington, D.C., for protection. After a heated
exchange between Mormon and federal officers in President Young’s
office, Brigham gave guarantees that property would be protected.₉₈ The
incident was more than a passing event; it signaled that Mormons by
themselves were no longer able to establish Salt Lake City’s liquor laws
and control the city’s social environment. Power was shifting to the non-
Mormon and federal officials.

President Young’s Victory over Tobacco

There may have been a personal dimension to President Young’s
increasingly vigorous preaching about the Word of Wisdom in the s:
he had finally vanquished his own dependence on chewing tobacco. He
had arrived in the Salt Lake Valley determined to overcome his tobacco use.
“Who is going to be master, you or me?” he reportedly asked the plug of
tobacco that he often carried in his hip pocket. Leonard Arrington, Presi-
dent Young’s biographer, suggests that such dialogue helped Brigham
maintain his abstinence until unbearable tooth pain caused him in  to
dip into the tobacco kitty again after avoiding it for nine years.₉₉

Another report suggests that Brigham did not maintain his resolve
quite so long. In , Jules Remy claimed to have watched Brighammatter-
of-factly prepare a quid of Virginia tobacco.₁₀₀ Such a practice was in keep-
ing with Brigham’s advice to Church members for the modest use of
tobacco. “Many of the brethren chew tobacco,” he said in one sermon.

I have advised them to be modest about it. Do not take out a whole plug
of tobacco in meeting before the eyes of the congregation, and cut off a
long slice and put it in your mouth, to the annoyance of everybody
around. Do not glory in this disgraceful practice. If you must use
tobacco, put a small portion in your mouth when no person sees you,
and be careful that no one sees you chew it. I do not charge you with sin.
You have the “Word of Wisdom.” Read it. Some say, “Oh, as I do in pri-
vate, so I do in public, and I am not ashamed of it.” It is, at least, dis-
graceful to you to expose your absurdities. Some men will go into a clean
and beautifully-furnished parlour with tobacco in their mouths, and feel,
“I ask no odds.” I would advise suchmen to bemoremodest, and not spit
upon the carpet and furniture, but step to the door, and be careful not to
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let any person see you spit; or, what is better, omit chewing until you
have an opportunity to do so without offending.₁₀₁

There was, of course, yet another option, and that was abstinence. It
was the tack that Brigham chose shortly after delivering the above advice.
By July , except for medicinal or sacramental reasons, President Young
broke off all personal use of alcohol, tobacco, tea, or coffee. Several months
later, he spoke of his feat to the Saints, giving as his reason the desire to set
a blameless example. “I would chew a little in wisdom & would drink a
little,” he said, “but I will not do it to have our little children chew [that are]
a few years old.”₁₀₂

He hoped that the Saints would likewise control themselves. “I have
used tobacco a great portion of my life, and I have quit it,”he told the Saints
in Centerville, Utah, in June . “Some will say to me how in the world
could you do it. Because I was a mind to,” he said. “Can you do the same?
Yes.”₁₀₃He gave similar advice at October general conference in . “I have
been in the habit of using tobacco a great deal in my life, but it is now
almost two years and a half since I have tasted it,” he said.

Has the forsaking of it caused me much suffering? Look at me. Do I look
unusually wrinkled, gray, pale, and wan? . . . It is a year and a half since I
have tasted tea. Do you think that I have suffered much through the want
of it? Do you think that I am less influenced by the gift and power of the
Holy Spirit than formerly? I do not drink tea, coffee, nor intoxicating
drinks. Does abstinence from these . . . injure my health or improve it?
My appearance will answer the question. Do you think that my mind is
less active and clear . . . in consequence of not using these drinks?
Brethren, why not abstain as I have done from these hurtful luxuries.₁₀₄

Four days after the conference, President Young wrote to his mission-
ary son Brigham Young Jr. to encourage him to shun the use of tobacco,
too. Again, he cited his personal example:

In all probability you will be able to entirely quit the use of tobacco
while on your mission, if you have not already done so. In such case I
trust you will be wise enough to not resume its use on your return, either
while crossing the ocean, passing through the States, nor upon the plains,
but permit us to welcome you home with your mouth and breath free
from the use and smell of tobacco. It is now going on two years and a half
since I have used a particle of tobacco, and I guess a little resolution and
faith on your part will also enable you to dispense with its use, in doing
which you will ever feel strengthened, prospered, and blest.₁₀₅

President Young’s adherence to the Word of Wisdom no doubt played
a role in his increasing advocacy of the health code. During the years
–, he began perhaps the Church’s most earnest and sustained drive
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for Word of Wisdom reform to date. As the completion of the transconti-
nental railroad approached (the famed “Golden Spike” signaling its com-
pletion was driven at Promontory, Utah, in ), economic concerns,
which had been a theme in Young’s counsel throughout he s, lay at the
root of some of his pleas. However, also at center stage were moral impera-
tives, which became increasingly important.

Word of Wisdom Reform in the Late s

The reform began at the April  general conference. At one of the
opening sessions of the conference, President Young pled with Latter-day
Saint women to build the latter-day kingdom by eschewing tea and coffee
and by not letting their children drink tea or coffee.₁₀₆ Church compliance,
he understood, required the support of the leaders of the Church,which was
lacking. “You go through the wards in the city, and then through the wards
in the country,” he said, “and ask the Bishops—‘Do you keep the Word
of Wisdom?’”

The reply will be “Yes; no, not exactly.” “Do you drink tea?” “No.”
“Coffee?” “No.” “Do you drink whisky?” “No.” “Well, then, why do you
not observe the Word of Wisdom?” “Well, this tobacco, I cannot give it
up.” And in this he sets an example to every man, and to every boy over
ten years of age, in his ward, to nibble at and chew tobacco. You go to
another ward, and perhaps the Bishop does not chew tobacco, nor drink
tea nor coffee, but once in a while he takes a little spirits, and keeps
whisky in his house, in which he will occasionally indulge. Go to another
ward, and perhaps the Bishop does not drink whisky nor chew tobacco,
but he “cannot give up his tea and coffee.” And so it goes through the
whole church. Not that every Bishop indulges in one or more of these
habits, but most of them do.₁₀₇

Continuing, Brigham made his point explicitly:

Bishops, Elders of Israel, High Priests, Seventies, the Twelve Apostles,
the First Presidency, and all the House of Israel, hearken ye, O, my
people! keep the word of the Lord, observe the Word of Wisdom. . . .

. . . If you have the right to chew tobacco, you have a privilege I have
not; if you have a right to drink whisky, you have a right that I have not;
if you have a right to transgress the Word of Wisdom, you have a right
that I have not.₁₀₈

IncreasedWord ofWisdomCommitment.Clearly impatient with the
progress of the Saints, President Young no longer linked “personal liberty”
to theWord of Wisdom but instead spoke of the obligation of Church lead-
ers and members to obey. Likewise, his words no longer had the opaque
ambiguity of the original revelation; heavenly “counsel” had become more
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straightforward—approaching the weight of a commandment. During the
two weeks after the conference, he continued the campaign. On April ,
, he suggested that the Saints might properly donate money recently
saved by obeying the Word of Wisdom to the Church’s missionary fund.
Several Church members did so.₁₀₉ Moreover, he stressed his Word of Wis-
dom message that spring while visiting southern Utah with several general
authorities.₁₁₀ Traveling for a month among the settlements from San-
taquin to St. George, the group preached Word of Wisdom compliance. At
St. George, Brigham’s two sermons on the topic encouraged the Saints to
abstain from hot and intoxicating drinks and tobacco and to use grain for
food and not for making liquor.₁₁₁

Brigham Young expressed satisfaction with the Word of Wisdom
observance in the territory. “The merchants on ‘Whiskey St.’ [in Salt
Lake City] can scarcely get enough [trade] day by day to pay their rents,”
he informed two of his sons serving missions in England. “The people
manifest the strongest disposition we have ever witnessed to carry into
effect the counsels which have been given respecting the Word of Wis-
dom and obedience in temporal as well as spiritual matters.” Aware that
previous Word of Wisdom crusades had too often been characterized by
haphazard pledges in revivalistic settings, President Young was gratified
that on this occasion emotion had been kept to a minimum. “There has
been no coercion used,” he wrote, “no covenants required; the principle
has been set forth and the people seemed prepared to receive and carry
it out willingly.”₁₁₂

Another of President Young’s letters gave added detail. “During my
recent trip to St. George and back,” he told a missionary serving in St. Louis,
“not one of those who accompaniedme used tea or coffee during the entire
trip so as I had an opportunity of seeing.” Moreover, the settlers “whether
out of respect to us, or because they felt the importance of obeying the
counsel given, did not use tea or coffee while we were with them.”₁₁₃ Many
Saints in southern Utah indicated that they were now living the Word of
Wisdom, and, significantly, no one offered the dignitaries “tea, coffee,
tobacco or liquor.”₁₁₄

It appeared that this reform was making good and perhaps lasting
progress. “Great numbers of the people in the Territory have entirely
abstained from the use of stimulants,” Brigham reported to Elder Franklin
Richards, who at the time presided over the European Mission. “I am
happy to inform you that they seem determined to obey the whisperings of
the spirit.”₁₁₅ At the October  general conference, President Young
thanked the Saints for their obedience but at the same time issued a cau-
tion. In the past, the Saints had continued their use of proscribed items by
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rationalizing that they were required as medicine. “Who is to be the
judge?” Brigham asked. The issue of medicinal use was subjective and too
often open-ended, Brigham was saying, and while he admitted that there
were times that justified the use of hot drinks, tobacco, or alcohol, these
occasions were few and exceptional. But on the question of obeying, the
Church leader remained firm. “Some seem to think that this thing will
soon die away, and that the people will return to the use of tea, coffee,
tobacco and liquor,” he said. Such casual Saints would bring the “curse of
God” upon them, and they would be sorry for their acts.₁₁₆

The reform of – changed as it continued. Speakers, who once
stressed financial reasons for obeying the health code, gave more attention
to the issues of moral and physical health. In addition, President Young and
other Church leaders began to expand their Word of Wisdom advice to
include more than just the proscriptive items that regularly were men-
tioned. In summer , President Young told Provo Saints that he had
continued his abstinence of hot drinks. “I do not think that I have ever
taken so much comfort in drinking cold water in all my life as I have this
season past,” he said.₁₁₇

In the months following, President Young also addressed the question
of eating meat. His opposition to pork was longstanding and almost as
strong as his opposition to alcohol and tobacco.₁₁₈ Instead of using these
substances, he urged such things as buttermilk, eggs, fish, fowl, and milk as
well as fruits and vegetables, which were prescribed by the original revela-
tion. Furthermore, he gave advice about the manner of eating. He thought
that the stomach should not be overloaded and that the Saints should
therefore eat in moderation.₁₁₉

Clearly, President Young meant his Word of Wisdom reform to be
taken seriously. When organizing Schools of the Prophets in the late s,
he highlighted the Word of Wisdom. At the initial meeting of the Provo
school, he asked those “keeping” the health code to stand, and a majority
rose. “The members of this school [in the future] will have to keep the
word of wisdom,” he instructed. “Those who do not keep [it] will have to
[eventually] leave this school.” To further make the point, Church leaders
honored seventy-five-year-old Amos Fielding, who had the unusual dis-
tinction of having embraced and “lived” the health code since his conver-
sion to Mormonism thirty years earlier.₁₂₀ Members of the Schools of
the Prophets at Salt Lake City and Parowan pledged to “observe and keep the
Word of Wisdom according to the spirit and meaning thereof.”₁₂₁ Presum-
ably, members of the other regional schools did likewise.

Reform in Great Britain.The call to reform was heard even in distant
Great Britain. Missionary Henry Jacobs, fresh from Utah, had “indulged”
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himself in “the very offensive habit of using a little tea from the effects of
the water [the Atlantic Ocean] I had crossed,” he said. But Elder Jacobs
understood that he would be unable to ask the British Saints to reform
unless he did so himself, and he therefore pledged to make “a firm stand by
the assistance of the Lord” to abstain from outlawed items. Soon he felt
himself prepared to minister to the local Saints, and he could claim that he
had helped “several of the brethren” stop using the “nasty weed.” Still other
Saints promised to avoid stimulants. Jacobs’s Word of Wisdom teaching
continued into December, when he wrote in his diary, “Visiting among the
saints all day . . . some of whom I labored with to get them to observe the
Word of Wisdom.”₁₂₂

A similar chronology may have existed in Wales. According to one
local authority, little “systematic attention” was given to the Word of Wis-
dom among Welsh Saints until August , when missionaries and mem-
bers began to give it greater heed. By this time, missionaries typically were
abstaining from alcohol and tobacco, and some extended their abstinence
to tea and coffee. While local members were less successful in their obser-
vance, particularly in giving up tea, some did conform to the health law
and became exponents of its cause.₁₂₃ At a Church conference held in
Wales in , the following Word of Wisdom verse was read:

Where is truth and where is wisdom
To lead Saints right while such is done?
The truly precious Word of Wisdom
Shows what to eat, to drink, to shun.

Forewarned of drinks both strong and hot
Tobacco (snuffs) pernicious are
Flesh meats in summer should scarce be eaten
In famine times and winter spare.₁₂₄

Whatever its rhyme and rhythm, the verse showed the reach of Brigham
Young’s reform.

Trials of Reform. While President Young and other Church leaders
zealously pushed for increased Word of Wisdom observance, the results
were sometimes dissappointing. Practical application among the Saints
proved to be the greatest challenge. At the Provo School of the Prophets,
where President Young had been so insistent upon observance, men were
soon voicing their difficulty with compliance. School member Dan Graves
told colleagues he “has been [in] the habit of drinking Tea all his life—his
nature seems to crave for it but he is getting over it.”Another school mem-
ber, an elderly man named Alexander, explained he “had used Tobacco
ever since he was three years old.” Even Hyrum and Joseph Smith had
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unsuccessfully tried to help him break his habit. However, Alexander had
this much hope: “Where I used a plug of Tobacco in a month, I do not now
use that amount in six years.”₁₂₅

Of course, the men of the Provo School were hardly alone. At the
October conference in , Brigham publicly chided members of the Pre-
siding Bishopric for nonobservance. They had been previously sustained in
their offices with the precise understanding that, according to Brigham,
“they would let their liquor and tobacco alone.” Instead, their compliance
had been limited to a “few days.”₁₂₆ Likely, these men were representative of
the many Latter-day Saints who fell short. Elder Orson Pratt was not exag-
gerating when, at a School of Prophets meeting in Salt Lake City in late
, he talked about “the great lack of observance of the Word of Wisdom
by the saints.”₁₂₇

Brigham did not give up his crusade easily, and the continuing inability
of Church members to abide the Word of Wisdom summoned some of his
most forceful language. “I require all under  years old to stop using
tobac[c]o & drinking whiskey,” he said on one occasion. “If they do not, we
will soon make it a test of fellow[ship] in the Church.”He also warned that
those Saints participating in the millennium would be observers of the
health code.₁₂₈ In May , President Young reproached men who spit
tobacco quids on the Tabernacle floor. “It is an imposition for gentlemen to
spit tobacco juice around, or to leave their quids of tobacco on the floor,”he
said. He wanted no more tobacco chewing at conference.₁₂₉

Such practices brought the obvious question: Why after so much
preaching did the Saints still not observe the Word of Wisdom? Brigham
gave his own answer. Many Church members such as tea-drinking women
claimed, “It will kill me if I quit it.” To them, the Church leader said, “Then
die, and die in the faith, instead of living and breaking the requests of
Heaven.”₁₃₀ The Saints, no doubt, understood such language for what it
was: Brigham’s notorious tongue and temper, which often were different
from his actual practice. During one of his tours, an elderly lady expressed
concern about her coffee drinking, and he had been indulgent, “I told her
to take it, and blessed her and her coffee.”₁₃₁

By the early s, President Young continued to encourage and cajole
the Saints to observe the Word of Wisdom, but both the number of his
exhortations and their force diminished. The reformmovement of –

had obviously run its course. Part of the problem lay with the need to pur-
sue other projects. The s saw the Church organize economic coopera-
tives and United Orders. It was also a time of institutional growth with the
reorganization of the Church’s local wards and stakes. President Young also
began to improve the opportunities for education in the territory and
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directed the completion of the first temple in Utah, at St. George. In short,
other issues pressing upon the Church did not allow Brigham and other
leaders to give single-minded focus to the Word of Wisdom.

Reaching Saints through the Auxiliaries

However, President Young’s declining attention to the Word of Wis-
dom was more than a preoccupation with other policies. He was also
resigned to the fact that the first generation of converts, as a group, was
unlikely to change. While President Young’s vigorous preaching had prob-
ably convinced some of his people to abstain and some to cut back their
consumption, the record overall had not been heroic. Faced with this bleak
assessment, the Church leader increasingly put his hope in Zion’s youth,
and to reach them he used the recently established Church auxiliaries of
Sunday School and the youngmen’s and young ladies’ organizations. These
organizations taught Word of Wisdom abstinence and even encouraged
temperance pledges.₁₃₂

The Church’s newly founded magazines also contributed to the cause.
The voice of Latter-day Saint women was the Woman’s Exponent, which
began publication in . This newspaper showed a concern for national
temperance and prohibition but also published articles on health, diet,
and a stricter adherence to the Word of Wisdom. Because it insisted that
Zion’s mothers properly raise their children, the Exponent, with its Victo-
rian values, became a powerful Word of Wisdom tool. The Church also
published the Juvenile Instructor, intended for children and adolescents.
The Instructor featured editorials, essays, short stories, and biographical
sketches that often had a Horatio Alger flavor. From its pages, Latter-day
Saint youth learned that it was unmanly to use tobacco and alcohol and
unladylike to consume tea and coffee. It also reported on Church Word of
Wisdom events. In November , for instance, readers learned how a
young girl overcame her tea and coffee habit. Or at other times, Church
youth were told about group temperance pledges, as when the Smithfield,
Utah, Young Ladies Retrenchment Society agreed to keep the Word of
Wisdom “in all respects.”₁₃₃

However, the influence of these Church magazines lay mostly in the
future—their promise in shaping a new generation. During President
Young’s last years, he continued to teach theWord of Wisdom and hope for
the Saints’ reformation. According to his plural wife Emily Dow Young, he
tried in his life’s sunset “every way to impress upon the minds of the people
the necessity of reforming both in dress and food.”₁₃₄ In fact, this personal
observation is not the only evidence of the abiding nature of the Church
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leader’s concern about Word of Wisdom matters and of his disappoint-
ment that the Saints had not had better progress. “Now what good will this
[Word of Wisdom] instruction do you?” Brigham asked the St. George
Saints in , the year before he died. “Some of you will go home [and]
smoke your pipe, take your snuff, and drink your tea, andmay say ‘that was
a pretty good sermon from brother Brigham this afternoon,’ and with this
remark the benefit of the instruction appears to end.”₁₃₅ In early , he
urged one of his sons to abandon any habits contrary to the Holy Spirit,
including “smoking and everything of the kind.” In President Young’s
mind, his son’s “age, experience, position and responsibility demand[ed]
an abandonment of such practices.”₁₃₆

When he drew up a list of worthiness criteria to gauge the spiritual
level of individual Saints in the St. George Stake, the Word of Wisdom
appeared first. Perhaps intended as a guideline for admission to the
recently completed temple, the worthiness list was similar to the catechism
used in the – Reformation, but now the question posed for Word of
Wisdom obedience no longer concerned just “drunkenness.” Religiously
active Church members “must observe and keep the Word of Wisdom
according to the Spirit and meaning thereof,” it said.₁₃₇ And in May ,
only months before his death, President Young included strong Word of
Wisdom counsel in instructions given to Elder Joseph F. Smith, recently
called to preside over the European Mission: missionaries who could not
abstain from tobacco and alcohol were to be sent home.₁₃₈ Clearly, despite
other concerns, President Young had not forgotten the need for Word of
Wisdom reform.

Conclusion

Why did Church members make such slow and fitful progress in
observing the Word of Wisdom? One explanation has to do with how the
first generation viewed Joseph Smith’s revelation. Some of these first con-
verts felt uncommitted because of its permissive language. Their ingrained
social customs and personal habits, in turn, made it difficult for them to
accept a firmer interpretation. Also, formal Church policy had been some-
what tolerant. Whatever the periodic rhetorical flourishes of Brigham and
other Church leaders, the Utah pioneer era apparently saw no official
Church action taken against any member for a Word of Wisdom violation
except public and disorderly drunkenness. This easygoing and kindly atti-
tude was partly based upon Mormon leaders’ view that God-given “lib-
erty” (agency) required the individual and not the Church to make
personal life decisions. Another delay in compliance was the policy that
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excused the aged from obeying the Word of Wisdom and that upheld pro-
scribed items as occasionally useful and medicinal. This last attitude no
doubt was well meant and in some cases was justified. However, it also cre-
ated a loophole for conscious and unconscious excuse making that resulted
in further acceptance of the use of tea, coffee, tobacco, and alcohol.

Besides, many Saints probably thought that they were doing well
enough. Many had made sacrifices for their acceptance of the gospel. By
embracing its unpopular cause, they had turned their backs upon family
and neighbors. They had converted, emigrated, colonized, proselytized, and
begun raising a new generation of Saints. The heavy obligations of pioneer
life made Word of Wisdom concerns seem secondary and sometimes irrel-
evant. Moreover, it was not as though the Saints’ conduct was discreditable.
Most callers and sojourners among them found them to be a generally
temperate and sober people. They likely drank less, smoked less, and
chewed less than citizens of other American communities, and their vil-
lages, especially outside of the urbanlike Salt Lake area, were models of
contemporary decorum.₁₃₉ Because of these conditions, some of the Saints
may have had difficulty understanding President Young’s urging for tem-
perance and dietary reform. They were doing relatively well, so they may
have wondered that they were asked to do more.

Whatever the reasons that slowed reform, during President Young’s
administration there was progress in the application of the Word of Wis-
dom grounded on several footings. For one thing, preaching in support of
the reformmoved from establishing an ideal of social order to stressing the
financial advantages of compliance to abstaining for moral and health
imperatives. The reasons for this shift in goals need further study, although
it is clear that Mormon attitudes were partly shaped by nineteenth-century
ideals of Victorian and evangelical refinement that were a part of postbellum
America. The nineteenth-century Mormon experience with its Word of
Wisdom revelation was never too far removed from national currents.

During the Brigham Young administration, Mormons did not say
much about their change in Word of Wisdom attitudes. However, from
present-day hindsight, it is clear that during Brigham’s years amodification
did occur. When the Brigham Young administration began, the Saints
strived to obey the health code by being moderate users of its proscribed
substances and by avoiding public drunkenness. At Brigham’s death, the
people understood that the ideal was abstinence.

The current position of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints drew from these ideas, both in accepting the ideal of abstinence from
tea, coffee, tobacco, and alcohol and in insisting that Church members
desiring to be found in good standing comply with this ideal. The Word of
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Wisdom drive in the late s moved the Church in this direction, partic-
ularly after President Young began to chide Church leaders publicly for dis-
obeying. While he never explained this shift in policy and ideals, it likely
had to do with his impatience over the Saints’ slowness to accept the higher
standard that had always been implicit in the Word of Wisdom revelation
and with the incidence of human tragedy that came as a result. For Presi-
dent Young’s part, his Word of Wisdom labor had been difficult and with-
out dramatic success. Another generation or two would be required before
the majority of Saints came to accept his Word of Wisdom standard and
perhaps still more time before they sensed the eternal blessings of his
legacy.

Paul H. Peterson (paul_peterson@byu.edu) is chair of the Department of
Church history and Doctrine at Brigham Young University.

Ronald W. Walker (who can be reached via email at byustudies@byu.edu) is
Professor of History at Brigham Young University and a senior research fellow at
the Joseph Fielding Smith Institute for Latter-day Saint History, Brigham Young
University.
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sis of the Word of Wisdom” (master’s thesis, Brigham Young University, );
Thomas G. Alexander, “The Word of Wisdom: From Principle to Requirement,”
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Robert J. McCue, “Did the Word of Wisdom Become a Commandment in ?”
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This article was presented as a public lecture at Brigham Young University on May 9,

2003. Footnotes have been added that refer to places in the writings of Margaret

Barker where the topics of this lecture are discussed in greater depth and with

extensive documentation. This lecture develops the themes of several of her prior

works and presents the essence of her most recent book, The Great High Priest

(London: T&T Clark, 2003). Further information about specific topics can be located

by consulting the index of persons, places, and subjects or the index of biblical and

ancient texts found at the end of that book. The English translations of the ancient

texts discussed in this lecture are by the author.

The ancient Israelite high priest—who he was and what he did—is at the
center of Christian theology because Jesus is described in scripture as

the “great high priest” (Heb. :; see also :; :).₁ In order to under-
stand this key figure, the high priest, we need to look first at the setting in
which he frequently functioned, which was the temple,₂ and then at the
theology of the temple. We also need to know the high priest’s duties and
privileges as well as something of how his contemporaries perceived him. It
is important always to read texts with the eyes of their ancient readers
(insofar as this is possible) and to enter into their world.

The Symbolism of the Temple

The symbolism of the tabernacle for the most part was identical to the
symbolism of the temple, so what was prescribed for the one can usually be
assumed for the other. The construction of the tabernacle corresponded to
the six days of creation, and the completed structure represented the whole
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creation, both the visible creation and the invisible creation.₃ Moses was
told to construct the tabernacle in accordance with what he had been
shown on the mountain, which was the vision of the six days recorded in
the first chapter of Genesis. These six days were the spiritual creation. Day
One corresponded to the Holy of Holies, the second day corresponded to
the veil that screened the Holy of Holies and divided the tabernacle, and the
remaining four stages corresponded to the visible creation of the third to
sixth days. Thus the great hall of the temple, with the menorah and the
table for the shewbread, represented the visible creation (plate ). The pat-
tern of these correspondences has not survived from antiquity complete in
any one source, but scholars have been able to piece the pattern together
from a variety of materials.₄

The Holy of Holies represented Day One, a state outside time andmat-
ter as we experience them, and it was hidden from natural human eyes.₅ It
was the state to which only the high priest had access; he alone had direct
contact with eternity and knew the secrets of that state.₆ The beginning of
creation was described in the Hebrew text of Genesis not as “the first day”
but as “Day One” (yom ’echad), and Jewish tradition remembered this as
the time of unity, the timewhenGodwas onewith his creation.₇This was the
undivided or predivided state, the unity underlying the visible temporal
creation.₈ Genesis  then goes on to describe how this unity was divided
and separated, each according to its kind. “In the beginning,” represented
in the temple by the Holy of Holies, was the state in which creation origi-
nated and not an indication of the time when it originated.₉

The first phase of the creation was the creation of the angels.When the
Lord spoke to Job out of the whirlwind, He asked him, “Where were you
when I laid the foundations of the earth, when the morning stars sang
together and the sons of God shouted for joy?” (Job :–).₁₀ Job knew
that the angels had been present at the first stage of the visible creation,
because the angels were the sons of God and were part of the Holy of
Holies. Isaiah saw angels around the throne of the Lord (Isa. ) and in the
Holy of Holies. The book of Jubilees, which is an ancient alternative ver-
sion of Genesis, tells how the angels were created on Day One,₁₁ but the
first chapter of Genesis does not mention the creation of angels.₁₂

The tabernacle and the temple were divided by the veil, a huge curtain
woven from four different colors—red, blue, purple, and white—repre-
senting the four elements from which the material world had been cre-
ated.₁₃ There is no detailed information about the symbolism of these
colors until the end of the Second Temple period, when both Philo and
Josephus explained that the red symbolized fire, the blue the air, the purple
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the sea, and the white the earth.₁₄ The veil as the screen of the glory, how-
ever, was an ancient tradition, known to Job (in Job :, God covers the
presence of his throne). The temple worldview was that God was present in
the heart of the creation but was veiled from human eyes by matter.₁₅

The Sons of Elohim

The key to temple theology is to be aware that the earliest religion of
Jerusalem was not monotheistic in the way that word is usually under-
stood. In ancient Israel, there had been ’El Elyon, God Most High, and
there had been his sons, the angels to whom he had entrusted the nations.₁₆

’El Elyon was the God whom Melchizedek served in Salem; when
Melchizedek blessed Abram (plate ), he blessed him in the name of “God
Most High, Father of heaven and earth” (Gen. :). The Hebrew word
used here implies more than simply “possessor” (Gen. : KJV) or
“maker” or “creator” (Gen. : NEB); it means literally “begetter,” so we
should expect that God Most High had sons and daughters.

The sons of God (literally, sons of ’elohim) are often mentioned in the
Hebrew Bible. They are the morning stars who sang when the foundations
of the earth were laid (Job :). They are equated with the elohim in Psalm
:: “You are elohim, sons of God Most High.” But most important of all
is Deuteronomy :: “When the Most High gave to the nations their inheri-
tance, . . . he fixed the bounds of the peoples according to the number of the
sons of God (’el), and the Lord’s portion is his people.”This implies that the
Lord himself was one of the sons of God, the angel allocated to Israel. The
Lord, the God of Israel, was the Son of God Most High, and therefore the
Second God.₁₇ This is certainly how the verse was understood by the early
Christians. In a speech attributed by Clement to Peter, for example, Peter
explains that every nation has its angel whom it regards as its God, and
responsibility for Israel was committed to the greatest of the archangels.₁₈

In other words, the Lord, the God of Israel, was regarded as the greatest of
the sons of GodMost High. Isaiah called him the Holy One of Israel, which
means the angel of Israel.₁₉

When Gabriel announced to Mary that she was to have a son, he said,
“He will be called the Son of the Most High,” a Holy One who would reign
as a king (Luke :–). The demons recognized Jesus as the Holy One of
God (Mark :) and as the Son of the Most High God (Mark :). Paul
declared that other nations acknowledgedmany gods, but for the Christian
there was one God, the Father, and one Lord, Jesus the Messiah ( Cor.
:–). The earliest Christian proclamation was “Jesus is the Lord,” which
can only have meant that Jesus is the angel of Israel, the Lord who appeared
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in the Old Testament. This is exactly how Jesus and the first Christians read
the Old Testament.₂₀ “You search the scriptures,” Jesus said to the Jews,
“you search the scriptures and it is they that bear witness to me” (John
:). John explained that Isaiah’s vision of the Lord in the temple had been
fulfilled in Jesus: “Isaiah said this because he saw his glory and spoke of
him” (John :). Whenever the Lord appeared to Noah or Abraham or
Moses or Daniel, the early Christian teachers explained that it was a pre-
incarnation appearance of the Son of GodMost High, an appearance of the
Messiah recorded in the Hebrew Scriptures.₂₁

The High Priest: The Lord among His People

For understandable reasons, the term son of God was controversial in
the earliest years of Christianity. The key text for identifying the Lord as
one of the sons of God Most High does not appear in the Masoretic
Hebrew text, which is the basis of most English translations. Thus the key
phrase sons of God is not found in the King James Bible. The angels as the
sons of God Most High can, however, be found in the pre-Christian Old
Greek text of Deuteronomy and in the pre-Christian Hebrew text of
Deuteronomy found among the Dead Sea Scrolls.₂₂ One wonders how
there came to be two versions of this sensitive Hebrew text.₂₃ The Lord as
the Son of God Most High is the key to understanding temple theology
because the Lord was believed to be present with his people in the person
of the high priest.₂₄ Jesus was described in the letter to the Hebrews as a
Son of God (Heb. :) and the great high priest (Heb. :).

The rights and duties exclusive to the high priest concerned his status
as the Lord with his people. There are five specific ways the high priest rep-
resented the Lord: wearing the name of the Lord, wearing a vestment made
of the same fabric as the temple veil, entering the Holy of Holies, eating the
bread of the presence, and making the offering on the Day of Atonement.

Wearing theName of the Lord. First, the high priest wore the name of
the Lord on his forehead, inscribed on a golden plate (Ex. :). Most
translations say that he wore the words “Holy to the Lord,” but Jesus’ con-
temporaries understood the Hebrew words differently. Aristeas, a visitor to
Jerusalem in the first century before Christ, and Philo a few years later both
record that the high priest simply wore the Name, the four Hebrew letters
YHWH.₂₅ Wearing the Name enabled the high priest to take upon himself
the uncleanness of the people’s offerings. In other words, when he was the
Lord, the high priest was also the sin bearer.₂₆ This must have been the origi-
nal significance of the fourth commandment: “You shall not bear the Name
of the Lord your God in vain, for the Lord will not hold him guiltless who
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bears his Name in vain” (Ex. :). The people who accompanied Jesus into
Jerusalem on Palm Sunday acclaimed him as the high priest by quoting
from Psalm :–: “Hosanna”—which means “save us”—“Blessed is he
who comes with the Name of the Lord.” This “he” was the high priest who
would save them.

The high priest was the only person who wore an outer vestment made
of the same fabric as the veil of the temple (Ex. :–)₂₇ and presumably
with the same significance: it veiled the glory of the Lord. The vestment
represented the matter in which the Lord clothed himself when he
appeared with his people, so the veil and the vestment became symbols of
the incarnation. In Hebrews, the flesh of Jesus is described as the temple
veil: “He opened a new and living way for us through the veil, that is, through
his flesh” (Heb. :), and Christian tradition was to describe the priest’s
vestment as a symbol of the incarnation. The high priest wore this colored
garment only when he was functioning in the visible creation as an incarna-
tion of the Lord; within the veil, he wore the white linen robe of an angel.₂₈

Entering the Holy of Holies. The third right of the high priest that
shows him as the Lord among his people was that only the high priest was
permitted to enter the Holy of Holies; even the lower ranks of the angels
were not permitted to enter and stand before the heavenly throne.₂₉ The
book of  Enoch, which has preserved much about the ancient high priest-
hood, says that none of the angels was able to enter and see the face of the
Great Holy One,₃₀ but Enoch was summoned to stand before him, so he
entered the Holy of Holies.₃₁ This passage reflects temple practice, where
the priests could enter the great hall of the temple but only the high priest
could enter the Holy of Holies.

Eating the Bread of the Presence. Fourth, the high priest and his sons
were the only people to eat the bread of the presence (Lev. :–). Later
tradition permitted it to all the priests, but originally this bread was only
for the high priest and his family. The bread “of the presence”did not mean
that the bread was set out in the presence of the Lord, but that the bread in
some way acquired the presence of the Lord while it was set out in the
temple.We can deduce this from the later regulations for handling the bread.
According to the Mishnah, which describes temple practice in the time
of Jesus, when the bread was taken into the temple, it was set on a table of
marble; when it was brought out again to be eaten by the priests, it had to
be set on a table of gold, showing that it had become of higher status.₃₂

While it lay in the temple, it had become “most holy”; in other words, it had
become an item that imparted holiness.₃₃ It was the vehicle of the Lord’s
presence, and it was eaten each week by the high priest and his family.
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Making the Sacrifice on the Day of Atonement. Fifth, it was the high
priest alone who entered the Holy of Holies to make the blood offering
each year on the Day of Atonement.₃₄

The Great High Priest in the Melchizedek Text

Finally, before we begin to piece these elements together and try to
glimpse the Great High Priest, we need to consider the figure of the great
high priest as depicted in the Melchizedek text found among the Dead Sea
Scrolls.₃₅ Only a fragment of this text survives, and it describes how
Melchizedek was to appear in the first week (that is, in the first seven years)
of the tenth Jubilee (each Jubilee being forty-nine years).₃₆ He would pro-
claim the liberty of the Jubilee year, rescue his own people from the power
of the Evil One, and restore them to their rightful inheritance. The
Anointed One would appear, and the kingdom of God would begin. At the
end of the tenth Jubilee, there would be the great atonement, when the
angels would be judged and the sons of heaven rescued.₃₇

The Melchizedek text is constructed around a series of quotations:
from the laws of the Jubilee year found in Leviticus and Deuteronomy,
which promise that the disinherited will return; from Psalm , which
declares that God will judge the people; from Psalm , which declares that
God has taken his place in the heavenly court to begin the judgment of the
angels; from the prophecy of Daniel , which foretells the Messiah coming
to Jerusalem; from Isaiah , where the prophet proclaims the messenger
bringing good news to Zion; and from Isaiah , where the one anointed by
the Spirit proclaims the liberty of the Jubilee year.

All these biblical texts seem to be describing the functions of one cen-
tral figure: Melchizedek. If they do describe Melchizedek, then we have
here a glimpse of a hitherto unknown figure: Melchizedek the Messiah, the
anointed high priest who brings the judgment, releases his own people
from the power of Belial and his evil ones, and restores the disinherited to
their place. (What is implied is that the high priest of the Second Temple is
the Evil One, Belial. Other texts describe that high priest as the Wicked
Priest.₃₈) Melchizedek the high priest is divine: God sitting in judgment on
the angels in Psalm  becomes in this text Melchizedek sitting in judgment.
One possible reconstruction of a damaged line (Q.II.) is that teachers
have been kept hidden and secret, implying that the return of Melchizedek
is the restoration of teachings that have been preserved in secret.

It would be wonderful to know what was in the missing part of the
Melchizedek text. The surviving pieces describe the tenth Jubilee, so we
may perhaps assume that the whole text had described a period of ten
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Jubilees,  years. Now  years also appears in the prophecy of Daniel
:, seventy weeks of years decreed concerning the people and the holy
city. Daniel’s prophecy also speaks of atonement “bringing in everlasting
righteousness, fulfilling vision and prophecy and anointing the Most Holy
One.” This prophecy in Daniel is cited in the Melchizedek text, so it would
not be unreasonable to use these two texts to illuminate each other. The
Most Holy One in Daniel could have been Melchizedek, and the missing
part of theQumran text could have described the remainder of the  years.
Both texts expected the great atonement at the end of  years.

And what were these  years? According to the traditional reckoning
preserved in the Jewish Talmud₃₉ (and we must work with the data that the
people of that time had at hand, not with the results of modern investiga-
tions), the first temple was destroyed in  b.c.e (not in  b.c.e., as we
state today). They also reckoned that the Second Temple was destroyed in
 c.e.—in other words, that the Second Temple stood for exactly  years,
ten Jubilees. This must have been Daniel’s  years, at the end of which the
city and the temple would be destroyed with desolation and war.

The Damascus Document, another text found among the Dead Sea
Scrolls, describes the era after the destruction of the First Temple
(Solomon’s Temple) as “the age of wrath,”during which only a remnant was
left faithful.Wrath was the consequence of breaking the eternal covenant, so
the era of the Second Temple was the time of the broken covenant. The time
of renewal began when the Lord remembered the covenant and the faithful
remnant became the community of the new covenant (or perhaps the
community of the renewed covenant).₄₀ After  years, says the Damascus
Document, the Lord caused a few to recognize that they were guilty men,
and after a further twenty years, he sent them a teacher of righteousness.₄₁

If the Damascus Document were using the traditional calculation of his-
tory dates, then this teacher would have been sent in  b.c.e.,  years
after the fall of Jerusalem. Since it is now acknowledged that Jesus must
have been born before  b.c.e., when Herod the Great died, this is an inter-
esting date.

According to the Melchizedek text, the great high priest Melchizedek
was to appear during the first seven years of the tenth Jubilee, between 

and  c.e.₄₂

Luke records that Jesus was about thirty years old at the time of his
baptism (Luke :), so Jesus would have begun his publicministry in the first
seven years of that final tenth Jubilee. The link between Jesus and the
Melchizedek text is confirmed by Luke’s account of Jesus in the synagogue
at Nazareth. He chose to read from Isaiah , the very text that was associ-
ated with Melchizedek coming to bring the good news of the Jubilee and
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the Kingdom of God. “Today,” said Jesus, “this scripture has been fulfilled
in your hearing” (Luke :), and he then went on to proclaim, “The time
is fulfilled. The kingdom of God is at hand. Repent and believe the good
news” (Mark :). Jesus then performed exorcisms to release people from
the power of evil spirits, spoke about “binding the strong man” (Mark
:), brought in the outcasts, and declared that he would give his life as the
great sacrifice (Mark :). Jesus having thus declared himself to be
Melchizedek the Great High Priest, it is no wonder that the high priests
and chief priests in Jerusalem had him arrested and saw to it that he was
put to death.

The era of wrath must have been associated with the loss of the
Melchizedek Priesthood and the breach of the eternal covenant. Jewish tra-
dition remembered that there had been no anointing oil in the Second
Temple, and so the appearance of a Messianic high priest, that is, an
anointed high priest,must have been part of the hope for the restoration of
the true temple and the eternal covenant. Piecing together what can still be
known about the Melchizedek priesthood is one way of recovering the
teaching of the earlier temple.

Resurrected to the Eternal Priesthood

The high priest was the Lord, the Holy One of Israel with his people.₄₃

He would have been born as a normal human being, so we have to ask how
it was that the high priest became a great angel, how he became divine. The
answer must lie in the rituals performed in the Holy of Holies, where
only the high priest was allowed to enter. Several texts do describe how
the king was “born” as son of God or “raised up/resurrected” in the Holy
of Holies.₄₄ Being born as a son of God and being resurrected were both
descriptions of the same process of becoming divine; Jesus himself used
the terms interchangeably. Angels are the sons of God, the resurrected, he
said (Luke :).₄₅

The author of the letter to the Hebrews knew that Melchizedek had
become a priest through resurrection and that this distinguished his priest-
hood from that of Aaron. The Levitical priests—Aaron and his sons—held
the priesthood “according to a legal requirement concerning bodily
descent” (Heb. :), whereas Melchizedek had been raised up and had the
power of an indestructible life.Melchizedek was therefore an eternal priest.
These words, “he was raised up,” are often understood to mean no more
than that he was elevated to a high office, but the Greek word here is the
word for resurrection. Melchizedek was resurrected to the eternal priest-
hood, which he held by the power of an indestructible life.₄₆
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Psalm  is an enthronement psalm, set in the Holy of Holies, and the
king is declared to be an eternal priest after the order of Melchizedek. The
text that precedes this pronouncement, however, is damaged and impossi-
ble to read in the Hebrew. Had we only the Hebrew text, we should never
have known how the human king became theMelchizedek high priest. The
Old Greek translation, however, says that he was begotten as a son of God.
Part of the text once read, “In the glory of thy holy ones [en tais lamprote-si
to-n hagio-n sou] I have begotten you.” The king had been born as an angel
among the angels in the Holy of Holies. The damaged Hebrew text also
mentions “dew” as part of the process, and dew was a symbol of resurrec-
tion (Ps. :). The psalm known as the last words of King David ( Sam.
:) describes him as the Anointed One of the God of Jacob, the man who
was raised up/resurrected. Psalm  records that when the king was set on
Mount Zion, he heard the words, “You are my son, today I have begotten
you,” and the angels in the Holy of Holies welcomed the birth of the new
angels by singing, “Unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given, and the
government shall be upon his shoulder, and his name shall be called Won-
derful Counsellor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace” (Is.
:). The Old Greek here does not give four titles but one: “He shall be
called the Angel of Great Counsel [megale-s boule-s aggelos].”₄₇ In this holy
setting, the new angel is named.

In  Enoch we find a comparable picture: the Son of Man was named—
that is, given the great Name—before the sun and stars were made,₄₈ in
other words, in that state which preceded the creation of the sun and the
stars. This state was the Holy of Holies.

The most remarkable description of the high priest’s resurrection as
son of God is found in the book of  Enoch. In that text, Enoch, a high
priest figure, ascends through the heavens and stands before the throne.
The Lord summons Michael to remove Enoch’s earthly clothing, the sym-
bol of his mortal body, and to dress him in the garments of glory, the symbol
of the resurrection body. Enoch is then anointed with a fragrant myrrh oil,
and he sees himself being transformed into an angel: “The appearance of
that oil is greater than the greatest light, its ointment is like sweet dew, and
its fragrance myrrh, and it is like the rays of the glittering sun.”₄₉ The
myrrh oil is prescribed in Exodus as the special oil for consecrating the
high priest and the furnishings of the tabernacle. It was a most holy oil,
which means that it imparted holiness, and anything it touched became
holy (Ex. :). Nothing like it was to be made for secular use. The penalty
was being cut off from your people.

We assume that the newly consecrated high priest—and consecrated
means “make holy”—the anointed newborn son of God, was then sent out
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into the great hall of the temple, and so symbolically out into the world.
This is exactly how Jesus described his own experience. When accused of
blasphemy for claiming union with the Father—“I and the Father are one
thing” (John :)—Jesus reminded his accusers of the claims of the high
priesthood. He quoted Psalm , that there were heavenly beings called
Gods, sons of God Most High, and then described the making of the high
priest: “Do you say of him whom the Father consecrated and sent into the
world ‘You are blaspheming’ because I said ‘I am the Son of God’?” (John
:). In Jesus’ time, the high priest—or perhaps we should say the true
high priest—was believed to be at one with God, the son of God.

Atonement: The Bonding Together of Creation

This union was described as sharing Life or Spirit (John :, ), pre-
sumably sustained by the bread of the presence that the high priests ate. In
John’s Gospel, Jesus gives this teaching with reference to the bread from
heaven: “He who eats me will live because of me”—the eternal life of the
high priest sustained by the bread of the presence—“he who eats this bread
will live for ever” (John :–). This unity was set within the context of
temple and creation. In his prayer after the Last Supper—known as the
great high priestly prayer—Jesus prays, “Father, glorify me in your own
presence with the glory I had with you before the world was made” (John
:)—a reference to the glory in the Holy of Holies as the state before the
visible creation. Jesus the high priest was returning to his place of origin.

Jesus prayed similarly for his disciples “that they may all be one, even
as you, Father, are in me and I in you, that they also may be in us, so that
the worldmay believe that you have sentme”(John :). It was therefore the
unity of the disciples that was proof of the divine origin of their mission
and message. It was the high priest—here Jesus—who enabled the divided
elements of the creation—here human beings—to recover their original
unity with God. Elsewhere in the New Testament, Jesus is described as the
One who holds together all things, not just his disciples: “He is the image
of the invisible God, the Firstborn of all creation, for in him all things were
created in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible. He is before all things
and in him all things hold together” (Col. :–; see also Eph. :). Paul
describes this state of union as the goal of the redemptive process: “When all
things are subjected to him, then shall the Son also himself be subject unto
him that put all things under him, that God may be all in all” ( Cor. :).

This bonding together of the creation is the key to understanding the
Day of Atonement, the great ritual performed exclusively by the high priest
at the New Year. The eternal covenant, or the covenant of eternity, was also
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described as the covenant of peace or wholeness. It bound all creation
together in its bonds, but these bonds could be broken by human sin. Isa-
iah has a vivid picture of how the creation collapses under the weight of
human sin: “The earth mourns and withers, the world languishes and
withers, the heavens languish together with the earth. The earth lies pol-
luted under its inhabitants, for they have transgressed the laws, violated the
statutes, broken the eternal covenant” (Isa. :–). The creation was frag-
mented and collapsing because it had lost its union with the Creator. The
bonds of the covenant were restored by atonement, and thus the creation
was reunited with the Creator and renewed at the start of the year.₅₀

The ritual of the Day of Atonement is described in Leviticus . Two
goats were chosen by lot, one for the Lord and one for Azazel. The one for
the Lord was sacrificed, and its blood was taken by the high priest into the
Holy of Holies.When the high priest had offered it upon the ark, the blood
was brought out and sprinkled in various places around the tabernacle or
temple “to cleanse it and consecrate it from all the uncleannesses of the
people of Israel” (Lev. :). Then the high priest put both his hands onto
the head of the goat for Azazel and by thismeans transferred to the goat all the
sins of Israel. The goat was then sent into the desert.

The creation was renewed by blood, by life. But whose life? The two
goats were chosen by lot, one for the Lord and one for Azazel, the leader of
the fallen angels. This is how Leviticus : is usually translated, but this
translation raises some difficult questions, not the least of which asks why
the people were commanded to send an offering to Azazel, the leader of the
fallen angels. There is, however, a small clue in the writings of the third-
century Christian scholar Origen, who worked in Palestine and had con-
tacts with the Jewish scholars in Caesarea. He said that the goat sent out
into the desert, the scapegoat, was sent out as Azazel, not as an offering for
Azazel.₅₁ The Hebrew text can certainly be understood in that way. If Ori-
gen was correct, then the other goat was not sacrificed for the Lord but was
sacrificed as the Lord, and the high priest, who also represented the Lord,
would have carried a symbol of his own life/blood into the Holy of Holies.
It was therefore the life of the Lord himself that renewed the broken
covenant and restored the creation to unity with the Creator.₅₂

Those who received the letter to the Hebrews must have known all
this—it must have been current knowledge at the time—because the key
point of the letter to the Hebrews is that Jesus, the high priest raised up
after the order of Melchizedek, did not offer the blood of a goat as a substi-
tute for himself, but instead “when the Anointed One appeared as a high
priest . . . he entered once for all into the holy place, taking not the blood of
goats and calves, but his own blood thus securing an eternal redemption”
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(Heb. :–)(plate ). This must have been the great atonement predicted
in the Qumran Melchizedek text.

The outer part of the tabernacle or temple represented the visible crea-
tion, but since the people of Israel were not allowed into this area, it cannot
have been literally polluted by their sinful presence. Rather, the temple was
polluted by the sins committed elsewhere in the creation, and the cleansing
of the temple was the cleansing and reconsecration of the creation. The
high priest took blood—Leviticus : says that blood was the life or soul
and thus it could make atonement—the high priest took the blood into the
Holy of Holies, and having sprinkled it there, he sprinkled the same
life/blood throughout the creation. This not only healed the bonds of
material creation that had been destroyed by human sin, it also reunited
the creation to the Creator. Thus Paul wrote of “the purpose set forth in
Christ . . . to unite all things in him, things in heaven and things on earth”
(Eph. :) and “through him to reconcile to himself all things, whether on
earth or in heaven, making peace by the blood of his cross” (Col. :).

And what of the other goat, the scapegoat sent out as Azazel? The high
priest placed both his hands on the head of the goat, and thus, we are told,
he transferred to the goat all the sins of Israel. The logic of this ritual must
be that when he placed his hands on the goat, the high priest himself must
have been carrying the sins of Israel. He was the sin bearer.

Isaiah knew this complex role of the royal high priest on the Day of
Atonement. It was the inspiration for the fourth of his Servant Songs,₅₃

which is familiar because the Christians saw it as a prophecy of the cru-
cifixion. The Fourth Servant Song in Isaiah  and Psalm , the Melchi-
zedek Psalm, are the texts most frequently cited in the New Testament.
“The Lord has laid on him the iniquity of us all,” wrote Isaiah, “. . . You
make his soul an offering to restore the covenant [the literal meaning of
words used here]. . . . He shall bear their iniquities. . . . He poured out his
soul to death . . . and bore the sin of many” (Isa. :, –). The original
poemwas probably written as a result of King Hezekiah’s recovery from the
plague, which explains the historical details in it,₅₄ but the overall theme is
drawn from the Day of Atonement.

What is remarkable is that Christians immediately recognized this as a
Messianic prophecy, even though the word Messiah does not appear in the
Masoretic Hebrew text. The Targumist₅₅ also knew that this was a text
about the Messiah, so the Aramaic version of the poem begins, “My Ser-
vant the Messiah.”₅₆ In the Isaiah scroll found at Qumran, this passage is
also a poem about the Messiah: there is an extra letter in one verse that
could change the whole meaning. Instead of describing someone who was
“marred beyond recognition as a human being,” verse : reads, “I have
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anointed him and he no longer has a human appearance.”₅₇ This text thus
refers to the anointed and transfigured one, as Enoch became after his
anointing. The Aramaic continues: “His appearance is not a common
appearance . . . and his brilliance will be a holy brilliance.”₅₈ Isaiah’s radiant,
angelic Messiah had not been forgotten by the early Christians. There is
another word in the Qumran Isaiah scroll that is not in the Masoretic
Hebrew text. After his suffering, the servant sees the light, presumably the
light of the glory (Isa. :). The word light does not appear in the
Masoretic Hebrew, although it is in the old Greek. An Isaiah text similar to
the one at Qumranmust have been used by Jesus, because this is the proph-
ecy he expounded to his disciples on the road to Emmaus: “Was it not nec-
essary that the Messiah should suffer,” he said, “and enter into his glory?”
There is no such prophecy in the Hebrew text underlyingmost English ver-
sions, but it is in the Qumran Isaiah.

Isaiah’s fourth Servant Song continues: “He shall sprinkle many peo-
ples” (Isa. :), the term for the high priest cleansing the temple with
blood. (This is often translated, “He shall startle many peoples.”) “Upon
him was the chastisement that made us whole” could also be translated as
“the covenant bond of our peace was his responsibility”; and “with his
stripes we are healed” could also be read as “by his joining us together we
are healed” (Isa. :).₅₉ This last passage has reference to the unifying role
of the high priest, healing the damage to the covenant by joining all things
together with his own life. When the Servant pours out his life, this offer-
ing is described as an ’ašam, the technical term for an offering to renew the
covenant bond.₆₀

There is good reason to believe that other information about the First
Temple and the older high priesthood was deliberately suppressed in the
Second Temple period. When the final form of Exodus was compiled,
Moses was told that no person could make atonement for another. After
the sin of the golden calf, he offered himself if the Lord would forgive the
people’s sin, but he was told: “Whoever has sinned against me, him will I
blot out of my book” (Ex. :). Why had Moses thought that such an
atonement was possible? Perhaps the older ways were being superseded.

And how has it come about that so many important texts are damaged
or have alternative versions? The sons of God text in Deuteronomy is vital
for reconstructing the older religion of Israel, and yet it exists in two differ-
ent versions, one without the sons of God. The verse in Psalm  that
describes how the king became a son of God is damaged, and the vital mes-
sianic passage in Isaiah exists in two different forms. There are many more
such examples. These are not random variations or unintentional damage.
There is a pattern.₆₁
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This intentional alteration of ancient texts is why the Qumran
Melchizedek text came as such a surprise. The Old Testament record gives
no indication that Melchizedek was anything more than a minor character
who makes two brief appearances. It was a mystery why the Christians
claimed that Jesus wasMelchizedek. It was even suggested that they wanted
to have him as a high priest and, since Jesus was clearly not of the house of
Aaron, Melchizedek was the best they could do!

The Qumran Melchizedek text has changed everything. We now see
that the great high priest Melchizedek was the expected Messiah, that he
was divine, that he would put an end to the era of wrath by releasing his
people from the power of the Evil One, that he would gather in his dispos-
sessed people and make the great atonement.₆₂ Jesus claimed to be
Melchizedek, and thus to restore the ways of the original temple. He was
the great high priest (plate ).

Margaret Barker (bkmargaret@hotmail.com) is an independent scholar, a
Methodist preacher, and a former president of the Society for Old Testament
Study. She has anM.A. in theology fromCambridge University in England and has
published many books and articles on biblical theology.

. For an extensive discussion of the themes presented in the lecture, see Mar-
garet Barker, The Great High Priest: The Temple Roots of Christian Liturgy (London:
T&T Clark, ).

. For a convenient list of over thirty New Testament passages that report
things Jesus said or did at the temple in Jerusalem, see John W. Welch and John F.
Hall, Charting the New Testament (Provo: FARMS, ), charts –.

. Barker, Great High Priest, –.
. Barker, Great High Priest, –.
. Barker, Great High Priest, –, .
. Barker, Great High Priest, .
. See R. Judan in Genesis Rabbah ..
. Barker, Great High Priest, –.
. Barker, Great High Priest, , citing Philo, On the Creation, .

. Biblical translations are the author’s except where noted.
. Jubilees :.
. There is reason to believe that angels were a controversial topic in the era

of the Second Temple ( b.c.e.– c.e.), when the present form of Genesis was
compiled. Not only are there no angels in Genesis , but there is only the briefest
reference to the fallen angels in Genesis . Later Jewish teachers were sensitive
about both: the fallen sons of God in Genesis  had to be explained as the sons of
noblemen or judges, they said. Thus in Genesis Rabbah ., Rabbi Simeon ben
Yohai called them sons of noblemen and cursed all who called them sons of God.
TargumPseudo-Jonathan has them as “sons of great ones”; TargumOnkelos and Tar-
gum Neofiti, as judges. Some said the angels had been created on the second day,
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others on the fifth day, but they agreed on one thing: the angels were not created
on Day One (Gen. Rabbah .). There must have been something about the crea-
tion and fall of the angels that had become the subject of controversy after the
advent of Christianity.

. Margaret Barker, The Gate of Heaven: The History and Symbolism of the
Temple in Jerusalem (London: SPCK, ), –.

. Josephus, Jewish War .; Philo, Questions on Exodus ..
. Barker, Great High Priest, –.
. Margaret Barker, The Great Angel: A Study of Israel’s Second God

(Louisville, Ky: Westminster/John Knox, ), –.
. Barker, Great Angel, –.
. Clementine Recognitions ., discussed in Barker, Great Angel, –.
. Margaret Barker, The Older Testament: The Survival of Themes from the

Ancient Royal Cult in Sectarian Judaism and Early Christianity (London: SPCK,
), –.

. Barker, Great Angel, –.
. Barker, Great Angel, –.
. Barker, Great Angel, –.
. See Barker, Great High Priest, –.
. Margaret Barker, The Risen Lord: The Jesus of History as the Christ of Faith

(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, ), –.
. Barker, Gate of Heaven, –.
. Barker, Great High Priest, –.
. Barker, Gate of Heaven, –.
. Barker, Gate of Heaven, –.
. Barker, Great High Priest, .
.  Enoch :. However,  Enoch :– says that angels encircled the holy

place, but “holy angels” and archangels could enter.
. Barker, Great High Priest, .
. Mishnah, Menahoth ..
. Barker, Great High Priest, –.
. Barker, Great High Priest, .
. Barker, Great High Priest, –. A discussion of this text and its relevance

to Alma’s words about the holy priesthood after the order of the Son of God can be
found in John W. Welch, “The Melchizedek Material in Alma ,” in By Study and
Also by Faith: Essays in Honor of Hugh Nibley on His th Birthday, Stephen D.
Ricks and John M. Lundquist, eds.,  vols. (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and
FARMS, ), :–.

. Margaret Barker, The Revelation of Jesus Christ (Edinburgh: T&T Clark,
), –.

. Barker, Great High Priest, –.
. Barker, Great High Priest, –; Barker, Revelation of Jesus Christ, –.
. See Jewish Encyclopaedia,  vols. (New York: Funk & Wagnalls, ), s.v.

“Sabbatical Year and Jubilee.”
. CD I, VIII.
. CD I.
. Barker, Great High Priest, –.
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. Barker, Older Testament, –.
. See, for example, Psalm : in the old Greek text, where it is numbered

as Psalm , and  Samuel :.
. Barker, Great High Priest, –.
. This is the theme throughout Barker, Risen Lord.
. Barker, Great High Priest, .
.  Enoch :–.
.  Enoch :.
. Barker, Revelation of Jesus Christ, –.
. Against Celsus ..
. Barker, Great High Priest, –.
. Barker, Great High Priest, –.
. Barker, “Hezekiah’s Boil,” Journal for the Study of the Old Testament ,

no.  (September ), –.
.. The Targum is an Aramaic translation of parts of the Old Testament.
. Targum Isaiah :.
. For the reading of the Isaiah Scroll, see Donald W. Parry and Elisha Qim-

ron, The Great Isaiah Scroll (Qsa-a): A New Edition (Leiden: E. J. Brill, ), .
The extra letter in the scroll’s reading of Isaiah : is a yod. Insofar as it is the
smallest of Hebrew characters, it could have very easily been lost in the transmis-
sion of the text.

. Targum Isaiah :.
. The Hebrew word mwsr in this passage means not chastisement but

covenant bond; I read hbrt, “stripes,” as coming from hbr, “unite,” the primary
meaning of this root. This translation preserves a poetic parallelism between the
covenant bond and the binding together. Barker, Great High Priest, –.

. See JacobMilgrom, Leviticus – (New York: Doubleday, ), –, .
. Barker, Great High Priest, –, –.
. Barker, Revelation of Jesus Christ, –.
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Plate .Digital image showing a reconstruction of part of the interior of the first temple of Israel.
The design of the temple represented stages of the creation. The larger room contains the meno-
rah and the table for the shewbread represents the visible creation. The smaller room to the right,
the Holy of Holies, represents Day One of the spiritual creation. Created by Michael Lyon.
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Plate . Miniature illustrating Genesis :–, Vienna Genesis (ca.  c.e.).
The Vienna Genesis is one of the earliest extant illuminated Greek manuscripts of the

Bible. Although its time and place of origin are unknown, the art on its pages shows a strong
Byzantine influence (Emily Wellesz, The Vienna Genesis [New York: Thomas Yoseloff,
], .) This illustration consists of two parts, divided by a thin horizontal line. Below the
text, Abram returns from war and presents a tithe of the spoils to the priest-king
Melchizedek. At the bottom illustration, Melchizedek presents Abram with bread and wine.

In Genesis :–, Abram returns from a victorious battle and is rewarded by the king
of Sodom. In the midst of this story, Genesis :– relates that “Melchizedek king of
Salem” and “priest of God Most High” (RSV) “brought out bread and wine” and blessed
Abram. Then Abram paid “a tithe of his booty” to Melchizedek (Birger A. Pearson,
“Melchizedek: Ancient Sources,” Encyclopedia of Mormonism, ed. Daniel H. Ludlow,  vols.
[New York: Macmillan, ], :.)
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Plate . Mosaic, Santa Maria Maggiore, Rome (ca.  c.e.). Melchizedek presents a
gift of bread and wine to Abraham and his men, who are dressed as Roman soldiers.
Christ in the heavenly realm points to Melchizedek, which seems to indicate that
Melchizedek prefigures Christ with his eucharistic offering. In later mosaics, the rep-
resentation of Christ is reduced to a hand, as in plate .



Plate . Detail, mosaic in the Basilica of St. Vitale, Ravenna, Italy (ca.  c.e.). The iconogra-
phy in this mosaic is rich with symbolism that links Christ with Melchizedek, the high priest of
the temple. Here Abel and the priest-king Melchizedek are shown offering gifts at an altar;
Melchizedek is placing bread on the table, where the wine chalice already sits. Christ’s hand
penetrating the veil of heaven seems to indicate that both Abel’s and Melchizedek’s sacrifices
are types of Christ.

Melchizedek wears a royal purple robe; Christ was given a purple robe during part of his
trials. Melchizedek has a halo, usually reserved for Deity and angels in Christian art. On the
altar cloth are gammadia, right angles or compass-shaped markings, which appear in many
works of art from the early Christian period, particularly on the garments of holy people. Hugh
Nibley notes that “they can also be associated with . . . the veil of the temple.” (John W. Welch
and Claire Foley, “Gammadia on Early Christian and Jewish Garments,” BYU Studies , no. 
[–]: .) In the center of the altar cloth is the “seal of Melchizedek,” which consists of
two intersecting squares—eight right angles.

Continuing the symbolism of Christ, Moses and Isaiah appear in the two corners above
Abel andMelchizedek. Moses the lawgiver and Isaiah the prophet represent Christ’s fulfillment
of all that was written in the law and the prophets. “The theme is the great sacrifice of Christ,
which brings together the righteous prophets from the past as well as the four corners of the
present world, uniting time and space.” (Hugh W. Nibley, “Sacred Vestments,” in Temple and
Cosmos: Beyond this Ignorant Present, ed. Don Norton, vol.  of Collected Works of Hugh Nibley
[Salt Lake City: Deseret Book; Provo, Utah: FARMS, ], .)
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And he gathereth his
children from the four

quarters of the earth; and he
numbereth his sheep, and
they know him; and there
shall be one fold and one
shepherd; and he shall feed
his sheep, and in him they
shall find pasture.

Children�

�

of the

World

 Nephi :

Painting by Greg Olsen
(Image on next page)
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1. West African girl
2. Peruvian shepherd
3. British schoolboy (Mark Alexander Ungerman)
4. Japanese girl from Kyoto (Erika Aoyama)
5. Irish girl (Sarah Elizabeth Hamblin)
6. Indonesian girl (Kae Benali)
7. Swiss girl (Katherine Helena Hamblin)
8. Mexican girl (Natasha Acosta)
9. American girl (Miriam Margaret Hamblin)
10. Danish girl (Rachel Rosalee Hamblin)
11. Algerian boy (Lib Montoya)
12. German boy (Benjamin James Pearson)
13. Navajo girl (Lora Benali)
14. Samoan boy (David Alisa)
15. Nepalese camel driver (Servando Ortiz)
16. Polish boy (Edward Clark Marshall)

Children of the World,
by Greg Olsen (b. ).
Oil on canvas, " x ",
. Model casting and
cultural and historical
costumes:Carmade Jong
Anderson.

© Greg Olsen. Artwork courtesy
of the artist and The Mill Pond
Press Companies, art print pub-
lisher, Venice, FL 34285, 800-
535-0331, www.millpond.com.

Key (models’ names in parentheses)



Looking North to Moroni, by Kerry Soper (–). Oil on masonite panel,
" x ", .
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Isaiah’s Elations

I

There is nothing here except the song of flies
Hovering over still pools by dangling barbed wires
The sun cracking seams along wheated spires
Their taupe coat combed by a wind that clarifies
A brush of red beneath. Nothing here
Except that vast distance of particulates
Veiling the valley in a milky blue that sets
The mountains apart and freely floating there
With the evergreen stubble and raphaelite folds
Of their muscled face. Nothing but dry air
Milling through signs of an ancestral hold
On this place: skeletal irrigation pipes rolled
To a halt among rusted machines, barns without care
That lie broken. Nothing left to compare
To milk and honey, for which our birthright was sold.

II

There is no joy in this new day unless
We see more than what our hands hold before us
The life of the still unlovely mind made flesh
Its hall of mirrors, muffles the pleading chorus
Of the desert. The prophet’s metered promise
Calmed the fear of burying another child
Yet settlement exiled us from wild
Wonder at our primal homelessness.
Perhaps American Beauty never depended
On deus ex machina, but foreseeing ourselves
In the act of deciphering the quickening light
Drawing the brilliance of these colors into sight
With pencil and brush we catch what twilight saves
We scratch as it bleeds before the day has ended
Rootedness depends at what angle our mind reposes
For there’s always been nothing here but the song of roses.

—George B. Handley
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Hannah Jorgensen, age 
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To fling my arms wide
In some place of the sun,
To whirl and to dance
Till the white day is done.
Then rest at cool evening
Beneath a tall tree
While night comes on gently,
Dark like me—
That is my dream!

—Langston Hughes
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I’m sitting on an antique chair in my bathroom giving my four-year-old

daughter one of her usual marathon baths, several of her McDonald’s

figurines lined up like miniature divers along the tub’s faux marble edge

and Suave’s Go-go Grape bubbles piled high, when she cries, “Look,

Mommy!” Glee lighting her face, she holds up both hands, palms out, so

that I can see their pale, puckered skin. “I’m getting whiter!” she cries.

“Pretty soon, when I grow up, I’ll be white all over—like you!”

I gaze into the sweet, eager face of my child. I stare at her, stunned. All

parents, I tell myself, have known moments like these. Moments when we

feel infinitely ill-equipped to answer a question, respond to a comment

made by a person who is purportedly less experienced, less intellectually

developed than ourselves—a person over whomwe have been given steward-

ship but who nonetheless holds it so easily within his or her power to throw

us for a loop.

To buy time, I dip water into the blue mixing bowl I use to douse Han-

nah’s dark ringlets. I glance out the window, barely registering the riot of

fall color on the mountainside, a view that would normally evoke from me

at the very least a sharp intake of breath. I swirl my finger in the cloudy

water. Finally, I go back to my daughter’s expectantly upturned face.

“Why?” I say. “Why do you want to be white?”

The Color of Love

Mari E. Jorgensen

Left: First stanza of “Dream Variations,” from The Collected Poems of Langston Hughes
by Langston Hughes, copyright ©  by The Estate of Langston Hughes. Used by per-
mission of Alfred A. Knopf, a division of Random House, Inc.
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When it comes to the subject of our daughter’s adoption, my husband
and I tread carefully. Five years ago, when we were handed a form by LDS
Family Services that included a battery of tiny boxes to check, we felt over-
whelmed. “Would you accept a child with an unknown father?” one of the
questions asked. “Would you accept a sibling group?” “Would you accept a
child with moderate to severe mental retardation?” As we pored over these
questions, we struggled against the sense that we were shopping for a new
vehicle or piece of electronic equipment and were being asked to list our
choice of upgrades. It’s not as though God gives couples similar options
when they’re planning on having biological children: “Will you accept a
child with muscular dystrophy? Spina bifida? Visual impairment? Cerebral
palsy? Cancer? Check all that apply.”And what would it say about us as par-
ents, we wondered—as human beings, even—if we were unwilling to
accept a child with special needs?

Fighting our guilt, we filled out the “Medical and Social Background”
section as best we could. But when we moved on to the section labeled
“Racial/Ethnic Background,” we found checking the boxes easier. “What
does it matter what race the child is?” we asked each other.

Now, as a preschooler, Hannah is just beginning to recognize the dif-
ferences between us, just starting to notice that her parents are white (“the
whitest people I know,” as one friend has labeled us) while she is not. She is
a beautiful nut-brown, with dark, snapping eyes, dimples in both cheeks,
and a witty, stubborn personality. And while it’s true that no one is simply
the sum of his or her parts and Hannah is certainly not the color of her
skin, it is a part of her—an aspect of her appearance that must be reckoned
with, especially since it makes her different not only from most of her
friends and schoolmates but also from her own parents.

“I want to be white,” Hannah reiterates, in case I missed it the first
time, “because I want to be like you.”

V

It’s not that Hannah necessarily feels herself to be inferior. Steve and I
both try on a daily basis to help her build a positive image about her whole
self.We tell her she is creative and artistic.We compliment her on her curly
hair and tell her how much we wish our skin were more brown like hers so
that perhaps we wouldn’t resemble a couple of radishes every time we take
out the trash on a sunny day. And I thought we were succeeding pretty well
onemorning several months ago when I tookHannahwithme to Jiffy Lube.

While we were waiting in the lobby, Hannah approached a gray-
haired woman sitting in another of the orange vinyl chairs. This is not an
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uncommon occurrence with Hannah,who has no qualms about approach-
ing grandmotherly types, whether she knows them or not, and striking up
conversations with them. (She also has a marked affinity for teenage girls
who resemble the Spice Girls—girls in low-rise jeans and belly shirts whose
toenails are painted metallic blue—but I try not to think about what that
might portend for the future.) This particular woman was engrossed in a
copy of People magazine when Hannah sidled up to her, and I could tell
that Hannah was casting about for an opener, an icebreaker. Finally she
came out with, “Are you a grandma?”

“Why, yes,” the woman replied, snapping shut her magazine.
Now that she had thewoman’s full attention—now that the grandmawas

beaming down at her—Hannah was, I could tell, again in a quandary. She
needed a second line, something to keep the conversation rolling. I waited,
amused at the theatrical production, while the wheels in Hannah’s head
spun. At last she seemed to strike on something. Lifting the hem of her sun-
dress to just above her knee, she stuck out one leg, like Cinderella proffer-
ing her foot for the all-important glass slipper, and asked, “Do you like my
brown skin?”

“Why, yes,” the woman gushed. “I like it verymuch.”
I smiled to myself. Hannah’s question seemed to demonstrate that she

was comfortable with the color of her skin, that she might well be able to
sail through life with her part-African-American heritage—in a country, in
a state, in a church where whites overwhelmingly outnumber blacks—and
ask those around her this question with complete confidence in their
answers: “Do you like my brown skin?”

But even if Hannah is able to sail through life with relatively few
choppy waves, our mismatched skin tones may still pose a problem. Several
experiences have borne this out. Often they’re relatively innocuous occur-
rences, amusing little anecdotes we can use afterwards to entertain our
friends and relatives, like one time when I took Hannah grocery shopping
with me. I was waiting in the checkout line with my groceries and Hannah,
who was still small enough to sit in the cart’s child seat, behind a black
mother and her two middle-school-age daughters. After loading my items
onto the conveyor belt and digging my checkbook out of my purse, I
looked up to see that the cashier had pulled my cart through the aisle
behind the checkout stand and was beginning to load the other woman’s
bagged groceries into it. The other mother and I glanced at each other, then
at the cashier. “That’s not my baby,” said the other mother.

“What?” The frazzled cashier’s head bobbed up.
“That’s not my baby.”
“Huh?”
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“She’s mine.” I pointed to Hannah, who still sat contentedly in the cart
but was eyeing me carefully, a puzzled and slightly anxious expression on
her face, as if she were confused as to why I was standing so far away fromher.
“That’smy baby.”

“Oh,” the cashier mumbled. “Sorry.”
Others of these experiences have been less humorous. Take the time that,

while living in Belgium for a two-year work stint, our family went to Disney-
land Paris. On our first day in the park, we decided to grab a bite to eat at
Disneyland Paris’s McDonald’s before heading for Fantasyland. It was rain-
ing; it was pouring, flooding, deluging. The whole world, it seemed, had
melted into one gray slick, with McDonald’s yellow-and-red building ris-
ing from the rivulets like a beacon of hope.We pushed our way through the
doors only to find that everyone had had the same idea we did: the place
was crammed full. People were eating propped against the wall or squatting
on the floor, their trays of Big Macs and fries balanced on their laps. It was
as though we had stumbled unknowingly into a U2 concert. “Apparently,”
Steve said, “they don’t have the same fire safety codes in Europe as they do
in the U.S.”

“Guess not,” I said. “Let’s get out of here.”
But two-year-old Hannah, having spotted what I call the “gerbil cage”

(McDonald’s patented plastic jungle gym), wanted to stay and play, so we
relented. We didn’t order food but stood next to the gerbil cage, watching
Hannah and her European counterparts scramble up tunnels and tumble
down slides.

Soon we grew uneasy. We’d seen Hannah climb a ladder but hadn’t
seen her come down the slide. After another minute or two, we became
increasingly worried, so I decided to venture into the gerbil cage. I crawled
through tunnels and peered down slides and even ducked into the ball pit,
calling Hannah’s name. But to no avail. “She’s not in here,” I shouted out to
Steve. “She’s gone!”

It was one of those soul-chilling moments when all your free-floating
anxieties gel into a hard mass in your gut and threaten to make your brain
go numb and your legs buckle. We moved together through the crush of
hungry and irritable McDonald’s patrons, periodically dropping to our
hands and knees to peer between legs and feet, calling for Hannah. She was
nowhere. It was as though we had blinked, and in that microfraction of
time, she had evaporated.We decided to split up. Steve headed for the stairs
that led to a mezzanine-like upper level, thinking that he might be able to
pick her out better from that vantage point. Meanwhile, I continued to
search the crowds. “Ma fille,” I stammered to whoever would listen. “Ma
petite fille—elle est perdue!”
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Finally, after what seemed to be hours but was surely only minutes, the
crowd parted ever so slightly, and a man (who I swear had a saintly glow
emanating from his head) emerged with Hannah perched nonchalantly on
his arm. He walked toward me, obviously scanning the crowd for any dis-
traught parents—had perhaps been doing so for the last several minutes—
but even though I stood directly in his line of vision—my face frantic, my
mouth, I’m sure, widened into an elongated O like the man in Edvard
Munch’s Scream—his eyes skipped over me.

He was looking for black parents.
“Excusez-moi!” I yelled, practically diving toward him. “C’est ma fille!”
Steve, who had finally made it to the mezzanine (but, he told me later,

not until after nearly coming to blows with the employee whose job it was
to stand at the bottom of the stairs and prevent any additional customers
from going up), had also spotted Hannah and joined me. I clutched the
man’s arm. “Monsieur,” I said breathlessly. “C’est ma fille!”

“Oui?”He looked dubious. He glanced from me to Steve, then back to
me again. Obviously, he was confused. And for good reason. Interracial
adoption, while somewhat unusual in the United States, is more or less
unheard of in Europe. But when Hannah cried “Mommy!” and lunged
toward me, he handed her over.

“Merci,” I gasped.
“De rien,” he said, nodding away my repeated expressions of gratitude.
But it wasn’t nothing. It was far from nothing. This stranger had given

me back my heart—my blood, I’m convinced, would cease to pump with-
out Hannah—and I told him so over and over again in my broken French.

There is, however, something about this particular man being our
good Samaritan that haunts me. He was also of African descent, and when
I saw him walking toward me with Hannah on his arm, I couldn’t help
thinking that she looked more at home with him than she did with me.
I couldn’t help thinking that, if anyone had been looking, they’d have
sworn she was his. And the thought flitted to me, unbidden: Were we
wrong to adopt a child of another race? Did she really belong with us?

V

I am dousing Hannah’s ringlets with the blue mixing bowl, and she is
continuing to insist that one day she will be white like me, when it comes
to me with a startling, bell-like clarity what I should say. At other times
when Hannah raises difficult issues, I often find myself humoring her, fol-
lowing the path of least resistance, telling myself that going the battle-of-
the-wills route with her over a point she’s gotten into her head is futile.
“Uh-huh,” I often say, “that’s right.”
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But this, I know, cannot be one of those times. This subject is too
important. “No, sweetie,” I say, “you won’t. You will never be white, not
when you grow up—not ever.”

“Why not?”
“Because Heavenly Father made you brown and he made me white.”
Hannah pauses, seemingly contemplating the pile of bubbles in front

of her. “You mean,” she says, “I chose?”
I do a mental blink. Hannah’s conclusion is at best a logical leap. But it

is also, I realize, as sound as they come. “Yes,” I say, “you chose.”
When I think of Hannah and her connection to me—a connection

that goes beyond genetics, beyond the umbilical cord that never bound us
together—I think of an evening drive up Provo Canyon with a heavy-
lidded Hannah buckled into her car seat in back, music trilling softly from
the radio. It was a cloudless night, with a new moon rising over the snow-
topped mountains and casting an eerie, bluish glow over the cliffs around
us. It was, I felt, a gift of unadulterated beauty. I was struck speechless. But
not Hannah. From the backseat piped a small voice: “Look, Mommy! The
mountains—they’re glowing!”

My thoughts exactly.
I think also of a phase that Hannah went through in which she was

attempting to define the world around her. Often during this phase, at odd
and unforeseen times—in the car on the way to the bank or to her ballet
class—she would say contemplatively, “I don’t belong to Miss Katie (or
Uncle David, or Sister Herway, or any one of the other people who popu-
lated her world), do I? I belong to you.”

“Yes,” I would answer. “You belong to me.”
Mostly, however, I think of an afternoon early last May when Steve and

Hannah and I sat together on a sofa in one of LDS Family Services’ small
offices. Outside the window, a cherry tree was just coming into bloom, its
pink, chiffonlike blossoms fluttering in the breeze. Inside, the tension was
mounting to a nearly palpable state.Our social worker, the same one who had
facilitated Hannah’s adoption, sat in an armchair across from us with one leg
slung over the other, playing with the little braided piece of leather on his
loafer. “Have you picked out any names yet?”he asked, just to ease the silence.

Finally, the door swung open and in walked another social worker with
a young girl. A young girl carrying a car seat with an impossibly small
occupant inside. The girl was crying, her face streaked and swollen, her eyes
ringed with red. Steve and I sat frozen to the sofa, uncomfortable half-
smiles pasted to our faces (what do you say to a person who is about to give
you her day-and-a-half-old son?), but Hannah didn’t hesitate. She hopped
up, crossed the room, and slipped her fingers into the girl’s free hand. “Is
this your baby?” she asked, standing on tiptoe to peer inside the car seat.
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“Yes.” The girl nodded.
“But you can’t take care of him?”
“No,” came the choked reply, “I can’t take care of him.”
“Don’t worry,” Hannah assured her. “We can. We’ll take good care of

him for you.”
Despite her tears, the girl smiled down at Hannah. “I know you will,”

she said.
“But,” Hannah said, squeezing the girl’s fingers, “you’re going to miss

him, aren’t you?”
When I think of our little Max’s adoption, of the sacrifice of a young

woman who, like the true mother of the baby brought before King
Solomon, would rather see her child go into the arms of another than be
cut in half, metaphorically speaking, by the only life she knew she could
give him, it is the words of a four-year-old uttered in a small room that ring
for me in the universe: “You’re going to miss him, aren’t you?”

Surely Hannah, when asked by her Creator, didn’t choose just the color
of her skin. Surely Hannah, my alter ego, chose us as well.

“Yes,” I say as I work detangling solution through Hannah’s dark, curly
hair, so different from my own. “You chose.”

Yes, Hannah, my lovely, exasperating, precocious Hannah, you belong
to me. You are my dream.

Mari E. Jorgensen is a full-time mother, a writer, and a part-time composition
instructor. A past recipient of the Clinton F. Larson creative writing scholarship, she
is currently working on a young-adult novel entitled Lizzy at Large. This essay won
second place in the  BYU Studies essay contest.
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Rowland Rider at Lee’s Ferry, Utah, June . All photographs in
this article courtesy of the author.



How, Kemosabe,” Rowland Rider would say, raising his right arm.
Unlike a schoolboy raising his hand to ask a question, Rowland would

lift his arm up from the elbow. This gesture was Rowland’s trademark of
sorts, a declaration to the world of his knowledge of Indian ways. (Rowland
said “Indian.” The politically correct term Native American had not yet
been advanced.) After all, Rowland, my grandfather, was the only white
man in Kanab, Utah, who could skin a deer the way the Navajos liked it
done. I can’t remember if it was with or without the ears. But it mattered to
them and to him.

V

When Rowland was a young man in Kanab, Navajo braves would wait
for him in his barn, a safe haven for them. My grandmother, Romania,
would hide with her three young children under the bed in their nearby
two-story frame house. When Grandpa returned, he would chide his wife,
saying his friends only wanted food.He would let his children sit on Navajo
laps; when my mother sat on their laps, the braves would stroke her thick
auburn hair. In the security of her father’s presence,mymother enjoyed the
braves’ attention. Grandpa displayed his Indian knowledge as proudly as
the earth-toned blankets the Navajos gave him in trade. He had a right.
After all, his father, John Rider, called by Mormon pioneer leader Brigham
Young to establish Fort Kanab as protection against the Indians, instead had
made friends with the Navajos and Paiutes. The Paiutes called John Pagam-
atoots, “Long Beard.” John’s youngest son, Rowland, was Pagamatoots Unis,
“Little Long Beard.” And so Rowland’s standard greeting to one and all
became “How, Kemosabe,” always accompanied by a raised right hand.
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The raised hand functioned as a symbol in other ways. It showed Row-
land’s affirmation of life; Rowland welcomed new acquaintances, liked to
be their center. And as a storyteller,₁ Rowland instinctively knew body lan-
guage, knew the raised hand would draw an audience, would hold an audi-
ence’s attention while he spun his magic of the roll away saloon, a saloon
on rollers that could be shuttled back and forth across the Utah-Arizona
line to evade lawmen. Rowland’s magnetism extended to Zane Grey; the
two sat around campfires on Bar Z rangelands, and Rowland swept Zane
away with Western imagery and tales—Rowland the Western Trickster
beguiling the Easterner. How much of Riders of the Purple Sage was Zane,
howmuch Rowland? The raised hand broke down barriers, brought people
in, held them there.

The hand greeting also served as a constant in Rowland’s life. It linked
the past with the present. Even in Rowland’s later life of engineering and
plastics manufacturing, when life became complicated with legal docu-
ments and lawsuits, there was always the simple “How, Kemosabe,”with its
accompanying raised hand, to keep life in perspective.

V

Not many kids in Barrington, New Jersey, where I was raised, had a
cowboy grandfather. Now granted, Jersey is the home of the Lene Lenape
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Rowland Rider at Lee’s Ferry, Utah, fall . Rowland was working for the Bar Z
cattle company.
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The Roll Away Saloon

This is quite a notorious story on the Arizona Strip because it
involves liquor. As far as I can remember, all the cowboys liked to
drink alcohol. Oh, boy, they’d drink home brewed, they’d drink
lemon extract and vanilla extract. The freighters couldn’t get it in
there fast enough. The stores would sell out right away. That’s a fact.

So they built this little saloon and it was right on the Arizona-
Utah line four miles south of Kanab and four miles north of Fredo-
nia about seven or eight rods to the west of the present highway. It
was just kind of a two-room affair, with a bar at one end and the bar-
keeper’s bedroom at the other end. It wasn’t very large, maybe twelve
by eighteen feet, but it created quite a bit of disturbance among the
Mormon housewives of Fredonia and Kanab because their men
would come staggering up home on their horses, too late for dinner,
unable to take their saddles off. So the men of these towns, fearing
their women, built this saloon on rollers, log rollers that went clear
under the joist.

Well, one day when the women in the Relief Society up to Kanab
got together sewing and having a quilting bee, they decided among
themselves that too many of their men were going down imbibing at
this Roll Away Saloon. So they organized a posse to go and burn the
thing down. And their plans were all kept a secret from their hus-
bands, of course. So when the men all went out on the range or out
in the fields or doing something, the women saddled up their horses,
a lot of them rode, and some of them took their white-tops,* and
they headed for this saloon.

Just fortunately for the saloon keeper there, there’s a little raise of
land to the north about a quarter mile from the saloon, and on the
south side there’s also a little incline up to a little ridge there, what we
call Halfway Hill. And sure enough, this saloon keeper saw the dust
coming from these women on horseback and these four or five
white-tops as they came over the rise. And he got the crowbar and
rolled the saloon back into Arizona. The women got down there
and were all ready to light their torches, they had their bundles all
ready, when the saloon keeper said, “You can’t touch this business; it’s
in Arizona. We don’t belong to Utah at all. There’s the line.”

*Four wheels with a framework like a small covered wagon. Wooden
benches, enough to seat several people, were added.



Indians, but that’s where the Western hallmark of cowboys and Indians
ends. No cowboys in New Jersey, and I never knew anyone who had met a
Lene Lenape. But I had a cowboy grandfather with an honorary Indian
name. I was the envy of Culbertson Elementary School.

I was in graduate school at Brigham Young University before I realized
that Grandpa’s value stretched far beyond elevating me in the eyes of my
classmates. Rowland was not only one of the few articulate cowboy story-
tellers who remembered the turn of the century, but he was also in a more
exclusive subclass: Mormon cowboys. I started examining Rowland’s sto-
ries, looking at them through the eyes of a folklorist. They were good.
Really good. And his gestures were good. All except for the “How,
Kemosabe” with the raised arm. I thought, how clichéd can you get? His
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It was well paved, the line was, and it always had been. So they had
a little confab, then said to the saloon keeper, “Well, if you sell ourmen
any more liquor, we’ll get you next time.” So they went back home all
disgusted that they couldn’t go over into Arizona and wreck that
place, and went back to their quilting.

Well, anyway, in a few days or a few weeks maybe, why the women
down in Fredonia would be doing the same thing, quilting and mak-
ing things for the needy and so forth. They would find out that their
husbands had been spending all the spare cash up there at the Roll
Away Saloon, so they’d organize a posse and here they would come.
They’d come over that little ridge down there a quarter mile from the
saloon and the saloon keeper’d see them coming, and it’d just take a
few little pushes on those crowbars under the logs under the saloon,
and over she’d go, over into Utah. The women would come up and the
same thing would happen. “You can’t touchme, I’m over here in Utah.
Look there, there’s the line.” So the women would give up, threatening,
and go back to Fredonia. And this went on for years.

Well, now, that’s the Roll Away Saloon story and I guess I’m the
only one that ever told it. And I think if you want to take a picture, you
might find a few of those old rollers still rotting over there.

Rowland W. Rider as told to Deirdre M. Paulsen, “The Roll Away
Saloon,” in The Roll Away Saloon: Cowboy Tales of the Arizona Strip (Logan:
Utah State University Press, ), –.



greeting was Lone Ranger,
Hollywood. I doubted then that
he had learned it from the Indi-
ans. What I wanted was
authenticity. So when I ana-
lyzed Rowland’s storytelling
techniques in my master’s the-
sis, “Stories and Storytelling
Techniques of Rowland W.
Rider, Cowboy on the Arizona
Strip in the Early s,” I wrote
a lot about how Rowland
stooped over and started paw-
ing the ground like a buffalo
when he told of a buffalo
standoff and how he’d pretend
to swing a lariat when he talked
about knocking a horse’s eye

out to save his life—but I never mentioned the “How, Kemosabe” or the
raised hand. It wasn’t until years later that I realized there was a kind of
authenticity in the greeting and the raised hand.

To gain information for my masters thesis, I interviewed Rowland in
his home in Salt Lake City and “on location” in Southern Utah.We went to
Lee’s Ferry to see the range of the Bar Z cattle he herded.We visited the ponds
at Two-Mile where the sheep and cattle watered, and he talked of the range
wars between the sheep and cattlemen. One year the cattlemen “cut the
dikes,” drained the pools so the sheep couldn’t water. We followed the trail
of the thirst-parched sheep who stampeded at the smell of water and
plunged down rugged cliffs to drown in the Colorado River.

V

Rowland loved being a cowboy when he was in his early twenties, so it
was surprising that a forest ranger convinced Rowland when he was
twenty-two to further his education. In  he attended the Southern
Branch of the State Normal School of the University of Utah in Cedar City
(now known as Southern Utah University). Two years later, he transferred
to the Agricultural College of Utah in Logan to pursue a degree in engi-
neering. In , his last semester at the Agricultural College, he married
Romania Fawcett, a graceful pianist from St. George, and they settled in
Kanab, Utah, with Rowland’s family. Ten years later, in , he and his
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Rowland Rider roping a calf in a rodeo in
Kanab, Utah, .



young family left this land of Navajo
sandstone and the Moenkapi Formation
to locate in Salt Lake City. Rowland
traded cowboy ways for the title of
inventor, developing the rotary engine in
 and the disposable needle in the
s. He entered the new field of plas-
tics manufacturing after World War II.
Rider Plastics Manufacturing Com-
pany’s plastic tile was the family’s bread
and butter.

Grandma Romania died when Row-
land was eighty-nine, and the next few
years were tough. Rowland lived with me
for a while, and the neighborhood kids
loved his cowboy hat, his bolo tie, his
boots—and his “Indian” greeting. Every-
one would laugh at his stories, Grandpa
the loudest with a deep, infectious laugh
that drew all ages to him. But then Row-
land had to have major surgery, and the

laughter and the stories stopped. What good was a cowboy with an
ileostomy? Grandpa stopped eating.

On June , , I received an urgent phone call from a Salt Lake City
care facility: “Come. Your grandfather is dying.” A few weeks before, an
orderly had slippedme a note saying the nurses had been starving Rowland
at the nursing care facility where Rowland had gone to recuperate after his
surgery. I knew better. Grandpa would not eat even the Apple Cotlets,
his favorite candy, that I kept bringing to bribe him out of his hunger
strike. The cowboy had decided it was time to die in his boots. I wasn’t sur-
prised when I received the phone call. I told the administrator I would get
there as soon as I could notify the family.

The staff was nervous when I arrived a half hour later. I had taken too
long, should not have paused to call family, they said. Rowland was precari-
ously near death, but I didn’t understand how close. I discovered later that he
had had a stroke and couldn’t feel anything in his left hand, the hand nearest
me as I sat next to his bed—the one I kept massaging throughout the next
few hours. I knew strokes could cause death; I didn’t know they could cause
numbness. I knew little. I had never seen death, never looked it in the eyes.

Grandpa was unblinking and mute, and I would moisten his eyes and
his lips with a salve the staff provided. My cousin Nancy came. We visited
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Rowland Rider, spring , year-
book photo at the Agricultural
School of Utah in Logan. Rowland
was freshman class president.



in the small room while I stroked Rowland’s paralyzed hand. He looked
straight ahead, unmoving, and our talking didn’t divert his attention.

Then Rowland slowly, deliberately, raised—or rather, cantilevered—
his right hand.He was still looking straight ahead,wordless. Then he slowly
lowered his arm. Then raised it. Then lowered it. I said in a hushed voice to
Nancy, “What do you think is going on?” She replied, “I think it’s getting
really crowded in here.” We sat silently, awestruck for what seemed like a
very long time, watching Rowland’s arm go up and down, up and down, up
and down.

Rowland’s simple gesture spoke “How, Kemosabe” when he couldn’t.
The act was an affirmation of an afterlife; it was obvious to us at the time
that Rowland was greeting many spirit ancestors in his own way, with the
symbol that had been a constant in his life. The raised-hand gesture that
broke down barriers, that welcomed people into his center, that breathed of
Rowland’s honesty and simplicity—and storyteller’s showmanship—this
symbol now served Rowland well as a transition. Rowland’s last “goodbye”
was a “hello” to a whole new audience.

Deirdre M. Paulsen earned a B.A. in English and anM.A. in American literature
and humanities at BrighamYoungUniversity. ShemarriedDavid Finn Paulsen and is
the mother of five children. She currently teaches composition, publishing, and folk-
lore courses and codirects the Publications Lab at Brigham Young University. This
essay won third place in the  BYU Studies essay contest.

. Rowland was first noted as a storyteller by JohnWilley in a magazine article
published in :

As it was getting dark, we all put up at the Grand Hotel, and after sup-
per, sitting on the hotel porch, conversation drifted to desert life, “the rid-
ers of the purple sage.” Then it was we learned that the driver of the
Oldsmobile truck [Rowland Rider] had been a “rider.” He was the “son
of the desert” and was acquainted with Zane Grey, the author, in fact had
suggested to Mr. Grey ideas for some of his wonderful desert stories. He
told of the buffalo ranch near Kanab; of the deer, wild horse, cougar, and
other wild animal life of the Kaibab Forest; of his being the last man to
bid God speed to two intrepid explorers of the Grand Canyon as they
started downstream for the Granite Gorge from Lee’s Ferry; and he
informed of the buffalo-riding contest that was to take place the next
day . . . his language simple and direct, without waste of words, and
breathed of sincerity. He was a most interesting man. (John Willey, ed.,
“A Journey to North Rim of Grand Canyon; The Editor Rides for a Thou-
sand Miles in George Relf’s Car thru Desert, Oases and Forest and Sees
Many Strange Sights; Travel Adventures Away from Railroad, Telegraph
and Modern conveniences. A Wayfaring That Brings Few Dissappoint-
ments [sic] and Many Delightful Surprises,” Hotel Monthly , no. 
[October ]: –; italics in original)
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Chilean Spring

With my cold I have taken to herbal tea—
anise and mint—laced with honey to keep
it sweet. Tomorrow the thread where the honey
dripped will be a file of ants, grateful
for any morsel left behind. They promise
(given time) to keep my kitchen clean.
For me that’s o.k.—a symbiotic
relationship to improve the planet
we share, crossing rivers, mountains, oceans,
one hymenopterous footfall at a time.

When he was young, my son captured ants,
imprisoned them in sand between panes of glass.
A few sweetened drops of water were enough
to keep them busy excavating tunnels—
a crosshatch of intersections—to make
everything ready for the advent
of the queen. She never came. They wouldn’t
concede that fact until old age—how long
might that be for an ant?—one by one did
them in, and my son turned to other things.

Someone, I think Lear, said, “Ripeness is all.”
I look at new leaves this spring. Their brightness
may not yet be everything, since they are
far from ripe, but they sing of hope, of life,
even an afterlife, and my heart keeps
pace with quick pulse each morning when I walk.
Thrushes respond. The sun sends white rays high
into the blue of dawn, and shadows find
a place to hide. I love light, the freshness
of clean air where echoes answer me
from where I may not see but know is there.

—Donnell Hunter

This poem won first place in the BYU Studies poetry contest for .



In The Trial of Don Pedro León Luján: The Attack against Indian Slaveryand Mexican Traders in Utah, Sondra Jones has written an excellent and
accessible discussion of a little-known episode in the history of nineteenth-
century Utah. In the first chapter, Jones makes it clear that the arrest, trial,
and expulsion fromUtah of Don Pedro León Luján, a NewMexican trader,
has often been distorted or even glossed over in Utah histories; she then
describes the event using as evidence extant primary records.

Jones contextualizes the story of slave trading in early Utah and sup-
ports it with substantial references and informative notes. The Utah Terri-
tory into which the Saints settled after being forced to flee from the
Midwest was seasoned with tribal customs and traditional trading prac-
tices between Native Americans and traders. In particular, the Utes often
traded Indian children—children from other tribes and even their own
children—for goods and firearms. These children, then, were essentially
slaves. Despite moral conflicts, the Saints became part of this slave trade:
“The Mormons’ initial reluctance to purchase Indian captives posed no
real problem for the Indian slavers. To make a sale [the Utes] needed only
to threaten to sell [the children] to Mexican slavers or Navajos (another
active market for domestics and herders) or to kill [the children]” ().₁

Still, as Jones explains, “theMormons from the beginning regarded the
slave trade as not only morally reprehensible but politically untenable as
well”:

First, the Mormons found themselves in the center of the traditional
Mexican/Indian slave route and saw only the uglier aspects of the opera-
tion: the cruelty of Indian slavers toward their merchandise. Almost as
bad, the fate of these slaves was to be purchased by Mexicans, who, in the
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Sondra Jones.The Trial of Don Pedro León Luján:
The Attack against Indian Slavery andMexican Traders in Utah.

Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, .

Reviewed by Jacqueline S. Thursby



eyes of the Mormons, with their nineteenth-century prejudice, were little
better than the Indians themselves. ()

In , León Luján inadvertently wandered into this cultural milieu
and into territory where he was not licensed to conduct business. He
engaged in trading for Indian children and was arrested and brought to
trial for being a slave trader. Upon his conviction, he was summarily
stripped of all his properties (including his horse and supplies) and sent
back to New Mexico, three hundred miles away, on foot (–, ).

Jones suggests that the Mormon officials of the s had an ulterior
political motive concerning this case: to stop all Mexican traders from trad-
ing in Indian children. Apparently, there were also racist motives: “The
prosecuting attorney also seems to have been personally prejudiced against
the Mexicans” (). It is clear that Church leaders abhorred slave trading of
any kind, even though technically at that time slavery was still legal in Utah
Territory. Other issues are less clear. For example, were the Utah leaders
hyprocritical in their charges against León Luján? Jones argues that León
Luján and his traders were punished for doing the same things that the
Mormons had been doing for some time without penalty.

However, the Latter-day Saints bought children for different reasons
than the traders did. Mormons traded for Indian children to save them
from a worse fate (enslavement by others or even death) and ostensibly to
adopt them as family members and to socialize them as Latter-day Saints;
New Mexican traders traded for Indian children, ostensibly to sell them as
servants and ranch workers and to eventually socialize them as Roman
Catholics. However, Jones demonstrates that in New Mexico the children
were usually given their freedom when they became adults, at the time of
their marriage ().₂ And however noble the Mormons’ motives were,
whether or not the Indian children raised in Mormon families were really
better off than those sold as servants may be debatable. For example, one
adopted Indian girl “stated on her deathbed that ‘it had been a mistake for
her ever to suppose that she could be a white girl. Indian children, she said,
should be left with their own people where they could be happy; when they
were raised in white homes they did not belong anywhere’”₃ ().

Jones concludes that typical historical accounts of the trial of León
Luján omit important cultural and contextual elements, such as the ele-
ments of racism and coercion. In the incident for which he was arrested, at
least, León Luján refused to trade with the Utes for their captives. In retalia-
tion, the Utes stole several of the traders’ horses, leaving the traders with-
out the means to return home. Some have suggested that the traders then
“were forced to take the children in lieu of the horses” ().
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Jones’s discussion of the trial is well documented, and she closes her
account by showing the historical significance of this trial: “The Indian slave
trade ended with the influx of Americans into the Spanish borderlands.
Its demise was heralded by the politically necessary trial of Pedro León
Luján” ().

The Trial of Don Pedro León Luján, presented attractively by the Uni-
versity of Utah Press, makes a lasting contribution by clarifying an impor-
tant but little-explained event in Utah history. Further, it relates an
insightful account of mid-s litigation regarding slave trade in Utah and
New Mexico as well as of social conditions among both Native Americans
and early Mormon settlers. León Luján may have been a victim of circum-
stance, but it is unlikely that his trial could have been resolved in any other
way. The Mormon leadership was ready to put an end to the practice of
coercive sales of children that had gone on for decades.

Jones has performed an admirable work of scholarship on this topic,
and it is balanced as far as possible, given the resources Jones was able to
access. The story is well told and should be included in any thorough his-
torical scholarship of nineteenth-century Utah.

Jacqueline Thursby (jackie_thursby@byu.edu) is Associate Professor of Eng-
lish specializing in folklore at Brigham Young University. She received a B.A. in
secondary education from Idaho State University in , an M.S. from Utah State
University in American studies in , and a Ph.D. in American culture studies
from Bowling Green State University in .

. For more information see L. R. Bailey, Indian Slave Trade in the Southwest
(Los Angeles: Westernlore, ), xv–xvi.

. Sondra Jones, telephone conversation with the author, June , .
. Juanita Brooks, “Indian Relations on the Mormon Frontier,” Utah Histori-

cal Quarterly  (January–April): –.



Throughout most of the Christian era, the dominant view of God has
been that he is all-determining and all-controlling. Richard Rice gives

a concise definition of this view:

This traditional, or conventional, view emphasizes God’s sovereignty,
majesty and glory. God’s will is the final explanation for all that happens;
God’s glory is the ultimate purpose that all creation serves. In his infinite
power, God brought the world into existence in order to fulfill his pur-
poses and display his glory. Since his sovereign will is irresistible, what-
ever he dictates comes to pass and every event plays its role in his grand
design. Nothing can thwart or hinder the accomplishment of his pur-
poses. God’s relation to the world is thus one of mastery and control. ()

This understanding of God has been widely challenged in the last
quarter of the twentieth century by a group of Christian theologians and
philosophers who have proposed an alternative to the conventional view.
The critique and the positive proposal offered is now a recognized move-
ment in Christian theology known variously as free will theism or open-
ness theology. Expositions, defenses, and critiques of this new movement
abound on the contemporary theological landscape in the form of journal
articles, academic colloquia, and full-length books, including the two
books reviewed here.

The Openness of God is coauthored by five men considered by many to
be the prime movers of openness theology: Clark Pinnock, Richard Rice,
John Sanders, William Hasker, and David Basinger. Together they offer a
concise and accessible introductory overview and defense of the concept.
Sanders’s The God Who Risks is a much more focused approach to open-
ness thought, setting out what he calls a “risk” model of providence. Both
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Clark Pinnock, Richard Rice, John
Sanders, William Hasker, David Basinger.

The Openness of God: A Biblical Challenge to the
Traditional Understanding of God.

Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity Press, .

John Sanders.
The God Who Risks: A Theology of Providence.

Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity Press, .

Reviewed by David L. Paulsen and Matthew G. Fisher



books are marked by admirable scholarship; both offer ideas that bear
scrutiny, whether by theologians, philosophers, or interested Christian lay
people. Both books offer an understanding of God that resonates closely with
that of Latter-day Saints. We, especially, should acquaint ourselves with and
ponder the view of God these books advance and consider the light they may
shed on what may be regarded as the Hellenic origins of the Great Apostasy.

The Openness of God

As the subtitle, A Biblical Challenge to the Traditional Understanding of
God, indicates, openness theology challenges the conventional Christian
understanding of God. The five authors of Openness designed the book to
read like a “five-course dinner prepared by five chefs” (). First, Richard
Rice presents a biblical case for the openness of God.Then John Sanders pro-
vides a historical account of how the traditional view of God emerged and
became entrenched, showing that it was deeply impacted by neo-Platonic
philosophy. Next, Clark Pinnock presents a theological model for the open
view of God, which is followed byWilliamHasker’s philosophical defense of
the model. David Basinger concludes by delineating some of the practical
implications of themodel for Christian life and devotion ().Wewill review
separately each of these five perspectives on openness theology.

Biblical Support for a New Perspective: Richard Rice. Richard Rice
begins by laying out the traditional view of God, which emphasizes God’s
impassibility and immutability. “God is not affected by any outside influence
when he decides something, particularly not by human input” ().He never
changes, and “God’s plans or intentions also appear changeless” ().

Rice’s treatment of the traditional portrait of God is profoundly rele-
vant because it presents a fundamental contradiction to conventional
Christian worship practices. It would appear that God cannot be both
impassible and immutable while at the same time engaging in loving,
responsive give-and-take relationships with his human creations. We live
our devotional lives in a way that presupposes a loving God who is involved
in our daily activities. We plead with him and include him in our daily
decisions; we interact with him as if our input were significant. Such a
dynamic would not be possible were God impassible and immutable.

Appealing to biblical examples, Rice effectively mounts the openness
challenge against the conventional model, pointing out two biblical con-
victions that underlie the “open” conception of God. The first is that “love
is themost important quality we attribute to God”; the second is that “love is
more than care and commitment; it involves being sensitive and responsive
as well” (). He explains:
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These convictions lead the contributors to this book to think of God’s
relation to the world in dynamic rather than static terms. This conclusion
has important consequences. For one thing, it means that God interacts
with his creatures. Not only does he influence them, but they also exert
an influence on him. As a result, the course of history is not the product
of divine action alone. God’s will is not the ultimate explanation for
everything that happens; human decisions and actions make an impor-
tant contribution too. (–)

At the outset of this section, Rice acknowledges that “nearly all of the
biblical descriptions of God fall within the broad designation of
‘metaphor’” () and warns against a sharp division between literal and
figurative theistic language. Many Christians make the mistake of dismiss-
ing metaphoric language in the Bible as mere anthropomorphisms, not
closely related to the reality of God’s nature or character. Rice maintains
that many metaphors have a close resemblance to reality: “They are closer,
so to speak, to the intended object—and they play a more prominent role
within the overall biblical account of God” (). Like openness theology,
the Latter-day Saint tradition parts company with conventional Christian-
ity with regard to the understanding of metaphorical and anthropomor-
phic language in scripture. While not all scriptural metaphor should be
taken literally, it does, no doubt, bear closer on reality than conventional
Christianity will admit.

Rice traces the Old Testament narrative, calling on the works of
Terence E. Fretheim to explore some neglected themes in Hebrew scripture
that seem to support an open view of God. The first of these passages con-
cerns the wide range of emotions attributed to God throughout the Old
Testament. Rice contends that one of the most telling descriptions of God’s
inner life involves his interaction with Israel: “The Hebrew prophets speak
of God in familial terms, drawing on the relations of parent and child,
husband and wife” (). By way of illustration, Rice points to Hosea’s
metaphor of Israel as the unfaithful wife of God: “This powerful poem
tracks a succession of intense feelings, from jealousy and anger to hope and
joy,” Rice states. “God’s response to Israel runs the same gamut of emotion
a betrayed husband would feel, with the significant exception that God
longs for reconciliation beyond rejection”().

Next, Rice introduces the reader to the idea of divine repentance. Sim-
ply put, this is the idea that God can and does change his mind or his
course of action, an essential tenet for anyone who subscribes to a theology
of openness. For Rice, God’s plans “are not ironclad decrees that fix the
course of events and preclude all possible variation. For God to will some-
thing, therefore, does not make its occurrence inevitable. Factors can arise
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that hinder or prevent its realization. Consequently, God may reformulate
his plans, or alter his intentions, in response to developments” (). Rice
appeals to various Old Testament passages to support this idea. He cites
Jonah’s mission to Nineveh as themost familiar example. Jonah warned the
people of Nineveh of God’s threat to overturn the city; in response, the
people prayed and fasted. “When God saw what they did and how they
turned from their evil ways, he had compassion and did not bring upon
them the destruction he had threatened” (Jonah :, New International
Version). In yet many other instances in the Old Testament where God con-
siders new developments, he changes his course of action, or as Rice puts it,
“repents” (). The question is not whether such scriptural accounts exist
but rather whether such instances should be taken as literal or figurative.

Rice confidently proclaims, “I believe the New Testament extends and
intensifies the dynamic portrait of God we found in the Old [Testament].
It, too, supports the open view of God”(). He cites the incarnation of
Jesus as the best example. “The incarnation reveals many things about the
character of God. The fact that God chose to express himself through a
medium of a human life suggests that God’s experience has something
in common with certain aspects of human experience” (). Further, “it
would therefore seem that God, like us, is personal existence. If so, then
God enjoys relationships, has feelings, makes decisions, formulates plans
and acts to fulfill them” ().

Rice is careful not to ignore the many biblical passages that seem to call
into question the theory of divine openness, such as the idea of divine
changelessness. “The notion that God is changeless is perfectly compatible
with the open view of God. In fact, it is just as important to this position as
to the conventional alternative,”Rice argues. “The difference between them is
not that one viewsGod as changeless while the other doesn’t. The difference is
that everything about God must be changeless for the traditional view,
whereas the open view sees God as both changeless and changeable” ().
He continues, “When we distinguish between God’s unchanging nature
and his dynamic experience, we can make sense of a wide range of biblical
evidence. . . . We do not have to dismiss them as ‘anthropomorphisms’ or
‘anthropopathisms,’ which have no application to his real life” (–).
He concludes that “the open view of God does justice to a broad spectrum
of biblical evidence and allows for a natural reading of the Bible” ().

Historical Considerations: John Sanders. John Sanders approaches
the concept of God from a historical perspective. He offers an excellent
summary and treatment of the historical figures and philosophies that
influenced the developing Christian concept of God and ultimately led to
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the traditional model. He begins by documenting how “the Greek meta-
physical system ‘boxed up’ the God described in the Bible and the tremen-
dous impact this has had in shaping the Christian understandings of the
nature of God, the Trinity, election, sin, grace, the covenant, the sovereignty
of God, prayer, salvation and the incarnation” (). Sanders continues:

While Greek philosophy did not reject religion, . . . it did seek to
purify it by submitting it to the constraints of an abstract and imper-
sonal notion of ultimate reality. Utilizing the methods of natural the-
ology, philosophers deduced their understanding of deity from the
concept of ‘perfection’ since nothing less than perfection would be
appropriate for God. ()

Because God is perfect, Plato argued, change is impossible; if he changes at
all, he can change only for the worse.₁

Like Plato, Aristotle also influenced the conventional Christian con-
cept of deity. He introduced the concept of the “unmoved mover,” a con-
cept brought about through seeking the highest form of being in the
universe that causes all else to move, “a substance which is eternal and
unmovable . . . without parts and indivisible . . . impassive and unalterable”
(). Sanders concludes, “Though this God may not be religiously satisfy-
ing, several aspects of Aristotle’s unmoved mover have found their way
into the Christian tradition” ().

Sanders names Philo of Alexandria as the individual most responsible
for the subsequent marriage of Christian thought with Greek philosophy.
“Philo rejects or significantly modifies Hellenistic formulations in defense
of the biblical revelation. Nevertheless, in the end philosophical presuppo-
sitions are placed over the God described in the Bible and so serve as the
preunderstanding that guided his reading of Scripture” (). From Philo
begins a whole chain of early Church Fathers who struggled to appropriate
Greek philosophy within Christianity. Sanders gives a helpful condensed
account of the influence of such figures as Ignatius, Tertullian, Origen, and
Clement. The Church Fathers did not have an easy task; Greek philosophy
was such a prominent part of the intellectual landscape of the time that
it was difficult indeed to control the confluence of Greek and Christian
thought. Sanders quotes H. P. Owen: “So far as the Western world is con-
cerned theism has a double origin: the Bible and Greek philosophy” ().
Sanders adds, “Despite different attitudes taken by the fathers toward phi-
losophy, the influence of Greek philosophical notions of God is universal,
even among those who ‘repudiate’ philosophy” ().

Sanders makes sure not to pass lightly over Augustine, the last of the
Church Fathers whose influence on conventional Christian theology can-
not be understated. Augustine espoused the traditional list of God’s
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attributes: “self-sufficient, impassible, immutable, omniscient, omnipo-
tent, timeless, ineffable, and simple” (). Of Augustine, Sanders says this:

The neo-Platonic notions of God as creative force rather than one
who fashions the world, the immutability of ultimate reality, seeking the
truth by turning inward into our souls, and evil understood as a lack of
goodness (connected to mutability and finitude) all vied with
Augustine’s biblical sensibilities for preeminence in his thinking. ()

Sanders concludes that while “the tradition, with good intentions,
employed immutability and impassibility in order to protect God’s free-
dom, they were taken too far and left no room for speaking of divine open-
ness where God, in vulnerability, binds himself to others in love” ().

Systematic Theology: Clark Pinnock. In the third chapter, Clark H.
Pinnock’s design is to “propose a more biblical and coherent doctrine of
God” (). He wants to overcome any distortions caused by “excessive
Hellenization” and allow biblical teachings to operate more normatively.
His aim is “to do greater justice to mutuality and relationality in both the
triune God and the God-human covenant” ().

Pinnock begins by emphasizing the absolute essentiality of a proper
concept of God. He expresses his concern that “unless the portrait of God
is compelling, the credibility of belief in God is bound to decline” (). His
next move is to construct a systematic theology that will leave us with a
religiously compelling, yet biblically faithful, portrait of God. It bears men-
tioning that while Latter-day Saints do not claim to have a systematized
theology, we certainly resonate with Pinnock’s insistence on understanding
the correct nature of God. Joseph Smith taught that “it is the first principle
of the gospel to know for a certainty the character of God.”₂

The first thing to keep in mind, according to Pinnock, is that we are
not dealing with a God who, as theologians and philosophers of the past
have argued, remains at a safe distance, worrying about his own honor, but
rather one who “bares his holy arm and rescues humankind through shar-
ing their distress and affliction.We are not dealing with an unapproachable
deity but with God who has a human face and who is not indifferent to us
but is deeply involved with us in our need” (). Pinnock points out that
most Christians in practice do not have a problem with acting as if God
were open. The problem, he says, “lies more in systematic theology than it
does in religious experience. For some reason, when we do theology we lose
sight of the openness of God that we experience. There is resistance to con-
ceptualizing it, even though it is existentially familiar” (). This resistance
he blames on tradition: “Theology emphasized one set of divine properties
to the neglect of another and disturbed the delicate balance between them”
(). He says it is important to recognize that the Bible defines this balance:
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God . . . is both transcendent (that is, self-sufficient, the Creator of the
world, ontologically other than creation, sovereign and eternal) and at
the same time immanent (that is, present to the world, active within his-
tory, involved, relational and temporal). Combining the two, we say that
God is so transcendent that he creates room for others to exist and main-
tains a relationship with them, that God is so powerful as to be able to
stoop down and humble himself, that God is so stable and secure as to be
able to risk suffering and change. ()

Pinnock ably and plausibly continues in his task of correcting the bal-
ance between transcendence and immanence as he treats the doctrines of
the Trinity, the Creation, and God’s attributes of power, immutability,
impassibility, and knowledge. He sums up, “The open view of God stresses
qualities of generosity, sensitivity and vulnerability more than power and
control. It allows us to think of God as taking risks. Instead of locating God
above and beyond history, it stresses God’s activity in history, responding
to events as they happen, in order to accomplish his purposes” ().

A Philosophical Perspective:WilliamHasker. In his chapter, William
Hasker attempts to “provide a philosophical explication of the issues in this
discussion—to exhibit the rational coherence of the theology of divine
openness and to show where it is superior to competing ways of under-
standing God and his works” (). Hasker identifies several of the philo-
sophical malpractices that lead to a skewed concept of deity, including
“perfect being” theology. This is the practice of deducing God’s attributes
from the assumption “that God is an absolutely perfect being—in Anselm’s
phrase, ‘the being than which nothing greater can be conceived’” ().
Hasker does not deny that perfect being theologizing sometimes works
well; he even says that the belief that God is perfect is “proper and correct”
(). He goes on, however, to say that “difficulties have arisen because
people have been too ready to assume that they can determine, easily and
with little effort, what perfection is in the case of God—that is, what attrib-
utes a perfect being must possess” ().

Hasker acknowledges that it is out of the question for anyone to
“prove” that a particular concept of God is the correct one (). Yet, a thor-
ough investigation concerning the biblical, historical, and certainly philo-
sophical considerations is not only appropriate but also necessary.
Through the course of the chapter, Hasker offers a cursory yet philosophi-
cally satisfying treatment of some of the more important issues surround-
ing the openness theory.

Practical Implications: David Basinger.We think it highly appropri-
ate that The Openness of God ends with a chapter concerning the practical
implications of the proposed model. Here David Basinger asks how the
open model influences our daily life. In particular, he delineates how an
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open view of God affects the efficacy of petitionary prayer, the discern-
ment of God’s will, the appropriate Christian explanation(s) of evil, the
appropriate Christian responses to social problems, and Christian evange-
listic obligations.

Petitionary prayer is one of the best examples of the openness model
in action. Most Christians pray to God believing that their prayer will in
some way have an effect. However, Basinger points out that some Chris-
tians—some Calvinists and others sympathetic to the Reformed tradi-
tion—affirm what he labels “specific sovereignty,” or the belief that God
“has total control over everything in the sense that all and only that which
God wants to occur will occur” (–). This is not to say that the individ-
ual agent lacks the ability to make a free decision; rather, it means that God
unilaterally influences the decision-making process so as to ensure that the
agent makes the exact decision that God would have him or her make ().
Basinger questions whether such an agent can justifiably maintain that
petitionary prayer has an effect on God (). A significant difference
between specific-sovereignty models and the openness model is that pro-
ponents of the open view are justified in claiming that “petitionary prayer
initiates unilateral divine activity that would not have occurred if we had
not utilized our God-given power of choice to request such divine assis-
tance” (). This position implies that God’s plan is open to the extent
that our free decisions lend to its unfolding. God does not necessarily
ensure that we freely make a given decision, for that would limit our free-
dom not to make that decision.

Basinger boldly asserts another practical implication of openness the-
ology: “Wemaintain . . . that God possesses only what has come to be called
‘present knowledge’” (). This is to say that God knows “all that has
occurred in the past and is occurring now. Moreover, God does know all
that will follow deterministically from what has occurred, and can, as the
ultimate psychoanalyst, predict with great accuracy what we as humans
will freely choose to do in various contexts” (). It follows that God can
predict an event with great accuracy, but according to the open model,
“God can know only what can be known and that what humans will freely
do in the future cannot be known before-hand; hence,God can never know
infallibly what will happen in any context involving human freedom” ().
This position seems to place significant emphasis on the free will of the
decision-making agent. The open view of God requires that the agent con-
sult God concerning short-term decisions; moreover, it implies that the
agent’s long-term future is essentially unwritten and open.

The prospect of God’s having less than absolute knowledge of the
future and the idea that even for God the future is partly unsettled have
surely been popular criticisms of the open view. The nature of God’s
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knowledge is variously conceived even among Latter-day Saints. Some have
thought that God increases endlessly in knowledge as well as in glory and
dominion. On this point, faithful Latter-day Saints often (and sometimes
passionately) disagree. All would no doubt agree, as Joseph Smith clearly
taught, that God is eternally self-surpassing in glory, dominion, and king-
dom. Some very influential Latter-day Saint thinkers, including Presidents
Brigham Young andWilford Woodruff, have affirmed that God is eternally
self-surpassing in both knowledge and power. For instance, President
Woodruff explained, “God himself is increasing and progressing in knowl-
edge, power, and dominion, and will do so, worlds without end.”₃ If it is
true that God progresses in his knowledge, then he cannot have exhaustive,
specific foreknowledge, for this omniscience would logically preclude his
acquisition of “new” knowledge.

Other Latter-day Saints, including President Joseph Fielding Smith₄

and Elder Bruce R. McConkie,₅ hold to the more traditional view that
God’s knowledge, including his foreknowledge of future free contingen-
cies, is exhaustive and complete.₆ “Despite these differing [Latter-day
Saint] views, there is accord on two fundamental issues: () God’s fore-
knowledge does not causally determine human choices, and () this knowl-
edge, like God’s power, is maximally efficacious. No event occurs that he
has not anticipated [at least as possibility] or not taken into account in his
planning.”₇

Openness thinkers have certainly offered one possible approach to the
nature of God’s knowledge that seems to emphasize God’s flexibility in
working with free moral agents in a plan that may work itself out in vari-
ous ways but will unconditionally end in God’s fulfilling all of his purposes
and promises.

The GodWho Risks

John Sanders continues in the “openness project” by offering a schol-
arly and accessible treatment of the open model. While the basic architec-
ture is well defined in The Openness of God, Sanders goes a step further,
offering a book that deals with the theology of providence: The God Who
Risks. For the purpose of his book, Sanders places all the views of provi-
dence under one of two basic models: the “no risk” view and the “risk”
view: “Either God does take risks or does not take risks in providentially
creating and governing the world. Either God is in some respects condi-
tioned by the creatures he created or he is not conditioned by them” ().

Sanders approaches the book from two different sides: biblical and
theological/philosophical. He does this in an attempt to create a treatment
that is true to the two different approaches without creating a hybrid that
is ultimately unhelpful to either discipline. He also makes it clear that this
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book is not a “general treatise on the doctrine of providence covering all
the topics normally examined”; rather, it is an examination of divine provi-
dence “through the lens of divine risk taking” (). While his study is not
designed to settle “all the disputed issues,” the reader will find that it offers
amodel that proclaims a personal God who enters into a genuine give-and-
take relationship with his creatures, and while this book is not about the
problem of evil, implications can be drawn out of it to help deal with that
age-old issue.

The Bible. In propounding an open view of God and a “risk” view of
providence, Sanders dedicates two chapters to material from the Old and
New Testament that supports a relational view of God involving risk.
Admitting that the Old Testament can be read to support a risk-free picture
of providence, Sanders nevertheless sets out to show that a better case can
be made for divine risk by examining the “nature of the divine project—
what God is working toward and how God goes about accomplishing this
goal” (–). Sanders makes his case by appealing to the Old Testament
scriptural narrative, and thus the reader will find that Sanders’s argument
deserves deep consideration, especially by those whose reading of the Old
Testament has been influenced by traditional pre-understandings.

The open model of providence holds that God has created a world in
which his creatures are free to make decisions and guide their lives with
their imperfect knowledge and abilities.Within these sometimes non-ideal
circumstances, God works for the ultimate success of his goals, and, due to
the uncertainty inherent in a world of morally free agents, risk becomes a
factor within God’s plan.

A fascinating implication of the open model and the risk view of provi-
dence is the idea that God “works with what is available.” Sanders points to
the story of babyMoses and his mother’s attempt to keep him safe from the
Pharaoh’s decree to kill all baby Hebrew boys: “One Hebrew woman does
not want her baby drowned, so she places him in an ‘ark’ and has her
daughter stand guard by it. This mother does not ‘leave everything in the
hands of God.’ Indeed she takes active steps to ensure the well-being of her
child” (). The Pharaoh’s daughter, unlike her father, takes pity on the boy.
She hires the boy’s mother to nurse him and takes him into her own home
to raise him as her son (). By the end of the narrative, it becomes clear
that God did not script the role of each of these women; rather, he made
use of their freely chosen actions in order to bring about deliverance.
Sanders writes, “Consequently, God takes a risk, since these people could
have failed—they could have acted differently and let the boy die. If so, God
would have to find another means of liberating his people and the story of
Exodus would be different from what it is” (–).
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Again Sanders makes it reasonably clear that the relationship God has
chosen to share with his creatures is one of interaction and reciprocal love:
“It is a world in which he grants integrity to his creatures and singles out
human beings for a special relationship involving genuine give-and-take
dynamics” (). The Old Testament sustains other significant implications
of his model. He treats the topics of divine repentance, divine wrath, and
divine mercy while describing a God who loves enough to share responsi-
bility in his plan and sovereign enough to ensure that his plan will prevail:

The type of relationship that God offers his people is not one of con-
trol and domination but rather one of powerful love and vulnerability.
God establishes the relationship in such a way that he risks the possibility
of rejection. . . . The Old Testament reveals God’s actions and God’s
incredible persistence in seeking to bring his project to fruition. ()

Divine Relationality in the Christian Tradition. Sanders goes beyond
the biblical proof regarding his model and next appeals to the Christian
tradition for support. He writes, “The notion that God enters into recipro-
cal give-and-take relations with us and genuinely responds to our prayers
permeates the sermons, prayers and devotional literature of Christians
throughout the ages” (). As we saw in his treatment of historical consid-
erations in The Openness of God, Sanders clearly understands that, during
the time of the early Church Fathers, the Christian tradition gave way to
many nonbiblical teachings that conflict with Sanders’s present model of
providence. He incorporates this conflict into his argument this way:

Since certain aspects of theological tradition challenge my proposal, I
shall address it to see whether there are elements in it that may be
retrieved toward the establishment of relational theism. I will argue that
the model of providence defended here finds agreement with the inten-
tions and functions, though not always the material content, of the theo-
logical tradition. ()

He next skips ahead to address the presence of divine risk theology in
modern thought:

Modern theology has witnessed a remarkable reexamination of the
divine-human relationship as well as of the attributes of God. The con-
temporary scene manifests a wide spectrum of views on the subject. On
the one hand are those who deny that we can have a personal relationship
with God at all. Others claim that though we can have a relationship, it
cannot be reciprocal. Next are those whomaintain that God is necessarily
dependent on creatures for what God wants to achieve. Finally, some
affirm that God freely enters into reciprocal relations with us. ()

In the chapter “Risk and Divine Character,” Sanders explores certain
attributes of God in relation to the concept of divine risk taking: “God is
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sovereign over his sovereignty and so did not have to create a world in
which humans have the freedom to enter into a personal relationship of
love with himself. God sovereignly created the conditions of all creaturely
working: God alone establishes the rules of the game” ().

Love is the guiding force behind God’s plan: “One of the central, if not
the central, aims of the creation was to produce significant others who
could experience the divine love and reciprocate that love both to God
and to other creatures”(; italics in original). It is in God’s loving his
creatures enough to give them space to freely participate in fellowship
with him that he allows for an element of risk in his plan. “God has
demonstrated in history that he has all the wisdom necessary to work with
the sort of world he decided to create, despite the fact that things do not
always go as God desires (for example, Israel’s defection),” Sanders
believes. “The divine wisdom is not defined by our standard of success but
by the way God works to bring about the fruition of his project”(–).
In establishing such relations, God indeed takes risks, but this risking
must be understood within the framework of the project God has under-
taken. It is not risk for risk’s sake but the quest for loving, faithful, and free
relationships with the creatures ().

Applications to the Christian Life. In “Applications to the Christian
Life,” the last chapter of The GodWho Risks, Sanders evaluates his model by
assessing the practical implications of a risk view of providence and, more
specifically, the implications of the general view of sovereignty. Sin is the
first topic he takes up. He reminds the reader:

According to general sovereignty God does not control every single
detail that occurs. Some things happen that God does not want to hap-
pen but permits to occur. God takes a risk in creating the sort of world in
which he desires a relationship of love but love cannot be forced. This
relational, or fellowship, model produces an understanding of sin, elec-
tion, grace and salvation that is quite different from the manipulative
model [that is, specific sovereignty]. ()

At the outset of this book, Sanders acknowledges that although this
theory cannot solve the problem of evil entirely, it does allow the reader to
place the issue in the proper context of God’s project. In dealing with this
issue, many Christians appeal to what is known as the “freewill defense.”
Sanders, going one step further, offers what he refers to as the “logic-of-
love defense”:

God has established the structures within which the divine project is
possible. God made human beings capable of responding to the divine
love with love of their own. God is solely responsible for bringing this
possibility about, yet what God desires is a reciprocal relationship of love.
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Love is vulnerable and does not force itself on the beloved. Thus there is
the risk that the beloved may not want to reciprocate love. (–)

Thus “the structure of love coupled with general sovereignty yields the
conclusion that there is gratuitous evil. Horrible events happen that God
does not specifically want to occur. This was a risk God took in establishing
these structures”(–).

Sanders concludes by reminding the reader of the inherent hope and
freedom this model offers. He suggests that God’s will is not a specific blue-
print that we are obligated to follow. Further, it is not “a list of activities
regarding vocation, marriage and the like. Rather it is God’s desire that we
become a lover of God and others as was exemplified in God’s way in Jesus”
(). According to Sanders’s model, God’s will for us resides in personal
and genuine give-and-take relationships with him. These relationships
allow for freedom on both ends and require genuine and reciprocated love.
The price for this relationship is risk.

Conclusion

Sanders’s study has examined the biblical, historical, philosophical,
and practical issues surrounding the risk view of providence and the open
view of God. Along with the four other authors of The Openness of God, he
offers this view as an intelligible alternative to other nonrisk or traditional
views of providence. This study of God’s openness should be of special
import to Latter-day Saint readers, for the Latter-day Saint tradition also
rejects many absolute elements in the classical view of God and providence
(immutable, impassible, timeless, ineffable, simple, invisible, all-controlling,
completely transcendent). The Latter-day Saint portrait of God as found in
scripture reflects a loving, sensitive, responsive, and concerned God who
suffers when his children turn from him and is elated when they seek his
fellowship. We read about a God who has endowed his children with sig-
nificant freedom that allows for free choices, both good and bad. This, too,
is how God is understood in openness thought.

Much has been written concerning the breadth and depth of the
divide separating Latter-day Saint and conventional Christian theologies
and in many cases the divide is, indeed, both wide and deep. However, in
dealing with God’s relationship with his creatures and his providential
project, the openness model as offered in both of these exceptional books
enjoys striking similarity with the Latter-day Saint view of divine relations
and providence.

Many scholars, it seems, were interested in the spirit of the project
taken up by Steven E. Robinson and Craig L. Blomberg in How Wide the
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Divide: A Mormon and an Evangelical in Conversation.₈ Many have recog-
nized the value of engaging in these types of mutually beneficial conversa-
tions. In a cordial letter to David Paulsen, Clark H. Pinnock writes:

You have got me interested in the Mormon-evangelical dialogue fur-
ther to How Wide the Divide (ch –). Are we (in your opinion) co-
belligerents as it were in the struggle against pagan influences in classical
theism? Can we benefit each other? My sense is that we are closer to each
other than process theists are to either of us. . . . Clearly we have much in
common. I have always hoped with respect to your faith that Mormon
thinking might draw closer to Christian thinking (or ours to yours) and
not drift farther away.₉

It is in this spirit that these books should be read. Latter-day Saints do in
fact havemuch in commonwith the views offered in these two pieces, andwe
can benefit a great deal by carefully studying and contemplating them.

David L. Paulsen (david_paulsen@byu.edu) is Professor of Philosophy at
Brigham Young University. He received a Ph.D. in philosophy at the University
of Michigan.

Matthew G. Fisher is an undergraduate student at the University of Utah
majoring in philosophy.
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Satellite truck at Nauvoo Temple, June . Seven news satellite trucks,
including the one pictured here, transmitted coverage of the opening of the
Nauoo Temple. Beginning before its official founding, the Church has con-
tinued to use various forms of media to spread the gospel message and has
been the subject of much media attention.
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Print, electronic, and other forms of communications media have been
consistently perceived and characterized by leaders of The Church of

Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints as tools to assist in spreading the gospel
message throughout the world. President Spencer W. Kimball said, “Tech-
nology will help spread the gospel. . . .We shall use the inventions the Lord has
given us to awaken interest and acquaint people of the world with [gospel]
truths.”₁ More recently, President Gordon B. Hinckley said, “The Lord has
inspired skilled men and women in developing new technologies which we
can use to our great advantage in moving forward this sacred work.”₂

Given this perspective, the Church from its earliest days has used vari-
ous forms of media as vehicles of communication. It has produced or been
affiliated with the production of numerous newspapers and magazines in
the United States and in several countries worldwide. In the twentieth cen-
tury, the Church embraced electronic media technologies promptly.
“Music and the SpokenWord from Temple Square,” on the air since , is
the “longest running continuous program in the history of United States
network radio.”₃General conference has been broadcast on radio since ,
on television since , and via the Internet since . The Church’s official
web site (www.lds.org) was launched in , and the Church’s tremen-
dously popular genealogy web site, FamilySearch (www.familysearch.org),
was launched in . In June , all of the articles printed in English in
Church magazines since  were placed on www.lds.org where they could
be viewed without charge by anyone with Internet access.₄

While the Church has sent messages through various media, its organi-
zation, leaders,members, and culture have been the subjects of innumerable
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newspaper and magazine articles; radio, movie, and television stories;
books; and Internet sites. This bibliography brings together writing and
research documenting the ways that the Church has participated in the
media over the years and the ways that it and its members have been por-
trayed by the media over time.

The Bibliography

Our goal as mass communications scholars was to compile a bibliog-
raphy of academic scholarship completed to date about issues relating to
Mormons and the media. The bibliography provides interested readers
with an annotated list of academic studies of Mormons and media com-
munications from  to early . The works, which are cited and
indexed, identify both those questions that already have been addressed by
scholars and many questions yet to be adequately explored. Each entry’s
abstract provides information beyond titles, authors, and dates and should
be useful to scholars compiling a literature review on focused topics.

We hope that the bibliography will increase awareness of and encour-
age the production of relevant research and perhaps, in time, contribute to
a more substantive discourse on the role of media in a number of Latter-
day Saint forums from classroom to family.

Criteria for Inclusion. The primary criteria for inclusion in the bibli-
ography are that entries be works () of academic scholarship and () about
the mass media and Mormons and/or the Church. With a few early excep-
tions, the bibliography specifically excludes popular publications or
Church media publications, such as Church magazines. The term “media”
is interpreted broadly to include many forms of mediated communica-
tions. Studies of Mormon-related literature generally are not included, nor
are studies of stage plays and other performing arts. Many studies of other
scholarly topics relating to Mormons have relied in part on media sources
in their citations but are not included here because the focus of this bibli-
ography is specifically on studies of Mormons and media-related subjects
and issues. Note, however, that we have also included several references to
other bibliographies relating generally to Mormon studies. These are
included to assist scholars in finding other relevant works not specifically
listed here.

Possible Omissions.While this is a selected bibliography, we fear we
inadvertently have overlooked important works about Mormons and the
media. We invite readers to contact us about appropriate missing works
that should be added to the bibliography and about new works as they are
published. The bibliography will be posted online at the BYU Department
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of Communications web site (www.comms
.byu.edu) under authors’ names and will be
updated periodically.

Organization and Analysis. The bibliog-
raphy is organized chronologically by decade,
then chronologically by year within each
decade, and finally alphabetically by author’s
name for each year. The chronological presen-
tation is helpful in visualizing the growth and
shifting emphasis in scholarship relating to
Mormons and the media over time, both in
terms of the topics studied and of the number of
studies in each decade (see table ).We have also
included lists of the works by author and by sub-
ject to further aid in searching the bibliography.

Trends in Academic Studies on
Mormons and theMedia

Analysis of the bibliography from a chrono-
logical perspective suggests five trends of acade-
mic studies regarding Mormons and the media.
The trends are not exclusive to specific time peri-
ods; rather, they are cumulative in that each includes the focus of past studies
but represents the introduction of a new focus (new topic, subject, unit of
analysis) on academic studies of Mormons and the media.

Bibliographic Era (–). Little research was conducted by
scholars about the media between  and . The term “mass media”
was yet to join the American vernacular, radio and film were in early
development, and television had not yet emerged.

Nevertheless, as the nineteenth century drew to a close, the steady flow
of Church information products resulted in some systematic listings of
media sources. Berrian () published a catalogue of books, newspapers,
and pamphlets treating Mormon topics. In  a similar resource was cre-
ated by the New York Public Library (“List of Works” ), which followed
a bibliography of anti-Mormon works (“Pamphlets” ).

Print History (–).During the first half of the twentieth century,
much was being written about Mormons in newspapers and other periodi-
cals. Studies of this media coverage, as well as of the nineteenth-century
press as it related to Mormons, began to emerge. Media research of this
period consists mainly of descriptions and analyses of the Mormon press
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TABLE 1

Number of Entries in
Bibliography by Decade

Decade
Number of
Entries

1890–1900 1

1901–1910 2

1911–1920 3

1921–1930 3

1931–1940 7

1941–1950 11

1951–1960 14

1961–1970 31

1971–1980 63

1981–1990 81

1991–2000 72

2001–2003 6



and coverage in the secular press.Histories of theDeseret News (Penrose ),
Latter-day Saint periodical literature (Smith ), the “Latter-day Saint press”
(Merrill ), and the press in Illinois (Snider ) reflect an emerging belief
that print media history broadens understanding of the larger question of
howMormons struggled to integrate with the larger society.

In this period, the fundamental idea emerged that significant historical
events in Church history can be explained partly in terms of mass media.
Banks (), for example, posits that the martyrdom of Joseph Smith was
related to suppression of the Nauvoo Expositor. An earlier study by Mulder
() suggests that Nordic-language newspapers in Utah encouraged
assimilation to both Mormonism and Americanism. Clark () explores
the idea that knowledge about “mental contacts” between Mormons and
non-Mormons can be expanded through the study of newspapers, and
Wolsey’s master’s thesis at Northwestern University contends that the
growth of the Church is partly related to radio broadcasting (Wolsey ).
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Richard L. Evans served as the spokesman, announcer, writer, and producer of
Music and the Spoken Word from Temple Square from  to . Begun in 
and broadcast weekly, Music and the Spoken Word is the longest-running radio
program in American history.
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This Wolsey thesis is the first broadcast-related (rather than print-related)
entry in the bibliography.

Press Relations andCultural Acceptance (–).While histories of
newspapers and studies of periodicals continue in the s, the phenome-
non of public relations first appears during this period. Research on public
relations coincides with the increased use of mass media in missionary
work as well as the favorable relationship between President David O.
McKay and the press.

Press relations and cultural acceptance studies work from the basic
assumption of the power of the media to influence public opinion. The
studies (such as Ward’s  study of Mormons in textbooks and Morris’s
 analysis of references to Mormonism in general magazines) examine
howmediated messages portray Mormons and howmass media can better
establish a favorable image for the Church and attract converts. Jeppson
(), for example, analyzes press relations of a Latter-day Saint mission in
France, and in an “information survey” Mullen () makes recommen-
dations for improving Church public relations.

It is also during this period that media content analysis is first used
to determine attitudes toward Mormonism. Sostrum () attributes a
favorable shift in “Gentile attitudes” to changes in images of Mormons
in periodicals.

Interdisciplinary Studies (–). Between  and , media
research expands dramatically, in terms of both the number of studies and
the number of research questions addressed ( entries appear in this time
period, compared with  entries for the thirty years preceding it). As the
Church passed through the turbulent political climate of the s and
s and as the number of Mormons and Mormon scholars increased,
researchers addressed the topic of mass media and Mormons from a vari-
ety of new perspectives. A wide range of disciplines including law, the
humanities, economics, music, film, broadcast, sociology, and women’s
studies was applied to the study of Mormons and media, both in historical
and contemporary contexts.

Mormon Audience Analysis (–). Prior to , research
focused primarily on mediated messages. These studies assume that the
content of television programs, movies, newspaper articles, and so on held
the key to understanding media effects (such as public attitudes toward
Mormons). During the last decade of the twentieth century, however, the
unit of analysis began to shift from media content to audience members,
and studies on Mormon audience analysis began to emerge (see Hinch
). These studies assume that the most revealing sources of information
aboutmedia and its effects are audiencemembers themselves. Instead of rely-
ing on descriptions of media content to speculate about the effects of media
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on audiences, audience researchers ask, How do Mormons describe their 
media‑related experiences in their own words? A number of studies (Stout 
1994; Valenti and Stout 1996; Stout, Scott, and Martin 1996) reveal consid‑
erable diversity in media use among Mormons. Other recent studies also 
explore the factors contributing to media selection by Mormon audiences 
(see Wilson 1997, and Simmons 2002).

Church Members and Mass Media

There is an emerging interest in the ways that Mormons use and make 
meaning of the media in their personal lives. This interest essentially is the 
study of the eVects of mass media on Mormon readers, listeners, and view‑
ers. There also is a growing interest in the relationship between Mormons 
and the media. Leaders within the Church increasingly are concerned 
about media eVects, and numerous sermons and articles on the subject 
continue to be delivered in general conference and to appear in Church 
publications.⁵ In addition to these warnings about the media, however, 
there also are invitations to enjoy mass media that educate and uplift.⁶ 
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KSL engineer Rollow Kimball (left) and Carl J. Christensen inspect a KSL‑TV cam‑
era, Salt Lake Tabernacle, October 1953. Begun as small radio station in 1922, KSL’s 
Wrst television broadcast was on June 1, 1949. KSL is a subsidiary of Bonneville Com‑
munications, which is owned by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter‑day Saints.
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Latter-day Saint ambivalence toward the media underscores the impor-
tance of research about media use and media literacy in Mormon culture.

David Whittaker, librarian of the Mormon collection in Brigham
Young University’s Harold B. Lee Library, has issued a call to scholars to
study books and other printed materials in order to explain and under-
stand theMormon experience. People become part of a web of community
in which they find their identities by means of what they read, he says.₇ The
same can be said about other media of mass communications.We can bet-
ter understand individuals and their cultures and communities when we
discover what media they consume(d) because, in part, it gives us insight
into the “information environment,” “the various levels of discourse at
work in any given culture,” and the kinds of knowledge that were and are
available to them.₈ Whittaker suggests that to understand historical Mor-
mon culture, we need to draw out the full meaning of how works were
“received, understood, and used” by members.₉ Again, this can be said of
contemporary culture as well and of Church members’ consumption and
use of all types of mass media.

Suggestions for Future Research

Beyond listing academic resources, this bibliography reflects the val-
ues, priorities, and debates of a subculture. These data can be studied from
several perspectives.

The bibliography might be conceptualized and discussed by using
basic communications models as tools of analysis. Lasswell, for example,
describes the central question in communications research in a five-questions
model: “Who says what in which channel to whom with what effect?”₁₀

Similarly,Wilbur Schramm (often deemed to be the founder of the field of
communications) describes the elements of the communications process
in what is sometimes called the (simplified) SMCRmodel: source (the origi-
nator or sender of the communication), message (the content of the com-
munication), channel (the particular medium used to convey the message,
such as newspaper, radio, or Internet), and receiver (the destination of the
communication: the readers, listeners, and viewers).₁₁

Many of the studies of Mormons and the media listed in this bibliogra-
phy focus on the source (such as studies of particular newspapers and edi-
tors), and there are several studies on channels (such as studies of radio,film,
and television). There are far fewer on receivers, inviting further research.

While all of the elements of the basic communications models are rep-
resented in the bibliography, studies of Mormons and the media have
emphasized the “message” over the other elements identified by the five-
questions and the SMCRmodels. That is, content-centered studies, such as
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how Mormons are portrayed in media, outnumber those focusing on
source, channel, receiver, and effects. Given the pervasive role of media in
contemporary society, additional audience and effects research will be
needed. What media do Mormons consume and why? How do Mormons
throughout the world use the media? How does their media use conform
to Church admonitions? How do Mormons negotiate issues relating to
religious teachings in a secular media context? What is the role of the
media in Mormon religious life? How do audiences outside the Church
interpret and make use of Church-produced media?

The questions suggested by the basic communications models (and
those addressed by many of the studies in the bibliography) often are
somewhat narrow in scope. There is a need in studying Mormons and the
media to address broader topics, such as those suggested by contemporary
communications scholarship using cultural and critical approaches. Such
studies might explore, for example, family rules, rituals, and cultures sur-
rounding media; media-related meaning-making by Mormons (epistemo-
logical issues); the power and influence implications of media ownership
by the Church; Mormon gender studies, ethnic studies, and minority stud-
ies in relationship to themedia and broader cultures and subcultures;Mor-
mons in larger cultural contexts (in the various international cultures in
which they live) as represented in the media and as influenced by local and
international media; comparative studies of Mormons and media in vari-
ous cultural settings; questions about Mormons and popular culture; and
engagement with philosophical and ontological questions about mass
communications arising from the unique perspective of Latter-day Saint
theology, foundational Latter-day Saint texts, and prophetic commentary.

Despite its already heavy representation in the bibliography, the study
of mediated images of Mormons remains an important topic for future
study. People form opinions about Mormons based on information avail-
able from a multiplicity of sources. As the Church grows, so will depictions
of Mormons in a variety of media. Analyses of these portrayals in all
forms of media (including the Internet) may allow better prediction as to
how the Church will be accommodated by the larger society.

The bibliography is heavy on studies of print media, but thin on stud-
ies of Mormons and broadcast media. Such studies might include, for
example, personalities, content, production organizations, institutional
uses of broadcast media, Mormon audience uses of broadcast media, and
broadcast media effects.

There is scant research about Church magazines. The magazines, their
readers, their content, their impact, and their contribution toMormon cul-
ture remain a vast potential field of inquiry.
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The comprehensive history of the Church’s efforts to influence media
coverage through its public affairs activities has yet to be written. These
efforts have been both centralized and regionalized. Both levels need fur-
ther study and analysis.

The bibliography focuses heavily on Utah-based media. More studies
are needed on all aspects of Mormons and themedia nationwide and, espe-
cially, worldwide.

The Internet and its relationship to Mormons, the Church, and Mor-
mon/non-Mormon interaction is ripe for study from the perspectives of
institutional uses, member uses, nonmember uses of official Mormon
sites, anti-Mormon sites, content studies, impact/effect studies, and his-
torical studies.

Arguably, the preponderance of rhetoric in the Church about media
revolves around its use by youth and the potential negative effects and dan-
gers of that use. It is surprising, therefore, that there are so few studies that
specifically exploreMormon youth media use, the role of media in the lives
of contemporary Mormon youths, meaning-making of media content,
effects of media use, and the impact of media on Mormon youth culture.

Finally, the works represented in this bibliography largely are atheoreti-
cal. The literature has not begun to address questions that relate to theory,
such as the ways in which the study of Mormons and themedia is informed
by theory and the ways in which theory might be informed by scholarship
in this field.

Conclusion

The relationship between media and Mormon culture has not been
fully studied. The reasons are unclear.What is quite certain, however, is that
this type of research will be in high demand in the future. We are hopeful
that this bibliography, which organizes relevant literature into a foundation
for future study, will facilitate and accelerate such research efforts.

Sherry Baker (Sherry_Baker@byu.edu) is Associate Professor and Associate
Chair for Graduate Studies in the Department of Communications at Brigham
Young University. She received her Ph.D. in mass media history, law, and ethics
from the University of Utah.

Daniel Stout (Daniel_Stout@byu.edu) is Associate Professor in the Depart-
ment of Communications at Brigham Young University. He earned a Ph.D. from
Rutgers. He is co-editor of the Journal of Media and Religion.
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. Spencer W. Kimball, as quoted in Russell C. Rasmussen, “Computers and
the Internet in the Church,” in Out of Obscurity: The LDS Church in the Twentieth
Century (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, ), .

. Gordon B. Hinckley, as quoted in Rasmussen, “Computers and the Inter-
net,” .

. Richard O. Cowan, “The Latter-day Saint Century,” inOut of Obscurity, .
. Jay M. Todd, “An Overview of Church Magazines in the Twentieth Cen-

tury: With Appendixes A, B, C,” paper presented at the Twenty-Ninth Annual Sid-
ney B. Sperry Symposium, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, September ,
, , videocassette.

. A Relief Society lesson addresses “the power of the media.” “The Powerful
Influence of the Media,” Come unto Me: Relief Society Personal Study Guide (Salt
Lake City: The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, ), –. Soap
opera and other daytime viewing is discouraged in an article appearing in the
Ensign. Kelly Strong Thacker, “TV Free: Giving Up the Daytime Habit,” Ensign 
(July ): –. Elder M. Russell Ballard of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles
has devoted entire conference talks to the potentially harmful effects of television
on Mormon audiences and to encouraging the production of positive media
and mitigating negative media effects on families and Mormon audiences in
general. M. Russell Ballard, “The Effects of Television,” Ensign  (May ): –;
M. Russell Ballard, “Let Our Voices Be Heard,” Ensign  (November ): –;
and M. Russell Ballard, “The Effects of Television,” Ensign  (May ): –.

. Gordon B. Hinckley points out a number of benefits of magazines, movies,
and television programs:

Let there be good magazines about the house, those which are pro-
duced by the Church and by others, which will stimulate their thoughts
to ennobling concepts. Let them read a good family newspaper that they
may know what is going on in the world. . . . When there is a good show
in town, go to the theater as a family. Your patronage will give encour-
agement to those who wish to produce this type of entertainment. And
use that most remarkable of all tools of communication, television, to
enrich their lives. (Gordon B. Hinckley, “Opposing Evil,” Ensign 
[November ]: )

. David J. Whittaker, “The Web of Print: Toward a History of the Book in
Early Mormon Culture,” Journal of Mormon History , no.  (): .

. Whittaker, “The Web of Print,” .
. Whittaker, “The Web of Print,” .

. Harold D. Lasswell, “The Structure and Function of Communication in
Society,” in Mass Communications, ed. Wilbur Schramm (Urbana: University of
Illinois Press, ), .

. Wilbur Schramm, Men, Women, Messages, and Media: Understanding
Human Communication (New York: Harper and Row, ); Joseph Straubhaar
and Robert LaRose, Communications Media in the Information Society (Belmont,
Calif.: Wadsworth, ), , , .
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Bibliography by Decade

–

Berrian, William. . A Catalogue of Books, Early Newspapers, and Pamphlets on
Mormonism. New York: V. H. Everson Printing. Lists early publications
from books, newspapers, and pamphlets concerning The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints and Latter-day Saint people.

–

“Pamphlets on Mormonism.” . The Missionary Review of the World :.
Lists, in bibliographic format, eleven anti-Mormon tracts and leaflets.
Printed and sent out at cost for churches and missionary societies by the
Gentile Bureau of Information, Salt Lake City, Utah.

“List of Works in the Library Relating to Mormons.” . Bulletin of the New York
Public Library: Astor Lenox and Tilden Foundations , no. :–. New
York: New York Public Library. Catalogues early publications concerning
the Church. A collection in the New York Public Library includes newspaper
and periodical accounts.

–

Clawson, Rudger. . “The Anti-Mormon Moving Picture and Play.”Millennial
Star :–. Addresses attacks against the Church in the moving picture
AVictim of theMormons and in theplayThroughDeathValley,orMormonPeril.

Penrose, C. W. . “The Deseret News: The Pioneer Newspaper of the West.”
Utah Geneological and Historical Magazine (July): –. From an address
delivered before the Daughters of Utah Pioneers on June , . Describes
the beginnings of the Deseret News.

Young, Levi E. . “Mormonism in Picture.” Young Woman’s Journal , no.
:–. Discusses the power of film as a medium for spreading the story of
the Church, as well as the creation of a historical movie detailing the early
days of the Church. Begun in , the movie was filmed by the UtahMoving
Picture Company (in Los Angeles) and sanctioned by the First Presidency.

–

Smith, W. W. . “The Periodical Literature of the Latter-day Saints.” Journal of
History :–. Reviews all periodicals published by the Church.

Lund, A. William. . “Church Publications.”Millennial Star :–. The presi-
dent of the British Mission writes a short history of Church publications.

Merrill, Harrison R. . “The Latter-day Saint Press, –.” Master’s thesis,
Columbia University. Explores why so many Church publications were
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discontinued, and why—after being forced to move so many times—the
Church felt it was important to have a free press with which to express
their views.

–

McMurtrie, Douglas C. . The Beginnings of Printing in Utah: With a Bibliogra-
phy of the Issues of the Utah Press, –. Chicago: John Calhoun Club.
Discusses early printing in Utah, from the first printed piece (a one-dollar
bill signed by Brigham Young) to the first years of the Deseret News.

———. . “Early Printing in Utah Outside of Salt Lake City.” Utah Historical
Quarterly :–. Attempts to set forth the scant knowledge of pioneer
printing in Utah outside of Salt Lake City in hopes of receiving new infor-
mation from authorities on local history.

———. . “Pioneer Printing in Utah.” Reprint from the June issue of National
Printer Journalist. L. Tom Perry Special Collections, Harold B. Lee Library,
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. Covers the history of printing in
Utah from the first use (printing money) through several of the early news-
papers, both pro- and anti-Mormon.

Snider, Cecil A. a. “Development of Attitudes in Sectarian Conflict: A Study of
Mormonism in Illinois in Contemporary Newspaper Sources.” Master’s
thesis, University of Iowa. Gives a history of the Church in Illinois. This his-
tory is interpreted to be a cycle of sectarian development.

———. b. A Syllabus on Mormonism in Illinois from the Angle of the Press:
Newspaper Source Materials, –. Iowa City, Iowa: n.p. Organizes and
analyzes press materials from Illinois newspapers between  and ,
when the Church was in Illinois.

Snider, Helen F. . “Mormonism in Illinois: An Analysis of the Non-Mormon
Press Materials, –.” Master’s thesis, University of Iowa. Studies
non–Latter-day Saint newspaper content concerning Church members
from  through . Asserts that the influence of the press in securing the
expulsion of the Church from Illinois cannot be overemphasized.

Alter, J. Cecil. . Early Utah Journalism: A Half-Century of Forensic Warfare,
Waged by the West’s Most Militant Press. Salt Lake City: Utah State Histori-
cal Society. Details the history of several Utah newspapers, looking at the
editors and articles as clues to the society of that time.

–

Clark, James R. . “A Study of the Significance of the Newspaper in Mental
Contacts between Mormons and Non-Mormons, –.” Master’s the-
sis, Brigham Young University. Examines relationships between size and
location of the Church membership in the United States and Great Britain
during the period – and the “mental contacts” made between
Church members and others as expressed in newspapers of the period.

“Journalism in Pioneer Days.” . In Heart Throbs of the West. Comp. Kate B.
Carter. :–. Salt Lake City: Daughters of Utah Pioneers. Includes several
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short pieces concerning journalism in Utah. Topics range from theWomen’s
Press Club to Mormon printing in California to Utah’s “First Newsboy.”

Mulder, William. . “Utah’s Nordic-Language Press: Aspect and Instrument of
Immigrant Culture.” Master’s thesis, University of Utah. Explores immi-
grants’ use of newspapers. The immigrant press is discussed as both an
aspect and an instrument of culture that encouraged assimilation into both
Church membership and Americanism.

Banks, Loy O. . “The Evening and Morning Star.” Missouri Historical Review
:–. Details the history of the Church’s first news publication, The
Evening and Morning Star.

Esplin, Ross S. . “A Survey of Fiction Written by Mormon Authors and
Appearing in Mormon Periodicals between  and .” Master’s thesis,
Brigham Young University. A critical study of Latter-day Saint periodical
fiction. Argues that such fiction does not make a significant contribution to
the literature of the world due to its restrictiveness in purpose, theme, and
appeal and its “superficiality.”

Mortensen, A. Russell. . “The Deseret News and Utah, –.” Ph.D. diss.,
University of California at Los Angeles. A history of the birth and early years
of the Deseret News. Examines the significant events and conditions in pio-
neer Utah as reflected in the newspaper’s pages.

Olson, Ernest L. . “Otto Rydman, Satirist: An Immigrant Editor’s Views of the
Scandinavian Scene in Utah.” Master’s thesis, University of Utah. Studies
Otto Rydman’s contribution to the culture and life of the Scandinavian
community in Utah from  to .

Peterson, Virgil V. . “Early Mormon Journalism.”Mississippi Valley Historical
Review :–. Identifies three phases in early Latter-day Saint journal-
ism: migration, missionary activities, and colonization.

Wolsey, Heber G. . “Religious Broadcasting by the LDS Church.” Master’s
thesis, Northwestern University. Examines growth of the Church from six
members in  to more than one million members by the s and relates
this growth (in part) to the Church’s use of radio broadcasting.

Ashton, Wendell J. . A Voice in the West: Biography of a Pioneer Newspaper.
New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce. Gives a history of Utah’s oldest news-
paper, the Deseret News.

Banks, Loy O. . “The Role of Mormon Journalism in the Death of Joseph
Smith.” Journalism Quarterly , no. :–. Discusses the relationship
between the suppression of a newspaper by Joseph Smith and his subse-
quent murder by an armed mob in Carthage, Illinois.

–

Cracroft, Richard P. . “Susan Young Gates: Her Life and Literary Work.” Mas-
ter’s thesis, University of Utah. Analyzes Gates’s writing in the context of her
time and religious beliefs.

Robertson, A. Richard. . “A Comparative History of Periodicals of The Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.” Master’s thesis, University of Utah.
Chronicles the many and varied periodicals published by the Church.
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Mortensen, A. R. . “A Pioneer Paper Mirrors the Break-Up of Isolation in the
Great Basin.”Utah Historical Quarterly :–. Discusses theDeseret News
as a mirror of the settlers’ desire for the development of more rapid com-
munications in the isolated Great Basin.

Smart, Max Neff. . “A Study of the Readability of Editorials in Weekly News-
papers of Utah.” Master’s thesis, Brigham Young University. Studies how
frequently small-town citizens in Utah read the editorials in local news-
papers and with how much ease they could read those editorials.

Brewer, Courtney H. . “The Drama of Mormon Colonization: A Series of Five
Half-Hour Plays for Radio.” Master’s thesis, University of Utah. Author
scripts “true and original” tales of Latter-day Saint colonization for original
radio dramatizations.

Mortensen, A. Russell., ed. . Journal of a Pioneer Editor, March , –Septem-
ber , . Salt Lake City: Utah State Historical Society. Outlines the expe-
riences of Latter-day Saint journal editor Elias Smith during his years as
publisher of the Deseret News.

Jack, Ralph L. . “Woman Suffrage in Utah as an Issue in the Mormon and
Non-Mormon Press of the Territory, –.” Master’s thesis, Brigham
Young University. Studies woman suffrage as an issue during the s and
s, when women in Utah were authorized to vote. Pays particular inter-
est to the Deseret News and Salt Lake Tribune.

Jeppson, Lawrence S. . “Information and Misinformation: An Analysis of the
Press Relations of the French Mission of The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints.” Master’s thesis, Boston University. Tells how the French
Mission tried to improve its complex relationship with the French press.

Sudweeks, Joseph. . Discontinued L.D.S. Periodicals. Provo, Utah: Brigham
Young University. Lists, in annotated bibliography format, the discontinued
periodicals once published by and for the Church.

Mullen, Robert R. .An Information Survey of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints. Washington, D.C.: n.p. Provides recommendations for informa-
tion service (public relations) improvements and additions for the Church.

Morris, Herbert Newel. . “An Analysis of References to The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints in General Magazines of the United States during
Selected Periods between  and .” Master’s thesis, Brigham Young
University. Analyzes references to the Church in magazine articles, such as
Harper’s Monthly, National Geographic, Saturday Evening Post, Ladies’ Home
Journal, Life, Time, and Newsweek.

Mulder, William, and A. Russell Mortensen, eds. . Among the Mormons: His-
toric Accounts by Contemporary Observers.New York: Knopf. Chronicles the
history of the Church and the settlement of Utah. Includes pieces written by
Church leaders (Joseph Smith, Brigham Young, and Sidney Rigdon) and
observers—both unknown and well-recognized (Samuel Clemens, Charles
Dickens, Ralph Waldo Emerson, and Wallace Stegner).

Ward, Gordon A. . “The Treatment of Mormonism in Contemporary Texts.”
Master’s thesis, University of Wyoming. Studies perceptions of the Church
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as presented in high school and college textbooks and impressions left by
textbook authors.

Sostrum, John P. . “Gentile Attitudes toward Mormonism, –.” Mas-
ter’s thesis, University of Wyoming. Reviews attitudes toward and images of
Church members that appeared in periodicals from  to . Discusses
reasons for the shift in attitudes from a strong anti-Mormon sentiment to a
passive acceptance.

–

Cowan, Richard O. . “Mormonism in National Periodicals.” Ph.D. diss., Stan-
ford University. Reveals a shift from a primarily negative image of the
Church in the press during the nineteenth century to a more positive view
during later years.

Macaré, Helen H. . The Singing Saints: A Study of the Mormon Hymnal,
–. Los Angeles: University of California. Studies hymns written from
 to  within the context of the composers’ lives.

Munn, Martin B. . “A Survey and Analysis of Utah’s Weekly Newspapers
and Their Publications.” Master’s thesis, Brigham Young University.
Studies similarities and dissimilarities of Utah’s weekly newspaper pub-
lishers who belonged to the Utah State Press Association; analyzes their
weekly publications.

Björk, Kenneth O. . “A Covenant Folk, with Scandinavian Colorings.”
Norwegian-American Studies :–. Discusses Scandinavian language
newspapers in Utah, notably the Posten and Bikuben, covering news and
Church events from  through the s.

Sorenson, Parry D. . “Nauvoo Times and Seasons.” Journal of Illinois State His-
torical Society :–. Shows that despite the turbulence between  and
, the Church published a sixteen-page paper continuously—the Times
and Seasons.

Allred, Edith May A. . “A History of the (Price, Utah) Sun-Advocate,
–.” Master’s thesis, Brigham Young University. Explores the history
of Price, Utah’s Sun-Advocate.

Donigan, RobertW. . An Outline History of Broadcasting in The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, –. Provo, Utah: n.p. Gives a chronologi-
cal outline of developments in broadcasting implemented by the Church.

Greenwell, James R. . “The Mormon–Anti-Mormon Conflict in Early Utah as
Reflected in the Local Newspapers, –.” Master’s thesis, University of
Utah. Reports that anti-Mormon attacks on the Church were originally
ignored by the Deseret News until , when it began an active response to
opposition newspapers.

Donigan, Robert W. . “A Descriptive Analysis of the Effectiveness of Broad-
casting by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in the Northern
States Mission Area.” Master’s thesis, Brigham Young University. Discusses
the use of Church broadcasts as a missionary tool.

Fairbanks, Merwin G. . “A History of The Wasatch Wave, a Weekly Newspaper
in Heber, Utah.” Master’s thesis, Brigham Young University. Tells of ten
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publishers and editors whomanaged to keepWasatch County’s weekly news-
paper circulating more than seventy-five years without missing an issue.

Jacobson, Pearl F. . “Utah’s First Radio Station.” Utah Historical Quarterly ,
no. :–. Reviews the birth of KZN, the first radio station in Utah.

Limburg, Val E. . “An Analysis of Relationships between Religious Broadcast
Programming Objectives and Methods of Presentation Used by Selected
Major Religious Program Producers, as Compared with The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.” Master’s thesis, Brigham Young Univer-
sity. Compares the relationship of trends (in ) among religious broad-
casters with special attention given to the Church.

Wright, David G. . “A Content Analysis of References to The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints in General Magazines in the United States
between  and .” Master’s thesis, Brigham Young University. Deter-
mines the nature and extent of what was published about the Church in
consumer magazines of the United States from  to .

Oaks, Dallin H. . “The Suppression of theNauvoo Expositor.”Utah Law Review
:–. Reviews the facts and legal implications of the suppression of the
Nauvoo Expositor, an anti-Mormon newspaper.

Olsen, Bruce L. . “A History of the Emery County Progress-Leader and Its Pre-
decessors.” Master’s thesis, Brigham Young University. Describes the sixty-
seven-year history of journalistic endeavors in Emery County, Utah, with an
emphasis on characteristics of publications.

Arrington, Leonard J. . “Scholarly Studies of Mormonism in the Twentieth
Century.” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Lists doc-
toral dissertations related to Mormonism by topic. Not specifically media
related, but a good background of Latter-day Saint scholarship.

Bray, Lawrence Hall. . “A History of the Student Newspaper and Its Early Pre-
decessors at Brigham Young University from  to .” Master’s thesis,
Brigham Young University. Analyzes physical changes, finances, editorial
policies, and content of student newspapers at Brigham Young University.

Heller, Luther L. . “A Study of the Utah Newspaper War, –.” Master’s
thesis, Brigham Young University. Describes and analyzes the editorial
conflict between the Deseret News and the Salt Lake Tribune. The News
wanted the Church to be a dominating factor in daily community life while
the Tribune wanted to reform the state.

Alstyne, Arvo Van. . “Obscenity and the Inspired Constitution: A Dilemma for
Mormons.”Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Considers
the problem of increasing obscenity in literature, movies, and other art forms.

Ashliman, D. L. . “The Image of Utah and the Mormons in Nineteenth-
Century Germany.” Utah Historical Quarterly , no. :–. Refers to the
image of Utah, both before and after the settlement of Mormon pioneers, in
writings of German immigrants.

Jacobs, David Kent. . “The History of Motion Pictures Produced by The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.” Master’s thesis, Brigham Young
University. Discusses the use of motion pictures as sponsored by the Church.
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Jennings, Warren A. . “Factors in the Destruction of the Mormon Press in
Missouri, .” Utah Historical Quarterly , no. :–. Analyzes how the
Evening andMorning Star, introduced into Jackson County as an instrument
for the propagation of the Church, became a focal point of gentile opposi-
tion to Latter-day Saint settlement in the area.

Wolsey, Heber G. . “The History of Radio Station KSL from  to Televi-
sion.” Ph.D. diss., Michigan State University. Chronicles the history of
KSL—its policies, programs, and personnel—as it sought to become a com-
munity voice.

Carpenter, Don A. . “A Century of Journalism in Manti, Utah, –.”
Master’s thesis, Brigham Young University. Gives a descriptive, chronologi-
cal, and content history of Manti journalists and their newspapers.

Lattimore, R. B. . “A Survey of William Brownlow’s Criticisms of the Mor-
mons, –.” Tennessee Historical Quarterly :–. Gives a histori-
cal account of the verbal and written criticisms of the Church by Methodist
circuit rider and Whig editor William G. Brownlow.

Lythgoe, Dennis L. . “The Changing Image of Mormonism.”Dialogue: A Jour-
nal of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Assesses the drastic changes in the
image of Mormonism as seen through popular periodicals from 

through .
Mc Cardell, Wallin S. . “A History of the Predecessors of the Provo Daily Her-

ald in Provo, Utah, from  to .” Master’s thesis, Brigham Young Uni-
versity. Gives a sociological approach to understanding the history of the
Daily Herald’s early predecessors.

Stewart, Douglas C. . “A Comparative Analysis of Three Television Programs
to Determine Their Effectiveness as Means for Promulgating Mormonism.”
Master’s thesis, Brigham Young University. Studies the effectiveness of
Latter-day Saint television programming and what innovations could be
used to improve the missionary effort.

Arrington, Leonard J. . “The Intellectual Tradition of the Latter-day Saints.”
Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Identifies and studies
four stages of Latter-day Saint intellectualism. Analysis relies, in part, on
Latter-day Saint mass media.

Beckham, Raymond E. . “The Utah Newspaper War of : Liquor-by-the-
Drink.” Master’s thesis, Brigham Young University. Explores the opposing
perspectives taken by the Salt Lake Tribune and theDeseret Newswith regard
to Utah liquor distribution laws.

Lythgoe, Dennis L. . “The Changing Image of Mormonism in Periodical Liter-
ature.” Ph.D. diss., University of Utah. Analyzes the American change of
attitude toward Mormonism as evidenced in popular magazines.

–

Malmquist, Orvin N. . The First One Hundred Years: A History of the Salt Lake
Tribune, –. Salt Lake City: Utah State Historical Society. Gives a
hundred-year history of the Salt Lake Tribune. Included in this bibliography
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because of the Tribune’s relationship with the Deseret News and other
Church issues.

McLaws, Monte B. . “Early Mormon Journalism and the Deseret News,
–.” Ph.D. diss., University of Missouri. Discusses Deseret News as
a mouthpiece for Mormonism that was both supported and censored by
the Church.

Sellars, Marie L., H. Reed Geertsen, and Robert M. Gray. . “Religion, Alien-
ation and Immunization Participation.” RockyMountain Social Science Jour-
nal , no. :–. Reports that during the national polio immunization
drive in , Utah had among the highest participation rates for preschool-
ers in the country, with Church members higher than others. Most of this
success was attributed to the news media.

Arrington, Leonard J. . “Crisis in Identity:MormonResponses in theNineteenth
and Twentieth Centuries.” In Mormonism and American Culture. Edited by
Marvin S. Hill and James B. Allen. New York: Harper and Row Publishers.
Details how the Church has adjusted to a “contemporary world” through the
development of programs within the Church, including media use.

Beckham, Raymond E. . “One Hundred Years of Journalism in Provo, Utah:
A History of the Daily Herald and Its Predecessors from  to .” Ph.D.
diss., Southern Illinois University. Traces the history of the ProvoDaily Her-
ald and its predecessors.

Irving, Gordon. . “Content Analysis of the Evening and Morning Star,
–.” Typescript in volume with binder’s title Mormons and the Bible
in the s.Americana Collection, L. TomPerry Special Collections, Harold B.
Lee Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. Studies the content of
the Evening and Morning Star, the first of many official periodicals spon-
sored by the Church.

Leonard, Glen M. . “R. W. Sloan’s  Gazetteer: Boosting Utah’s ‘Glorious
and Imperishable Future.’” Utah Historical Quarterly , no. :–. Out-
lines Gazetteer editor R. W. Sloan’s use of advertisements to advance the
territory’s business community.

Snow, Edwina Jo. . “Singular Saints: The Image of the Mormons in Book-
Length Travel Accounts, –.” Master’s thesis, George Washington
University. Studies the image of Church members in book-length travel lit-
erature of the s, showing that the Latter-day Saint image in travel
accounts reflects both negative stereotypes found in other publications of
the time and also unique dimensions that occasionally are positive.

Bussel, Alan. . “The Sunny South:AGilded Age Publishing Phenomenon.” Paper
presented at the History Division of the Association for Education in Journal-
ism and Mass Communications. Fort Collins, Colorado, August . Analyzes
The Sunny South’s conservative editorial remarks about Mormonism in con-
trast to a progressive approach toward women’s rights and liberties.

Nelson, Richard A. . “The History of Utah Film: An Introductory Essay.”
Paper prepared for Communications R, Brigham Young University
Department of Communications. Provo, Utah. Lists films that feature
Utah, films with Latter-day Saint portrayals, and television films with
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Latter-day Saint portrayals. Includes influence of Church members on the
early film industry.

Pelo, Dale P. . “Mormonism in National Periodicals, –.” Master’s the-
sis, Brigham Young University. Studies the image of the Church as reflected
in articles appearing in general national periodicals in the United States.

Shipps, Jan. . “From Satyr to Saint: American Attitudes toward the Mormons,
–.” Presented at the annual meeting of the Organization of Ameri-
can Historians. N.p. Studies periodical articles about Churchmembers from
 through . Documents the intensity and persistence of negative atti-
tudes toward the Church, as well as specific problems Americans identified
as negative within Mormonism.

Arrington, Leonard J. . “Mormonism: Views fromWithout andWithin.” BYU
Studies , no. :–. Discusses how the Church hoped to establish a
favorable image through missionary work, tracts, and other literature and
how anti-Mormons worked to present an unfavorable one through their
own publications.

Casterline, Gail F. . “In the Toils or Onward for Zion: Images of the Mormon
Woman, –.” Master’s thesis, Utah State University. Compares the
media portrayal of plural wives with the way those women described them-
selves. Uses sources available between  and  to support conclusions.

Cracroft, Richard H. . “Distorting Polygamy for Fun and Profit: Artemus
Ward andMark Twain among the Mormons.” BYU Studies , no. :–.
Discusses the use of Mormon oddities, such as polygamy, by humorists of
the time, as well as Twain’s use of Ward’s material and approach to mock-
ing the Church.

Foster, Lawrence. . “A Little-Known Defense of Polygamy from the Mormon
Press in .”Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Details
the history of a thirty-seven-page pamphlet defending polygamy printed in
autumn  by the Latter-day Saint press in Nauvoo. The author believes
that the pamphlet constitutes the only explicit defense of polygamy pub-
lished under the auspices of the main body of the Church before .

Nelson, Richard. . “Utah Filmmakers of the Silent Screen Era.” Unpublished
paper. Americana Collection, L. Tom Perry Special Collections, Harold B.
Lee Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. Gives a history of
Utah filmmaking, with special emphasis on the influence of Mormonism on
such films. Includes a brief history of the Church’s film studio.

Pedersen, Lyman C., Jr. . “The Daily Union Vedette: A Military Voice on the
Mormon Frontier.” Utah Historical Quarterly :–. Tells how the Daily
Union Vedette, published from  to  at Fort Douglas, Utah, provided
an alternative newspaper for non-Mormons.

Nelson, Richard A. . “A History of Latter-day Saint Screen Portrayals in the
Anti-Mormon Film Era, –.” Master’s thesis, Brigham Young Uni-
versity. Reports that between  to  secular movie-makers produced
nearly forty motion pictures containing Latter-day Saint characterizations.
Once anti-polygamy movements died out, the Saints gradually took on a
more favorable screen image.
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Sperry, Kip. . “Mormons and Mormonism in the Contemporary Press: The
Snider Collection.” Genealogical Journal , no. :–. Discusses the Snider
Collection, which chronicles papers in Illinois, Iowa, andMissouri referenc-
ing Mormons between  and .

Ashton, Wendell J. . “The Image-Building Program of the Church.” AMCAP
Journal  (fall): –. Summarizes a speech about the image-building tactics
used by the Church to bring it out of obscurity and deal with potentially
negative media representations.

Baker, John D. . “The West in : The Frontier as Viewed by the Eastern
Press.” American West , no. :–. Surveys the coverage given by East-
ern presses in  to Western topics, including polygamy.

Bennion, Sherilyn C. . “TheWoman’s Exponent: Forty-Two Years of Speaking
for Women.” Utah Historical Quarterly , no. :–. Chronicles Utah’s
Woman’s Exponent ( through ), one of the earliest periodicals for
women in the United States.

Bush, Lester E., Jr. . “Mormon Elders’ Wafers: Images of Mormon Virility in
Patent Medicine Ads.” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no.
:–. Reports that the stereotypical image of the nineteenth-century
Mormonmale had special appeal to the American patent medicine industry,
which used the images to sell their products from  until .

D’Arc, James V. . “The Saints on Celluloid: The Making of the Movie
Brigham Young.” Sunstone , no. :–. Chronicles the history of the
movie Brigham Young from the selection of the storyline through production.

Heyer, Terry L. . “Mormon Literature and Its Reviewers, –.” Paper
written for the School of Library and Information Sciences, Brigham Young
University. Measures the quality of book reviewing in specialized subject
area “Mormon” and “Mormonism” and traces a popular image of this topic
through book review columns of popular magazines and scholarly journals.

Louw, Ronald C. . “The Public Relations Practices of Directors of Institutes of
Religion of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in California,
–.” Ph.D. diss., Brigham Young University. Reports how seventy-five
directors of the Church’s Institutes of Religion in California responded to a
questionnaire regarding their public relations practices.

Norton, Walter A. . “Joseph Smith as a JacksonianMan of Letters: His Literary
Development as Evidenced in His Newspaper Writings.” Master’s thesis,
Brigham Young University. Studies the development of Joseph Smith’s writ-
ing as shown through numerous newspaper articles. The author refers to
this development in terms of the Jacksonian era, which symbolized the rise
of the common man and the triumph of democracy.

Ashton, Wendell J. . “Marketing the Mormon Image: An Interview with Wen-
dell J. Ashton.” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Dis-
cusses the Church’s Public Communication Department (organized in
). Explores development of radio and television spots and public rela-
tion campaigns that acted to project a favorable image of the Church.

Bennett, Robert F. . “Some Thoughts on Public Relations.”Dialogue: A Journal
of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Gives thoughts on the effectiveness of
Church public relations efforts.
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Bennion, Sherilyn C. . “The New Northwest and Woman’s Exponent: Early
Voices for Suffrage.” Journalism Quarterly  (summer): –. Reviews
the history and editors of both theNew Northwest, a weekly founded in ,
and theWoman’s Exponent, founded by and for Latter-day Saint women.

Bunker, Gary L., and Davis Bitton. . “Illustrated Periodical Images of Mor-
mons, –.” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–.
Examines visual images of the Church that appeared in periodicals from
 to  in an effort to understand the emotional overtones of the
nineteenth-century anti-Mormon crusade.

Eid, Leroy V. . “Puck Depicts the American West.” Arizona and the West ,
no. :–. Describes how Puck, the leading humor magazine in
Gilded Age America, embedded western stereotype images of such sub-
jects as the Mormons.

Esplin, Fred C. . “The Church as Broadcaster.” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon
Thought , no. :–. Describes the broadcasting enterprises of the
Church, which include ownership of sixteen radio and television stations
and a cable TV system.

Hollstein, Milton. . “The Church as Media Proprietor.” Dialogue: A Journal of
Mormon Thought , no. :–. Discusses the ability of the Church, in the
s, to give huge audiences information through the mass media.

Madsen, Carol C. . “Remember the Women of Zion: A Study of the Editorial
Content of theWoman’s Exponent, a Mormon Women’s Journal.” Master’s
thesis, University of Utah. Shows how the Woman’s Exponent, in taking a
liberal stance towards women’s status in society, reached beyond the scope
of traditional women’s magazines of the day.

McLaws,Monte B. . Spokesman for the Kingdom: EarlyMormon Journalism and
theDeseret News, –. Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press.
Describes early Latter-day Saint journalism, including a critical biography of
the Deseret News.

Nelson, Richard Alan. . “From Antagonism to Acceptance: Mormons and the
Silver Screen.” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Dis-
cusses the involvement and portrayal of Churchmembers in films since .

Pusey, Merlo J. . “My Fifty Years in Journalism.” Dialogue: A Journal of Mor-
mon Thought , no. :–. Relates Pusey’s experiences as a Latter-day
Saint journalist, editor of theWashington Post, and recipient of the Pulitzer
Prize in .

Shipps, Jan. . “The Public Image of Senator Reed Smoot, –.” Utah His-
torical Quarterly , no. :–. Uses the contemporary periodical press
as a reasonably accurate picture of the public image of Latter-day Saint U.S.
Senator Reed Smoot.

Stathis, W. Stephen, and Dennis L. Lythgoe. . “Mormonism in the Nineteen-
Seventies: The Popular Perception.”Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought
, no. :–. Investigates the sophisticated and often complimentary per-
ception of the Church found in newspaper and periodical coverage during
the s.
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Swenson, Paul. . “Nostrums in the Newsroom: Raised Sights and Raised
Expectations at the Deseret News.” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought
, no. :–. Discusses how significant changes at the Deseret News in the
s helped to identify the paper’s weaknesses and set higher standards and
expectations for the future.

Bitton, Davis, and Gary L. Bunker. a. “Double Jeopardy: Visual Images of
Mormon Women to .” Utah Historical Quarterly :–. Shows
how the visual images of Latter-day Saint women consisted of mental,
moral, social, emotional, and physical elements. During the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, Latter-day Saint women were vulnerable to
negative stereotypes.

———. b. “Mischievous Puck and the Mormons, –.” BYU Studies ,
no. :–. Analyzes cartoons about the Church that appeared in Puck, an
illustrated weekly humor magazine, between  and .

Eccles, Stephen L. . “Bibliography of Magazine Articles about the Mormons.”
Americana Collection, L. Tom Perry Special Collections, Harold B. Lee
Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. Covers the time period
 through .

Flake, Chad J., and Dale L. Morgan. . A Mormon Bibliography, –:
Books, Pamphlets, Periodicals, and Broadsides Relating to the First Century
of Mormonism. Salt Lake City: University of Utah. Includes publications
relating to Mormonism. Supplemental volumes are published as new
material is located.

Francis, Rell G. . “Views of Mormon Country: The Life and Photographs of
George Edward Anderson.”AmericanWest , no. :–. Reports on Ander-
son’s work, which has been featured in several publications and exhibits.

Parkin, Max H. . Contemporary Accounts of the Latter-day Saints and Their
Leaders Appearing in Early Missouri Newspapers, – (Including Select
Non-Missouri Newspaper Articles by Missourians and Articles in Missouri
Newspapers after  about the Mormon Experience in Missiouri). L. Tom
Perry Special Collections, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young Univer-
sity, Provo, Utah. Collects accounts of Latter-day Saints and their leaders.
Includes a bibliography of the contents of the collection and reproductions
of the actual news stories.

Showalter, Betty S. . “Ladies of the Press.” Exponent II , no. :. Briefly
describes Winnie and Gladys DeLong, sisters who wrote, edited, printed,
and published the Panguitch Progress.

Thatcher, Linda. . “Selected Newspaper Articles onMormons andMormonism
Published during .” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no.
:–. Lists numerous articles from a broad range of national newspapers.

Barnett, Steven G. . “Wilson Law: A Sidelight on the Expositor Incident.” BYU
Studies , no. :–. Details the destruction of Wilson Law’s press by the
Mormons at Nauvoo in .

Bray, Robert T. . “Times and Seasons: An Archaeological Perspective on Early
Latter-day Saints’ Printing.” Historical Archaeology :–. Reviews early
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printing in the Church and an archaeological investigation into the location
of the Times and Seasons in Nauvoo (–).

Ellsworth, Paul D. . “Mobocracy and the Rule of Law: American Press Reac-
tion to the Murder of Joseph Smith.” BYU Studies , no. :–. Analyzes
the attitude adopted by the American press toward Joseph Smith’s murder.

Gottlieb, Robert, and Peter Wiley. . “Static in Zion: Long Stuck with a
Churchly Image, the Mormon Media Reach Out for the Young—and Are
Called Back by the Elders.” Columbia Journalism Review , no. :–. Dis-
cusses Bonneville International Corporation, a major media conglomerate,
and the tension between the Church’s stress on the moral mission of the
media and the equally strong pressure to make its media operations pay off.

Haroldsen, Edwin O., and K. Harvey. . “The Diffusion of ‘Shocking’ Good
News.” Journalism Quarterly , no. :–. Studies the diffusion of news
about the Church’s announcement concerning the priesthood revealed that
“shocking” good news can ignite the interpersonal communications sys-
tem, that news has more credibility when obtained from the media than
when obtained interpersonally, and that people use mass media to verify
news obtained interpersonally.

Palmer, Allen W. . “A Multi-Valued Attitudinal Study of Obscenity and Free-
dom of Expression.” Master’s Thesis, Brigham Young University. Explores
the relationship between religiosity and behavioral intentions concerning
obscenity issues and public attitude toward freedom of expression and vol-
untary limitation of that freedom.

Thorp, Malcolm R. . “Winifred Graham and the Mormon Image in England.”
Journal of Mormon History :–. Discusses the writing career of English
novelist and anti-Mormon activist Winifred Graham in the early s.

Flake, Chad J. . “Mormon Bibliography, .” BYU Studies , no. :–.
Lists a comprehensive collection of books and articles on Mormons and
Mormonism published in  through .

“Going My Way: An Interview with Newsweek’s Kenneth Woodward.” . Sun-
stone , no. :–. Interviews KennethWoodward regarding his September ,
, Newsweek piece in which he attempted to outline Latter-day Saint
beliefs to a non–Latter-day Saint and mostly non-religious readership.

Shipps, Jan. . “Sonia Johnson, Mormonism and theMedia.” Christian Century
:–. Comments regarding the media coverage of Sonia Johnson’s excom-
munication from the Church.

Stahle, Larry. . A Lasting Impression—a Press for All the World: A History of
Deseret Press, –. Salt Lake City: Deseret Press. Combines recorded
history with reflections of the past recalled by long-time press associates.

White, O. Kendall, and Daryl C. White. . “Abandoning an Unpopular Policy:
An Organizational Analysis of the Decision Granting the Mormon Priest-
hood to Blacks.” Sociological Analysis , no. :–. Uses an open-systems
model of organizational behavior to explain the Church’s decision to open
its Priesthood to Blacks. Among the most salient environmental factors is
adverse publicity from the media.
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Whittaker, David J. . “Early Mormon Imprints in South Africa.” BYU Studies
, no. :–. Analyzes the beginnings of the printing of missionary pub-
lications for proselytizing in South Africa.

–

Bennion, Sherilyn Cox. a. “Enterprising Ladies: Utah’s Nineteenth-Century
Women Editors.” Utah Historical Quarterly , no. :–. Discusses
fourteen Utah female newspaper and magazine editors working between
 and .

———. b. “Lula Greene Richards: Utah’s First Woman Editor.” BYU Studies
, no. :–. Gives a short biographical sketch of Louisa Lula Greene
Richards, American Latter-day Saint journalist and poet.

Cragun, LeAnn. . “Mormons and History: In Control of the Past.” Ph.D. diss.,
University of Hawaii. Analyzes the Church as a case study of the socio-
political phenomenon of groups attempting to control their past and justify
their actions in the present. Censorship of publications is discussed.

Lyman, Edward L. . “TheMormonQuest for Utah Statehood.” Ph.D. diss., Uni-
versity of California at Riverside. Addresses the successful effort to alter the
Church’s image in the nation’s press as Utah attempted to obtain statehood.

Lynn, Karen. . “Sensational Virtue: Nineteenth-Century Mormon Fiction and
American Popular Taste.” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no.
:–. Discusses the portrayal of polygamy in nineteenth-century writing.

Miller, Heather R. . “Conversion, the Mass Media, and The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints.” Ph.D. diss., United States International Univer-
sity. Addresses the importance of mass media on religious conversion.
Investigates the use of mass media in the Church and determines its rela-
tionship to conversion numbers.

Oman, Susan S. . “Nurturing LDS Primaries: Louise Felt and May Anderson,
–.” Utah Historical Quarterly , no. :–. Discusses the efforts
of Felt and Anderson to begin the magazine Children’s Friend.

Stathis, Stephen W. . “Mormonism and the Periodical Press: A Change Is
Underway.” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–.
Addresses the changing image of Mormonism among the American public.
Surveys press coverage of the Latter-day Saint position on a variety of issues.

Underwood, Grant. . “Seminal versus Sesquicentennial Saints: A Look at Mor-
monMillennialism.”Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–.
Compares current Latter-day Saint doctrine concerning the Second Coming
with that prevalent during the s, based on Latter-day Saint publications
and other primary sources.

Winkler, Lorna M. . “Censorship and the Freedom of Information in Mormon
Society: The Research of Juanita Brooks.” Master’s thesis, Brigham Young
University. Seeks to understand reasons behind censorship in Mormon soci-
ety and censorship’s affect on historian-author Brooks (written by her niece).
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Bennion, S. C. . “Utah’s Newspapers One Hundred Years Ago.” Beehive His-
tory :–. Briefly describes news printing and newspapers in Utah, includ-
ing short sections addressing America’s first newspapers, “Boosterism,”
fighting words, and advertising.

Christensen, Bruce L. . “A Light unto theWorld.” Sunstone , no. :–. Dis-
cusses the necessity and legitimacy of public relations for the Church.

Duvall, Scott H. . “Mormon Bibliography, .” BYU Studies , no. :–.
Gives a comprehensive collection of books and articles on Mormons and
Mormonism published in  and .

Fletcher, Peggy. . “A Light unto the World.” Sunstone , no. :–. Discusses
image-building techniques used by the Church and its members.

Jolley, Jerry C. . “The Sting of theWasp: Early NauvooNewspaper—April  to
April .” BYU Studies , no. :–. Studies content of theWasp news-
paper. Includes anecdotes and context for better understanding of the paper.

Madsen, Carol Cornwall. . “Emmeline B. Wells: ‘Am I Not a Woman and a
Sister?’” BYU Studies , no. :–. Discusses Wells’s service, for thirty-
seven years, as editor of theWoman’s Exponent.

Shields, Steven L. . “One Hundred-Fifty Years of Latter-day Saint Publish-
ing.” Restoration , no. :, . Recognizes  years of publishing, with a
reprint of W. W. Phelps editorial from the first edition of The Evening and
Morning Star.

Stathis, Stephen W. . “Among the Mormons: A Survey of Current Literature.”
Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Gives a bibliogra-
phy of periodical articles published between  and  on various aspects
of the Church.

Whittaker, David J. . “Early Mormon Pamphleteering.” Ph.D. diss., Brigham
Young University. Reprint, Provo, Utah: Joseph Fielding Smith Institute for
Latter-day Saint History and BYU Studies, . Describes that large body of
published material emerged supporting the Latter-day Saint movement
from  to . Examines the pamphleteering movement that occurred
before .

Bunker, Gary L., and Davis Bitton. a. The Mormon Graphic Image, –:
Cartoons, Caricatures, and Illustrations. Salt Lake City: University of Utah
Press. Examines visual representations of the Church from  through .

———. b. “Political Caricature and Mormonism.” In Prints of the American
West: Papers Presented at the Ninth Annual North American Print Conference.
Edited by Ron Tyler. Fort Worth: Amon Carter Museum. Reviews political
cartoons’ use of and barbs at Mormonism.

Enroth, Ronald M., and Neil T. Duddy. . “Legitimation Processes in Some
New Religions.”Update :–. Analyzes Church use and emphasis of pub-
lic relations to self-consciously seek respectability and acceptance.

Fairbourn, E. LeGrand. . “Validity of Participant Report of Causal Factors in
Value Judgments.” Ph.D. diss., Brigham Young University. Reports on
value judgments made and accompanying reasons for those judgments
made by guests of the Salt Lake City Temple Visitors’ Centers who viewed
media presentations.
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Ford, James E. . “Battlestar Galactica and Mormon Theology.” Journal of Popu-
lar Culture , no. :–. Illustrates that a number of episodes of the televi-
sion series Battlestar Galactica reveal that storylines are firmly grounded in
Latter-day Saint theology.

Moore, Richard G. . “A History of Mormon Periodicals from  to .”
Master’s thesis, Brigham Young University. Studies the periodicals pub-
lished by the Church from  to the exile from Missouri in .

Stathis, StephenW. a. “Among the Mormons: A Survey of Current Theses and
Dissertations.”Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Lists
theses and dissertations dealing with the Church.

———. b. “A Survey of Current Literature.” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon
Thought , no. :–. Gives a bibliography of books published (circa
) on Mormons and Mormonism.

Whitaker, Wetzel O. . Pioneering with Film: A History of Church and Brigham
Young University Films. Provo, Utah: n.p. Provides a personal history of
Latter-day Saint motion pictures as told by Whitaker, head of the Motion
Picture Department at BYU for twenty-two years.

Yancey, Philip. . “Who Are Today’s Pharisees? A Recent Encounter Raises This
Provocative Question.” Christianity Today , no. :. Encounter with self-
praising Latter-day Saint Reader’s Digest ads led author to think Christians
should talk about grace and repentance and not their own virtues.

Bills, Wayne R. . “A Descriptive Analysis of the Current Status of Paid Reli-
gious Broadcasting on National Television.” Master’s thesis, Brigham
Young University. Examines the use of paid television by various evangelical
organizations as contrasted with its use by the Church. Offers recommenda-
tions for the Church in terms of maintaining ongoing, image-enhancing
television broadcasting.

Burton, Thomas R. . “Through the Glass Darkly: Early British Perceptions of
Mormonism.”Mormon Letters Annual :–. Describes early mission-
ary efforts and perceptions of the Church in England.

Cracroft, Richard H. . “‘Ten Wives Is All You Need’: Artemus, Twain and the
Mormons—Again.” Western Humanities Review , no. :–. Reprises
Cracroft’s first article on the subject and a discussion of similarities between
Ward’s and Twain’s approaches to poking fun at the early Church.

Gregory, Fern D. . “J. Spencer Cornwall: The Salt Lake Mormon Tabernacle
Choir Years.” Ph.D. diss., University of Missouri, Kansas City. Descriptively
surveys ninety-eight choral arrangements by Cornwall. Compares radio
broadcast literature for Cornwall and Condie, his successor, for the years
– and –.

Holley, Robert P., and Yvonne Stroup, eds. .Utah’s Newspapers—Traces of Her
Past: Papers Presented at the Utah Newspaper Project Conference, University of
Utah, November , : With Checklist of Utah Newspapers Compiled by
Dennis McCargar. Salt Lake City: University of Utah. Compiles papers pre-
sented at the  Utah Newspaper Project Conference. Discusses the past
and present of Utah newspaper publishing, the use of newspapers in histor-
ical research, past attempts at bibliographic control, and the status of the
Utah Newspaper Project.
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Iversen, Joan. . “Feminist Implications of Mormon Polygamy.” Feminist Stud-
ies , no. :–. Examines the written position of plural wives in Latter-
day Saint society as they defended themselves against Victorian feminists in
theWoman’s Exponent.

Mauss, Armand L. . “Sociological Perspectives on the Mormon Subculture.”
Annual Review of Sociology :–. Reviews all of the social science litera-
ture about Mormons published in the United States during the twentieth
century. Not specifically media related.

Mauss, Armand L., and Jeffrey R. Franks. . “Comprehensive Bibliography
of Social Science Literature on the Mormons.” Review of Religious
Research , no. :–. Lists over five hundred works of social science
research literature on the Church. Topics include Mormons and the media,
among others.

Nelson, Richard A. . “Mormons as Silent Cinema Villains: Propaganda and
Entertainment.” Historical Journal of Film, Radio and Television , no. :–.
Examines films that stemmed from controversy surrounding the Church.

Roof, Wade C. . “American Religion in Transition: A Review and Interpreta-
tion of Recent Trends.” Social Compass , no. –:–. Examines new
and older religious groups, noting the increasing use of radio and television
by fundamentalist church groups such as Seventh Day Adventists, Jehovah’s
Witnesses, and Mormons.

Underwood, Grant. . “Book of Mormon Usage in Early LDS Theology.” Dia-
logue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Discusses the sparse use
of the Book of Mormon, in comparison with the Bible, in Latter-day Saint
periodicals and even in official documents.

Appleton, Marianne, and A. Garr Cranney. . “Reading Habits of Church-
Active LDS Women.” BYU Studies , no. :–. Tells of active Latter-day
Saint women who follow the encouragement of Church leaders to read the
scriptures and Church periodicals.

Beecher, Maureen Ursenbach. . “Poetry and the Private Lives: Newspaper
Verse on the Mormon Frontier.” BYU Studies , no. :–. Discusses
poetry featured in theWoman’s Exponent, with topics ranging from travel-
ogues to celebrations.

Conder, Marjorie D. . “Constants and Changes: Role Prescriptions for Mor-
mon Women as Seen through Selected Mormon Periodicals, –.”
Master’s thesis, University of Utah. Analyzes the content of major Latter-
day Saint publications aimed at adult females from  through ,
assessing the changing or unchanging prescribed roles of women over time.

D’Arc, James V. . “The Image of Mormons in theMovies: TheWayWeWere.”
This People , no. :–. Discusses Latter-day Saint image in early movies.
(The entire issue is devoted to movies.)

Eagle, Donald Alvin. . “One Community’s Reaction to The Godmakers.” Dia-
logue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Relates the conflict
engendered in Mesa, Arizona, by the film The Godmakers.

Evans, Vella N. . “Woman’s Image in Authoritative Mormon Discourse:
A Rhetorical Analysis.” Ph.D. diss., University of Utah. Investigates the
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image of the ideal Latter-day Saint woman. Based on authoritative, published
discourses (in papers,magazines, and journals) selected from  through .

Mackey, Randall A. . “The Godmakers Examined.” Dialogue: A Journal of Mor-
mon Thought , no. :–. Introduces the  film The Godmakers and
discusses the bitter controversy it engendered.

Madsen, Carol C. . “A Mormon Woman in Victorian America.” Ph.D. diss.,
University of Utah. Provides a life history of Emmeline B. Wells. Her life
provides insight into the nineteenth century as she took part as an activist in
the new feminist ideology that transcended religion, region, and politics.

Mormons: A Dissertation Collection, –. . Ann Arbor, Mich.: Published
on demand by University Microfilms International. A comprehensive com-
puter printout of dissertations from  through , searching on key-
words: Brigham Young, Doctrine and Covenants, Oliver Cowdery, Kimball,
Latter-day Saints, Mormon, Mormonism, Mormons, Nauvoo, Polygamy,
Hyrum Smith, Joseph Smith, Peter Whitmer, Wilford Woodruff.

Roberts, Allen D. . “The Godmakers: Shadow or Reality? A Content Analysis.”
Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Discusses how anti-
Mormon bias suffuses The Godmakers and vitiates its claims that Mor-
monism is deceptive and destructive.

Swenson, Sharon Lee. . “Does the Camera Lie?: A Structural Analysis of The
Godmakers.” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Criti-
cizes the distortion of the Latter-day Saint faith and religion in The God-
makers via film organization and cinematic document edits.

Thatcher, Linda, and JohnR. Sillito. . “Sisterhood and Sociability: TheUtahWom-
en’s Press Club, –.”Utah History Quarterly , no. :–. Relates the
history of the UtahWomen’s Press Club over its thirty-year existence.

Anderson, John R. . “American Women and Conservative Religion in the
Post-War Decades: Southern Baptist and Mormon Women’s Magazines,
–.” Ph.D. diss., Washington State University. Discusses how the
magazines for women of the Southern Baptist Convention and the Church
during the three decades after World War II reflected both the theologies of
the two denominations and the time period in which they were written.

Bunker, Gary L., and Davis Bitton. . “The Death of Brigham Young: Occasion
for Satire.” Utah Historical Quarterly , no. :–. Discusses the unwill-
ingness of the press to deal compassionately with Brigham Young’s memory
after his death. Upon his demise, newspapers and illustrated weeklies wrote
from a satirical point of view.

D’Arc, James V. . “Two Articles: Darryl F. Zanuck’s Brigham Young: A Film in
Context, and, ‘So Let It Be Written . . .’: The Creation of Cecil B. DeMille’s
Autobiography.” Ph.D. diss., Brigham Young University. Deals with the
social context of the late s and what the motion picture Brigham Young
meant not only to the leadership of the Church at the time, but also to those
in the motion picture business.

Garr, Arnold K. . “A History of Liahona: The Elder’s Journal: AMagazine Pub-
lished for the Mormon Missions of America, –.” Ph.D. diss.,
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Brigham Young University. Discusses how the Liahona: The Elder’s Journal,
the official publication for all the Latter-day Saint missions of North Amer-
ica for nearly four decades, was an effective aid to missionary work and a
source of edification and comfort to missionaries and members.

Gottlieb, Robert, and Peter Wiley. . America’s Saints: The Rise of Mormon
Power. San Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. Written by two investigative
journalists, this interpretive history of the Church’s rise to power and
prominence after World War II. Special emphasis is given to the mecha-
nisms the Church has used to reach this level of power.

Moncrief, William C., CharlesW. Lamb Jr., and Sandra Hart. . “Marketing the
Church.” Journal of Professional Services Marketing , no. :–. Investi-
gates the knowledge and use of marketing by clergymen in  churches in
metropolitan Texas.

Mulder, William. . “A Sense of Humus: Scandinavian Mormon Immigrant
Humor.” A paper presented at the Second Annual Juanita Brooks Lecture,
St. George Tabernacle, May , . St. George, Utah: Dixie College
Department of Printing. Examines Latter-day Saint Scandinavian humor
from both published and oral sources.

Sataty, Nechama. . “Utopian Visions and Their Critics: Press Reactions to
American Utopias in the Antebellum Era.” Ph.D. diss., University of Penn-
sylvania. Studies four major communitarian groups, including Mormons,
through newspapers andmagazines (s through s) to assess their sig-
nificance to American society.

Elliott, Dorice. . “The Implied Reader of Church-Related Publications.” Sun-
stone , no. :–. Studies the assumptions Latter-day Saints make in their
judgments about people and their religious attitudes according to which
Church or Church-related publications they read and respect.

Godfrey, Kenneth W. . “Non-Mormon Views of the Martyrdom: A Look at
Some Early Published Accounts.” John Whitmer Historical Association Jour-
nal :–. Analyzes early accounts of Joseph Smith’s martyrdom as pub-
lished by non-Mormons in an effort to provide “perspective and balance.”

Jacobs, David L. . “Three Mormon Towns.” Exposure , no. :–. Discusses
a photo-essay published by Life in —the result of a project by Ansel
Adams and Dorothea Lange. The photo-essay is analyzed, including the
resulting reaction from the Latter-day Saint community.

Nelson, Richard A. . “Commercial Propaganda in the Silent Film: A Case
Study of AMormonMaid ().” FilmHistory :–. Relates how the 

film A Mormon Maid served as inflammatory propaganda by providing a
false inside look at Latter-day Saint life and thereby contributing to anti-
Mormon prejudice.

Wilcox, Linda P. . “MormonMotherhood: Official Images.” In Sisters in Spirit:
MormonWomen in Historical and Cultural Perspective. Edited byMaureen U.
Beecher and Lavina F. Anderson. Urbana: University of Illinois Press. Stud-
ies Latter-day Saint views of motherhood from Church leaders, the Wom-
an’s Exponent, the Deseret News, and other sources.

Baker, Sherry. . “Creating a Shared History: Serial Narratives in the Young
Woman’s Journal, –.” Master’s thesis, University of Utah. Presents a
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cultural press history and textual analysis of contemporary indigenous serial
literature in a nineteenth-century Latter-day Saint young women’s periodical.

Buice, David. . “Chattanooga’s Southern Star:MormonWindow on the South,
–.” BYU Studies , no. :–. Discusses the establishment, by
Latter-day Saint leaders, of newspapers in the South to maintain discipline
and morale among members during . The Southern Star advocated tol-
erance, patience, and charity toward the Saints’ persecuting neighbors.

Mayer, Jean-François. . “The Catholic Church and Other Sects: Reciprocal
Views.” L’Année sociologique :–. Investigates the images of the
Catholic Church presented in the publications of three other religions
(Mormons, Jehovah’s Witnesses, and Universal Life).

Peterson, Mary Kay, and F. Ross Peterson. . “The Road toDialogue: A Contin-
uing Quest.” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Looks,
retrospectively, at Dialogue’s long affiliation with Latter-day Saint culture
and history, discussing the direction in which the new editors hoped to lead
the journal.

Sherry, Thomas E. . “Attitudes, Practices, and Positions toward Joseph Smith’s
Translation of the Bible: A Historical Analysis of Publications, –.”
Ed.D. diss., Brigham Young University. Contains a comprehensive bibliog-
raphy of publications regarding Joseph Smith’s translation of the Bible.

Shupe, Anson D., and John Heinerman. . “The Mormon Communications
Empire.” InMoney and Power in the NewReligions. Edited by J. T. Richardson.
Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin Mellen Press. Examines the “Mormon communica-
tions empire” for the purpose of explaining how modes of mass communi-
cation can be used to reshape the evolution of religious groups, affecting the
ability to increase proselytizing and the degree of public tolerance.

Smith, Wayne P. . “Annotated Scripture Citation Index to Three LDS Presi-
dents in Three Official LDS Periodicals, –.” Ed.D. diss., Brigham
Young University. Identifies several types of indexes to books and periodi-
cals and then focuses on scripture citation indexing of religious periodicals.
Develops an exhaustive annotated scripture citation index to a selected body
of Latter-day Saint periodical literature that could be used as a model for
further indexing.

Tanner, Terence A. . “The Mormon Press in Nauvoo, –.”Western Illi-
nois Regional Studies , no. :–. Outlines the history of the Latter-day
Saint newspaper Times and Seasons established in Nauvoo and cites its sig-
nificance in fostering the Latter-day Saint sense of identity.

Bennion, Sherilyn C. . “The Salt Lake Sanitarian: Medical Adviser to the
Saints.” Utah Historical Quarterly , no. :–. Theorizes that regional,
medically-related journals like the Salt Lake Sanitarian should be given
some credit for the modernization of medical treatment in the United States
during the nineteenth century.

Carre, Hand. . “Directing the Shine of the Light.” Sunstone , no. :–.
Analyzes print advertising programs of various U.S. Christian churches,
including The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
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D’Arc, James V. . “Darryl F. Zanuck’s Brigham Young: A Film in Context.”
BYU Studies , no. :–. Discusses how the film Brigham Young reflected
the Latter-day Saint culture and national opinion in the United States dur-
ing , the year it was first released.

Epperson, Steven. . “Jews in the Columns of Joseph’s Times and Seasons.” Dia-
logue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Compares the positions
taken by the Latter-day Saint publication Times and Seasons regarding the
Jewish people before and after Joseph Smith’s supervision of the periodical.

Hicks, Michael. .Mormonism and Music: A History. Urbana: University of Illi-
nois Press. Outlines the history of the Church’s music, discussing topics such
as early hymnbooks, music professors, and the Mormon Tabernacle Choir.

Hinch, Terry A. . “Viewing Religious Programs: A Comparative Study of Two
Audiences.” Ph.D. diss., University of Maryland, College Park. Compares
Mormon and non-Mormon viewing of religious programs on television.

Iannaccone, Laurences R., and Carrie A. Miles. . “Dealing with Social Change:
The Mormon Church’s Response to Change in Women’s Roles.” Social
Forces , no. :–. Develops and tests a model for analyzing the Church
and its reaction to the changing role of women. Includes content analysis of
Church publications.

Loy, R. Phillip. . “Saints or Scoundrels: Images of Mormons in Literature and
Film about the AmericanWest.” Journal of the American Studies Association of
Texas :–. Uses periodical literature of the late nineteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries as evidence of changes in public perceptions about, and screen
depictions of, Mormons in films such as Brigham Young andWagonmaster.

–

Brinkerhoff, Merlin B., and Elaine Grandin. . “Contemporary Reactions to
Mormonism: A Case Study from Rural Alberta.” Canadian Journal of Sociol-
ogy , no. :–. Investigates religious social distance among secondary
school students. Religious factors are stronger predictors of Latter-day Saint
acceptance than are basic demographic factors. The few who had seen anti-
Mormon films tended to be less tolerant of Mormons.

De Pillis, Mario S. . “ViewingMormonism asMainline.”Dialogue: A Journal of
Mormon Thought , no. :–. Justifies applying the term “mainline” or
“mainstream” to Mormonism. Includes a discussion of how media enter-
prises owned by the Church have aided the Church’s progression toward
being viewed as a legitimate and mainline religion.

Homer, Michael W. . “The Church’s Image in Italy from the s to :
A Bibliographic Essay.” BYU Studies , no. :–. Identifies and discusses
Italian articles, books, and pamphlets referencing Mormonism.

Laughlin, David L. . “A Selective, Evaluative, and Annotated Bibliography on
Mormonism.” Bulletin of Bibliography , no. :–. Covers items on a
variety of aspects relating to Mormonism, including newspapers and
other publications.
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Lively, Robert L., Jr. . “Bodleian Sources for the Study of Two Nineteenth-
Century Millenarian Movements in Britain.” Bodleian Library Record , no.
:–. Summarizes the Bodleian (Oxford) Library’s holdings relating to
the Catholic Church and The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Materials include films of items relating to the British Mission and copies of
the British Latter-day Saint periodical.

Norton, Walter A. . “Comparative Images: Mormonism and Contemporary
Religions as Seen by Village Newspapermen in Western New York and
Northeastern Ohio, –.” Ph.D. diss., Brigham Young University.
Examines the image of Mormonism circulated by the newspaper editors of
western New York and northeastern Ohio from  through .

Peterson, Tarla Rai. . “The Woman’s Exponent, –: Champion For the
Rights ofWomenof Zion, and theRights ofWomenofAllNations.” InAVoice
of Their Own: The Woman Suffrage Press, –. Edited by Martha M.
Solomon. Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press. Discusses how rhetoric
used in theWoman’s Exponent encouraged Latter-day Saint women to view
themselves as “heroines” who could make a difference in society by pursu-
ing the rights of woman while maintaining traditionalism.

Price, Rex T. . “The Mormon Missionary of the Nineteenth Century.” Ph.D.
diss., University of Wisconsin–Madison. Gives a social history of a Latter-
day Saint missionary taken from diaries, journals, tracts, and publications
and set in the context of theology and ideology.

Bringhurst, Newell G. . “The Image of Blacks withinMormonism as Presented
in The Church News.” American Periodicals :–. Relates how the Church
News has presented, since , a vivid portrait of blacks as prime instru-
ments of Latter-day Saint expansion and growth.

Chandler, Rebecca Worthen. . “The Wake of a Media Crisis: Guilt by Associa-
tion or Innocence by Proclamation?” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon
Thought , no. :–. Relates how the press associated Jeffrey Don Lund-
gren’s actions with his former involvement in the Church.

Evans, Vella N. . “Empowerment and Mormon Women’s Publications.” In
Women and Authority: Re-emerging Mormon Feminism. Edited by Maxine
Hanks. Salt Lake City: Signature Books. Discusses the role of Latter-day
Saint women’s publications in empowering Church members.

Flake, Chad J., and Larry W. Draper. . A Mormon Bibliography –:
Indexes to A Mormon Bibliography and Ten-Year Supplement. Salt Lake
City: University of Utah Press. Adds three additional indexes to the origi-
nal bibliography.

Holzapfel, Richard Neitzel. . “Stereographs and Stereotypes: A  View of
Mormonism.” Journal of Mormon History , no. :–. Discusses a stereo-
graph (-D photo) tour of Latter-day Saint sites, produced at the turn of the
twentieth century, as one of the only positive representations of the Church
at that time.
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Larson, Suzanne. . “An Ideograph Analysis of the MormonWomen and Non-
Mormon Women’s Public Argument on Polygamy and Suffrage,
–.” Ph.D. diss., University of Oregon. Between  and , the
nation watched Latter-day Saint women defend polygamy and non-
Mormon women oppose it. Studies language—including newspaper
articles—to locate reasons and motives compelling a group to action.

Olsen, Bruce L. . “Developing a Non-Profit Public Relations Network.” Public
Relations Quarterly  (spring): –. Discusses principles involved in the
Church’s worldwide network of volunteer public relations representatives
used to increase positive awareness of the Church.

Bennion, Sherilyn C. a. “In and Out of Mormondom: Charles W. Hemenway,
Journalist.” Utah Historical Quarterly , no. :–. Discusses the life
of journalist Charles Willard Hemenway, including his involvement with
the Church.

———. b. “Sisters under the Skin: Utah’s Mormon and Non-Mormon
Women and Their Publications.” BYU Studies , no. :–. Discusses the
debate over polygamy that took place from  to  between Mormons
and non-Mormons in Utah, exemplified in the rival publications of the
Woman’s Exponent and the Anti-Polygamy Standard.

Isakson, Janika. . Female Arguments: An Examination of the Utah Woman’s
Suffrage Debates of  and  as Represented in Opposing Utah Wom-
en’s Newspapers. A University Scholar project, Brigham Young University.
Available in the Harold B. Lee Library. Contrasts and compares the rhetoric
used to enact social reform by the Anti-Polygamy Standard and theWoman’s
Exponent in the woman suffrage movement.

Kunde, Gregory T. . “Measuring Press Release Placement from Brigham
Young University’s Public Communications Office to Utah’s Newspapers.”
Master’s thesis, Brigham Young University. Analyzes the effect that culture
and religious affiliation have on what Utah editors choose to print.

Nibley, Paul. . “How Mormons See Themselves in Film.” Sunstone , no.
:–. Argues that Latter-day Saints’ attempts to view themselves and
accept portrayals of themselves in media as a “Brady Bunch family” keeps
Church members from examining real conflicts in their lives and finding
real solutions.

Stout, Daniel A. . “Resolving Conflicts of Worldviews: Mormon Women and
Television.” Ph.D. diss., Rutgers University. Using the interpretive commu-
nity approach, examines how Latter-day Saint women deal with conflicts
between their religion and television.

Bell, E. Jay. . “The Windows of Heaven Revisited: The  Tithing Reforma-
tion.” Journal of Mormon History , no. :–. Compares the historical
record to the events depicted in a Church-sponsored movie, The Windows
of Heaven.

Copley, EllenM. . “Mormon Bibliography, .” BYU Studies , no. :–.
Lists material published in  dealing with Mormons and Mormonism.
Includes newspaper and magazine articles, among other published works.
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Introvigne, Massimo. . “The Devil Makers: Contemporary Evangelical Funda-
mentalist Anti-Mormonism.” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought ,
no. :–. Discusses how anti-Mormon movements utilized media such
as film and novels.

Russell, J. Neil. . “Defining Disorder: A Case Study of the Branch Davidians.”
Paper presented at the American Sociological Association, Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia, August –. Compares negative images of the Branch Davidians and
early Mormon Church members for similarities in the process of defining
social disorder. Analyzes mass media accounts.

Scott, David W. . “Mass Media, Religion, and Conflict: Internal Diversity and
Interpretive Communities among Students at BYU.” Master’s thesis,
Brigham Young University. Defines three interpretive communities of
Latter-day Saint BYU students, with each expressing different attitudes
about the film industry, ratings, and content.

Stout, Daniel A. . “Resolving Conflicts of Worldviews: LDSWomen and Tele-
vision.” AMCAP Journal , no. :–. Examines how a sample of Latter-
day Saint women describe their experiences with television.

Ashton, Wendell. . “Truth and Liberty: Pioneers in Printers’ Ink.” The Pioneer
(summer): –. Presents a short history of how the first printing press in
Utah arrived in the Salt Lake Valley before producing the first page of the
Deseret News.

Brackenridge, R. Douglas. . “‘Are You That Damned Presbyterian Devil?’ The
Evolution of an Anti-Mormon Story.” Journal of Mormon History , no.
:–. Relates how stories in newspapers and the evangelical press fabri-
cated details aboutDuncan J.McMillan’s encounter withMormonism in .

Copeland, David A. . “The Mormon Problem and the Press.” In Outsiders in
Nineteenth-Century Press History: Multicultural Perspectives. Edited by
Frankie Hutton and Barbara S. Reed. Bowling Green, Ohio: Bowling Green
State University Popular Press. Examines the ways that the Church
increased its outsider status and was attacked by the American press when
polygamy was unveiled as a religious practice.

Godfrey, Audrey M. . “Selling the Good Life: A Look at Advertising in the
Relief Society Magazine, –.” Mormon Heritage Magazine , no.
:–. Discusses early advertising as it appeared in the Relief Society Maga-
zine and its reflection of values and female roles.

Golding, Robyn. . “Mightier Than the Sword: The War of Words in Nauvoo.”
Mormon Heritage Magazine , no. :–. Reviews early newspaper activi-
ties surrounding the Church; the power of the printed word.

Whittaker, David J. .Mormon Americana: A Guide to Sources and Collections in
the United States. Provo, Utah: BYU Studies. Identifies major repositories
and sources of Latter-day Saint material in America.

Bernardi, Debra. . “Domestic Horrors: Disfiguring the American Home,
–.” Ph.D. diss., University ofWisconsin–Madison. Examines popu-
lar fiction, magazine essays, and newspaper articles to find elements of hor-
ror pervading representations of the American home. Discusses the reported
sexual immoderation of Mormonism.
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Bryner, Elizabeth P. . “The Partisan Press of Illinois: Motivation, Rhetoric, and
Aggression in Hancock County Newspapers, –.” Thetean : –.
Analyzes the role of the partisan press in the political origins of Latter-day
Saint conflicts in Nauvoo, Illinois, between  and .

Cluff, Sasha S. . “Christian Feminist Publications and Structures of Con-
straint: A Comparison of Daughters of Sarah and Exponent II within the
Contexts of Neo-evangelicalism and Mormonism.” Master’s thesis,
Brigham Young University. Compares two conservative Christian feminist
publications: Daughters of Sarah, produced by neo-evangelical feminists,
and Exponent II, produced by Latter-day Saint feminists.

Fleming, Robert. . “Turning the Tide: The Mountaineer vs. the Valley Tan.”
Utah Historical Quarterly , no. :–. Discusses how the Valley Tan, an
anti-Mormon publication, and the Mountaineer, a pro-Mormon publica-
tion, experienced limited journalistic success from  through ,
recording an important period in Mormon–non-Mormon relations.

Homer, Michael W. . “LDS Prospects in Italy for the Twenty-First Century.”
Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Examines the
growth of the Church in Italy since  and the changing perception of
the Church projected by the Italian media.

Lefler, Thomas J. . “In Search of a Transcendental Film Style: The Cinematic
Art Form and the Mormon Motion Picture.” Master’s thesis, Brigham
Young University. Discusses the difficulty of using film to portray and
express religious faith.

Nelson, Jack A. . “A Libelous, Scandalous, and Scurrilous Sheet: The Gentile-
Owned Valley Tan Publishers in Mormon Utah.” Journal of the West ,
no. :–. Gives a history of the Valley Tan, the first anti-Mormon news-
paper in Utah Territory. Discusses factors leading to the Valley Tan’s
demise in , including confrontations with the Deseret News and
Latter-day Saint authorities.

Ostler, Craig J. . “Nauvoo Saints in the Newspapers of the s.” Nauvoo
Journal , no. :–. Analyzes newspaper coverage of the Church and its
members during the Nauvoo years.

Pingree, Gregory. . “‘The Biggest Whorehouse in the World’: Representations
of Plural Marriage in Nineteenth-Century America.” Western Humanities
Review , no. :–. Addresses the “reductive rhetoric” in political and
moral language concerning polygamy in the nineteenth century.

Shipps, Jan. . “The Neglected Story of Mormonism Today: What Mike Wal-
lace Missed.” Sunstone , no. :–. Argues that Wallace’s interview of
President Gordon B. Hinckley missed significant matters that are critically
important to the story of Mormonism while he tried to illustrate that
Church members are not “weird.”

Stout, Daniel A. . “Protecting the Family: Mormon Teachings about Mass
Media.” In Religion and Mass Media: Audiences and Adaptations. Edited
by Daniel A. Stout and Judith M. Buddenbaum. Thousand Oaks, Calif.:
Sage. Characterizes the relationship between Church members and the
mass media by paradox: communication technologies are praised for
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their education and entertainment aspects but also condemned for their
secular and potentially corrupting aspects.

Stout, Daniel A., David W. Scott, and Dennis G. Martin. . “Mormons, Mass
Media, and the Interpretive Audience.” In Religion and Mass Media: Audi-
ences and Adaptations. Edited by Daniel A. Stout and Judith M. Budden-
baum. Thousand Oaks, Calif.: Sage. Discusses the nature and scope of
interpretational strategies used by conservative religious groups when deal-
ing with mass media. Based on questionnaire surveys of  students from
Brigham Young University.

Tanner, Terence A. . “TheMormon Press in Nauvoo.” In Kingdom on the Mis-
sissippi Revisited: Nauvoo in Mormon History. Edited by Roger D. Launius
and John E. Hallwas. Urbana: University of Illinois Press. Addresses lack of
“scholarly attention” focused on the printing office in Nauvoo despite its
important position in Latter-day Saint history and provides a broad outline
of the press’s history and its significance in the development of the “peculiar
sense of identity” important to the growth of the Church.

Valenti, JoAnn M., and Daniel A. Stout. . “Diversity fromWithin: An Analy-
sis of the Impact of Religious Culture on Media Use and Effective Commu-
nication to Women.” In Religion and Mass Media: Audiences and
Adaptations. Edited by Daniel A. Stout and Judith M. Buddenbaum. Thou-
sand Oaks, Calif.: Sage. Examines the relationships between religious affili-
ation and media consumption via  and  surveys of Latter-day Saint
women in Los Angeles, California; Houston, Texas; and Salt Lake City and
Provo, Utah.

Xu, Shi. . “The Images of the Chinese in the Rocky Mountain Region,
–.” Ph.D. diss., Brigham Young University. Relates how the news-
papers and journals affiliated with the Church were consistently sympathetic
to the Chinese. The friendly attitudes of the publications came from both
their religious beliefs and the shared sense of persecution.

Armstrong, Richard N. . “Researching Mormonism: General Conference as
Artifactual Gold Mine.” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no.
:–. Discusses how records from general conference, which was first
broadcast on radio in  and on television in , provide researchers
with the most significant source of authoritative Latter-day Saint leader
rhetoric since the organization of the Church.

Givens, Terryl L. . The Viper on the Hearth: Mormons, Myths, and the Construc-
tion of Heresy. New York: Oxford University Press. Addresses nineteenth-
century depictions and perceptions of the Church, claiming that the fear
inspired by “Mormons” stemmed from their “demystification” of Chris-
tianity, and studies how the representations of Church members in popular
fiction affects the religion’s relationship with American society.

Hafen, Thomas K. . “City of Saints, City of Sinners: The Development of Salt
Lake City as a Tourist Attraction, –.” Western Historical Quarterly
, no. :–. Shows how the mass marketing efforts of transportation,
media, and tourism enterprises endeavored to create images of Salt Lake
City according to their respective conceptions of their audiences.
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Rather, Susan C. . “Film Propaganda and the Christian Way of Knowing the
Truth: A Look at LDSDocumentary FilmMaking.”Master’s thesis, Brigham
Young University. Discusses how the tension between apparently conflict-
ing theological mandates in the gospel of Jesus Christ, as understood by the
Church, is reflected in content and stylistic elements of Latter-day Saint doc-
umentary films.

Whittaker, David J. . “TheWeb of Print: Toward a History of the Book in Early
Mormon Culture.” Journal of Mormon History , no. :–. Discusses the
emerging discipline of book production, the role of books in Mormon
thought, and the application of book history research methods as they relate
to the history of the book in nineteenth-century Mormon culture.

Wilson, DionaM. . “The Influence of Religious Teachings on the Media Selec-
tions of LDS Teenagers.” Master’s thesis, Brigham Young University. Dis-
cusses factors influencing media selection by Latter-day Saint teens,
including teachings of the Church about media use.

Morin, KarenM., and Jeanne K. Guelke. . “Strategies of Representation, Rela-
tionship, and Resistance: British Women Travelers and Mormon Plural
Wives, ca. –.” Association of American Geographers , no. :–.
Discusses descriptions of plural wives as written by female British travel writ-
ers in the late nineteenth century, with a focus on understanding the
writer’s own concept of proper conduct and the efforts of Latter-day Saint
women to “counteract negative public images.”

Shipps, Jan. . “The Mormon Image since .” Paper presented at Sunstone
Symposium, Salt Lake City, July . Updates Shipps’s previous work,
reviewing Latter-day Saint media images since .

Smith, Craig S. . “The Curious Meet the Mormons: Images from Travel Nar-
ratives, s and s.” Journal of Mormon History , no. :–. Exam-
ines eighteen selected travel narratives written in or translated into English
that detail visits to Salt Lake City between  and  and were printed
between  and .

Chen, Chiung Hwang, and Ethan Yorgason. . “‘Those Amazing Mormons’:
The Media’s Construction of Latter-day Saints as a Model Minority.” Dia-
logue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–. Situates U.S. media
coverage of the Church within model minority discourse and explains the
problematic nature of that discourse.

Stout, Daniel A. . “Mormons and Media Literacy: Exploring the Dynamics of
Religious Media Education.” Paper presented at the Third International
Conference on Media, Religion, and Culture, Edinburgh, Scotland, July
–. Gives three approaches to media literacy within Latter-day Saint
audiences.

Stout, Daniel A., Joseph D. Straubhaar, and Gayle Newbold. . “Through a
Glass Darkly: Mormons as Perceived by Critics’ Reviews of Tony Kushner’s
Angels in America.” Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought , no. :–.
Discusses what information media gatekeepers communicate about the
Church, as well as what they discard.

Allen, James B., Ronald W. Walker, and David J. Whittaker. . Studies in Mor-
mon History, –: An Indexed Bibliography (with a Topical Guide to
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Published Social Science Literature on the Mormons, by Armand L. Mauss and
Dynette Ivie Reynolds). Urbana: University of Illinois Press. Provides an
indexed bibliography of Latter-day Saint history, including subject headings
related to communication studies: publications, public relations, and media
and public images of Mormons and/or the Church.

Baker, Sherry. . “UtahWoman’s Press Club, –.” InWomen’s Press Orga-
nizations, -. Edited by Elizabeth V. Burt. Westport, Conn.: Green-
wood Publishing. Gives a short history of the Utah Woman’s Press Club
within the context of other nineteenth-century women’s press organizations.

Barker, Brian. . “NewsNet: A Qualitative Analysis of the First Fully Converged
Newsroom in America.”Master’s thesis, BrighamYoungUniversity. Presents
a qualitative study on the convergence of broadcast, print, and online media
in BYU’s NewsNet, the first collegiate integrated newsroom in America.

Chen, Chiung Hwang. . “From Pariah to Paragon: Mormon and Asian Ameri-
can Model Minority Discourse in News and Popular Magazines.” Ph.D.
diss., University of Iowa. Examines magazine treatment of the Church and
Asian Americans. Both groups are seen as successful but nonetheless deviat-
ing from mainstream American culture.

Gold, Laura Maery. . Mormons on the Internet, –. Roseville, Calif.:
Prima Publishing. Discusses the growing number of Latter-day Saint Inter-
net users and why they use it—both secular and non-secular.

Johnson-Bennion, Daniela. . “Comparing Themes of Polygamy in Mormon
Women’s Public and Personal Writings as Found in the Woman’s Exponent
and Their Diaries during the Edmunds Act, the Edmunds-Tucker Act, and the
Manifesto.” Master’s thesis, Utah State University. Examines Latter-day Saint
women’s arguments defending polygamy in both public and private forums.

Marsh, W. Jeffrey. . “When the Press Meets the Prophet.” InOut of Obscurity:
The LDS Church in the Twentieth Century. Salt Lake City: Deseret Book. Dis-
cusses the evolution of media relations since the sustaining of Gordon B.
Hinckley as President of the Church, as well as a listing of twenty-five inter-
views granted by President Hinckley to a variety of media outlets.

Out of Obscurity: The LDS Church in the Twentieth Century. . Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book. Proceedings of the Twenty-Ninth Annual Sidney B. Sperry
Symposium. Traces events that have marked the unprecedented growth and
expansion of the Church during its  years of existence. Many of the
included essays emphasize media-related topics.

Rasmussen, Russell C. . “Computers and the Internet in the Church.” In Out
of Obscurity: The LDS Church in the Twentieth Century. Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book. Documents several ways in which the Church has adopted
use of the Internet.

Saunders, Richard L. . Printing in Deseret: Mormons, Economy, Politics, and
Utah’s Incunabula, –. Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press. Pre-
sents a history and descriptive bibliography. Includes a bibliographic history
of the press, chronicling more than fifty of the earliest printed documents,
or incunabula, created during the initial settlement years.

Shipps, Jan. . Sojourner in the Promised Land: Forty Years among the Mormons.
Urbana: University of Illinois Press. In this collection of essays, chapters ,
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, , , and  specifically address the relationship ofMormonism to the press
and mainstream America. Addresses the role of media in shaping Latter-day
Saint image, the radical changes brought about by Church media efforts, the
perception of Latter-day Saint people in America, the Southern Baptist Con-
ference held in Salt Lake City, and a review of Latter-day Saint tradition and
its relation to American mainstream religions.

Todd, Jay M. . “An Overview of Church Magazines in the Twentieth Century:
With Appendixes A, B, C.” Unpublished text from a videotaped presenta-
tion given at Brigham Young University’s Twenty-Ninth Annual Sidney B.
Sperry Symposium, September . Presents an overview of Church maga-
zines and periodicals from January  through .

–

Takagi, Shinji. . “Mormons in the Press: Reactions to the  Opening of the
Japan Mission.” BYU Studies  no. :–. Addresses the explosion of
media attention (over  pieces) covering the first four missionaries in the
Japan Mission and suggests that the coverage both served to spread knowl-
edge of the Church and to provide a historical and social context for mis-
sionary work.

Simmons, Diena. . “Motivations and Gratifications for Selecting a Niche Tele-
vision Channel: BYU Television.” Master’s thesis, Brigham Young Univer-
sity. Examines the relationships among ritual and instrumental viewing
motivations and satisfactions, viewer religiosity, and viewing attentiveness
as they relate to the selection of a niche television channel, Brigham Young
University Television.

Stout, Daniel A. . “ReligiousMedia Literacy: AnAgenda for Future Study.” Jour-
nal of Media and Religion , no. :–. Explores various barriers tomedia lit-
eracy in the Latter-day Saint community and in other denominations.

Vance, Laura. . “Evolution of Ideals for Women in Mormon Periodicals,
–.” Sociology of Religion , no. :–. Presents a content analysis
of Latter-day Saint periodicals reviewing the “proper” role of women in the
changing American sociocultural environment.

Chen, Chiung Hwang. . “‘Molympics’? Journalistic Discourse of Mormons in
Relation to the Winter Olympic Games.” Journal ofMedia and Religion ,
no. :–. Presents a discourse analysis of news magazine and newspaper
articles concerning theMormons during the  Olympics to discover atti-
tude and portrayal.

Scott, David W. . “Mormon ‘Family values’ versus Television: An Anlysis of
the Discourse ofMormon Couples Regarding Television and PopularMedia
Culture.” Critical studies in Media Communication , no. :–. Exam-
ines the readings of television texts from the perspective of audience mem-
bers who are, because of their religious practices, ideologically situated to
the right of much that is offered on television. The findings in this case are
consistent with Stuart Hall’s notion that individuals bring contradictory and
conflicting discourse into their readings of media texts.
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Underwood, Grant, 

Book reviews
Heyer, Terry L., 

Books
Berrian, William, 
Ward, Gordon A., 
Snow, Edwina Jo, 
Heyer, Terry L., 
Flake, Chad J., and Dale L. Morgan, 
Thorp, Malcolm R., 
Flake, Chad, 
Lynn, Karen, 
Duvall, Scott H., 
Stathis, Stephen W., b
Underwood, Grant, 
Smith, Wayne P., 
Hicks, Michael, 
Introvigne, Massimo, 
Whittaker, David J., 

Branch Davidians
Russell, J. Neil, 

Brigham Young (film)
D’Arc, James V., 
———, 
———, 
Loy, R. Phillip, 

Brigham Young University
Bray, Lawrence H., 
Whitaker, Wetzel O., 
Kunde, Gregory T., 
Scott, David W., 
Stout, Daniel A., David W. Scott, and

Dennis G. Martin, 
Barker, Brian, 
Simmons, Diena, 

Britain
Lund, A. William, 
Clark, James R., 
Thorp, Malcolm R., 
Burton, Thomas R., 
Lively, Robert L., Jr., 
Morin, Karen M., and

Jeanne K. Guelke, 

Broadcast/broadcasting
Wolsey, Heber G., 
Brewer, Courtney H., 
Donigan, Robert W., 
———, 
Jacobson, Pearl F., 
Limburg, Val E., 
Wolsey, Heber G., 
Stewart, Douglas C., 
Ashton, Wendell J., 
Esplin, Fred C., 
Hollstein, Milton C., 
Gottlieb, Robert, and Peter Wiley, 
Bills, Wayne R., 
Gregory, Fern D., 
Nelson, Richard A., 
Roof, Wade C., 
Hinch, Terry A., 
Stout, Daniel A., 
———, 
Armstrong, Richard N., 
Barker, Brian, 
Simmons, Diena, 

Brooks, Juanita
Winkler, Lorna M., 

Brownlow,William G.
Lattimore, R. B., 
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Cable television
Esplin, Fred C., 

California
“Journalism in Pioneer Days,” 
Louw, Ronald C., 

Catholic Church, images of
Mayer, Jean-François., 
Lively, Robert L., Jr., 

Censorship
McLaws, Monte B., 
Cragun, LeAnn, 
Winkler, Lorna M., 

Children’s Friend
Oman, Susan S., 

Chinese people
Xu, Shi, 

Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints, The

documentary film on
Young, Levi E., 
Rather, Susan C., 

general conference
Armstrong, Richard N., 

image building and control by
Louw, Ronald C., 
Bennett, Robert F., 
Hollstein, Milton C., 
Cragun, LeAnn, 
Christensen, Bruce L., 
Fletcher, Peggy, 
Enroth, Ronald M., and

Neil T. Duddy, 

leaders of
Bunker, Gary L., and Davis Bitton, 
Marsh, W. Jeffrey, 

media operations of
Wolsey, Heber G., 
Donigan, Robert W., 
———, 
Jacobson, Pearl F., 
Limburg, Val E., 
Stewart, Douglas C., 
Nelson, Richard A., 
———, 
Gottlieb, Robert, and Peter Wiley, 
Miller, Heather R., 
Whittaker, David J., 

Elliott, Dorice, 
Buice, David, 
DePillis, Mario S., 
Out of Obscurity: The LDS Church in the
Twentieth Century, 

media owned by
McMurtrie, Douglas C., 
Robertson, A. Richard, 
Jacobs, David K., 
McLaws, Monte B., 
Gottlieb, Robert, and Peter Wiley, 

millennialism of
Underwood, Grant, 
Lively, Robert L., Jr., 

organizational behavior of
White, O. Kendall, and

Daryl C. White, 

periodicals of
Penrose, C. W., 
Smith, W. W., 
Lund, A. William, 
Merrill, Harrison R., 
Banks, Loy O., 
Esplin, Ross S., 
Sudweeks, Joseph, 
Whittaker, David J., 
Oman, Susan S., 
Shields, Steven L., 
Moore, Richard G., 
Conder, Marjorie D., 

power of
Gottlieb, Robert and Peter Wiley, 

programs of
Macaré, Hellen H., 
Arrington, Leonard J., 

public communications of
Jeppson, Lawrence S., 
Mullen, Robert R., 
Haroldsen, Edwin O., and K. Harvey, 
Moncrief, William C., Charles W. Lamb Jr.,

and Sandra Hart, 

teachings about media use
Stout, Daniel A., 
Wilson, Diona M., 

theology of
Foster, Lawrence, 
Stathis, Stephen W., 
Underwood, Grant, 
———, 
Anderson, John R., 
Price, Rex T., 
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Visitors’ Centers

Fairbourn, E. LeGrand, 
Holzapfel, Richard N., 
Hafen, Thomas K., 

Church News
Bringhurst, Newell G., 

Colonization andMormon journalism
Penrose, C. W., 
Smith, W. W., 
Merrill, Harrison R., 
McMurtrie, Douglas C., 
———, 
Snider, Cecil A., a
Alter, J. Cecil, 
“Journalism in Pioneer Days,” 
Banks, Loy O., 
Mortensen, A. Russell, 
Peterson, Virgil V., 
Ashton, Wendell J., 
Mortensen, A. R., 
Brewer, Courtney H., 
Sorenson, Parry D., 
Olsen, Bruce L., 
Irving, Gordon, 
McLaws, Monte B., 
Shields, Steven L., 
Saunders, Richard L., 

Communitarianism
Sataty, Nechama, 

Community
Olson, Ernest L., 
Heller, Luther L., 
Wolsey, Heber G., 
Leonard, Glen M., 
Eagle, Donald A., 
Jacobs, David L., 
Stout, Daniel A., 
———, 

Computers
Rasmussen, Russell C., 

Conversion, religious
Miller, Heather R., 

Cornwall, J. Spencer
Gregory, Fern D., 

Daily Union Vedette
Pedersen, Lyman C., Jr., 

Daughters of Sarah
Cluff, Sasha S., 

DeMille, Cecil B.
D’Arc, James V., 

Deseret, Territory of
Jack, Ralph L., 
Leonard, Glen M., 
Nelson, Jack A., 

Deseret News
Penrose, C. W., 
McMurtrie, Douglas C., 
Mortensen, A. Russell, 
Ashton, Wendell J., 
Mortensen, A. R., 
Mortensen, A. Russell, ed., 
Jack, Ralph L., 
Greenwell, James R., 
Heller, Luther L., 
Beckham, Raymond E., 
Malmquist, Orvin N., 
McLaws, Monte B., 
———, 
Swenson, Paul, 
Stahle, Larry, 
Wilcox, Linda P., 
Ashton, Wendell, 
Nelson, Jack A., 

Deseret Press
Stahle, Larry, 

Dialogue
Peterson, Mary Kay, and

F. Ross Peterson, 

Editorials
Smart, Max N., 
Bray, Lawrence H., 
Heller, Luther L., 
Lattimore, R. B., 
Bussel, Alan, 
Madsen, Carol C., 
Shields, Steven L., 

Editors
Alter, J. Cecil, 
Olson, Ernest L., 
Cracroft, Richard P., 
Mortensen, A. Russell, ed., 
Lattimore, R. B., 
Pusey, Merlo J., 
Showalter, Betty S., 
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Bennion, Sherilyn C., a
——— b
Madsen, Carol C., 
———, 
Thatcher, Linda, and John R. Sillito, 
Norton, Walter A., 

Emory County Progress-Leader
Olsen, Bruce L., 

Entertainment
Young, Levi E., 
Nelson, Richard A., 
Stout, Daniel A., 

Evangelical press
Bills, Wayne R., 
Introvigne, Massimo, 
Brackenridge, R. Douglas, 
Cluff, Sasha S., 

Evening and Morning Star
Banks, Loy O., 
Jennings, Warren A., 
Irving, Gordon, 
Shields, Steven L., 

Excommunication
Shipps, Jan, 

Exponent II
Showalter, Betty S., 
Cluff, Sasha S., 

Expositor
Oaks, Dallin H., 
Barnett, Steven G., 

Families andmedia
Nibley, Paul, 
Stout, Daniel A., 
Scott, David W., 

Felt, Louise
Oman, Susan S., 

Feminism (see alsoWoman’s suffrage)
Iversen, Joan, 
Madsen, Carol C., 
Evans, Vella N., 
Cluff, Sasha S., 

Film/Filmmakers
Clawson, Rudger, 
Young, Levi E., 

Alstyne, Arvo Van, 
Jacobs, David K., 
Nelson, Richard A., 
———, 
———, 
D’Arc, James V., 
Nelson, Richard A., 
Whitaker, Wetzel O., 
Nelson, Richard A., 
D’Arc, James V., 
Eagle, Donald A., 
Mackey, Randall A., 
Roberts, Allen D., 
Swenson, Sharon L., 
D’Arc, James V., 
Nelson, Richard A., 
D’Arc, James V., 
Loy, R. Phillip, 
Brinkerhoff, Merlin B., and

Elaine Grandin, 
Nibley, Paul, 
Bell, E. Jay, 
Introvigne, Massimo, 
Scott, David W., 
Lefler, Thomas J., 
Rather, Susan C., 

Freedom of expression
Palmer, Allen W., 

Frontier and frontier press
Penrose, C. W., 
McMurtrie, Douglas C., 
———, 
———, 
Snider, Cecil A., a
———, b
“Journalism in Pioneer Days,” 
Mortensen, A. Russell, 
Ashton, Wendell J., 
Mortensen, A. R., 
Leonard, Glen M., 
Pedersen, Lyman C., Jr., 
Baker, John D., 
McLaws, Monte B., 
Beecher, Maureen U., 
Fleming, Robert, 

Gates, Susa Young
Cracroft, Richard P., 
Baker, Sherry, 

Gazetteer
Leonard, Glen M., 
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Godmakers, The (film)
Eagle, Donald A., 
Mackey, Randall A., 
Roberts, Allen D., 
Swenson, Sharon L., 
Introvigne, Massimo, 

Graham,Winifred
Thorp, Malcolm R., 

Hemenway, CharlesWillard
Bennion, Sherilyn C., a

Hinckley, Gordon B.
Shipps, Jan, 
Marsh, W. Jeffrey, 

Hymnal/hymns, Mormon
Macaré, Hellen H., 
Gregory, Fern D., 
Hicks, Michael, 

Identity, Mormon sense of
Young, Levi E., 
Tanner, Terence A., 

Illinois/Nauvoo
Merrill, Harrison R., 
Snider, Cecil A., a
———, b
Snider, Helen F., 
Banks, Loy O., 
Sorenson, Parry D., 
Oaks, Dallin H., 
Foster, Lawrence, 
Sperry, Kip, 
Barnett, Steven G., 
Bray, Robert T., 
Jolley, Jerry C., 
Mormons: A Dissertation
Collection, –, 

Godfrey, Kenneth W., 
Tanner, Terence A., 
Golding, Robyn, 
Bryner, Elizabeth P., 
Ostler, Craig J., 
Tanner, Terence A., 

Image/images

of Catholic Church in Mormon press
Lively, Robert L., Jr., 

of Chinese in Mormon press
Xu, Shi, 

control of, by LDS Church
Cragun, LeAnn, 

image building by LDS Church
Mullen, Robert R., 
Jacobs, David K., 
D’Arc, James V., 
Ashton, Wendell J., 
Hollstein, Milton C., 
White, O. Kendall, and

Daryl C. White, 
Lyman, Edward L., 
Miller, Heather R., 
Stathis, Stephen W., 
Christensen, Bruce L., 
Fletcher, Peggy, 
Enroth, Ronald M., and

Neil T. Duddy, 
Moncrief, William C., Charles W. Lamb Jr.,

and Sandra Hart, 
Mayer, Jean-François, 
Tanner, Terence A., 
De Pillis, Mario S., 
Bringhurst, Newell G., 
Olsen, Bruce L., 
Shipps, Jan, 
Allen, James B., Ronald W. Walker, and

David J. Whittaker, 
Marsh, W. Jeffrey, 

of Mormons and Mormonism
Snider, Cecil A., b
Snider, Helen F., 
Clark, James R., 
Esplin, Ross S., 
Wolsey, Heber G., 
Brewer, Courtney H., 
Morris, Herbert N., 
Mulder, William, and

A. Russell Mortensen, eds., 
Sostrum, John P., 
Cowan, Richard O., 
Wright, David G., 
Ashliman, D. L., 
Lythgoe, Dennis L., 
Arrington, Leonard J., 
Lythgoe, Dennis L., 
Arrington, Leonard J., 
Pelo, Dale P., 
Shipps, Jan, 
Arrington, Leonard J., 
Casterline, Gail F., 
Cracroft, Richard H., 
Foster, Lawrence, 
Nelson, Richard A., 
———, 
Sperry, Kip, 
Ashton, Wendell J., 
Baker, John D., 
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Heyer, Terry L., 
Norton, W. A., 
Bennett, Robert F., 
Nelson, Richard A., 
Ellsworth, Paul D., 
Thorp, Malcolm R., 
Shipps, Jan, 
Whittaker, David J., 
Yancey, Philip, 
Burton, Thomas R., 
Cracroft, Richard H., 
Mauss, Armand L., 
Nelson, Richard A., 
D’Arc, James V., 
Swenson, Sharon L., 
Bunker, Gary L., and Davis Bitton, 
Nelson, Richard A., 
Carre, Hand, 
D’Arc, James V., 
Iannaccone, Laurences R., and

Carrie A. Miles, 
Loy, R. Phillip, 
Homer, Michael W., 
Norton, Walter A., 
Chandler, Rebecca W., 
Holzapfel, Richard N., 
Nibley, Paul, 
Homer, Michael W., 
Ostler, Craig J., 
Givens, Terryl L., 
Shipps, Jan, 
Smith, Craig S., 
Chen, Chiung Hwang, and

Ethan Yorgason, 
Chen, Chiung Hwang, 
Shipps, Jan, 
Takagi, Shinji, 
Chen, Chiung Hwang, 

of Mormons compared to Branch Davidians
Russell, J. Neil, 

of Mormons in textbooks
Ward, Gordon A., 

of Mormons in travel narratives
and travel literature
Snow, Edwina Jo, 
Morin, Karen M., and

Jeanne K. Guelke, 
Smith, Craig S., 

of Mormons on television
Bills, Wayne R., 

of Mormon women
Bitton, Davis, and Gary L. Bunker, a
Evans, Vella N., 
Anderson, John R., 

Evans, Vella N., 
Vance, Laura, 

of Motherhood
Wilcox, Linda P., 

visual images of Mormons
(including cartoons)
Bunker, Gary L., and Davis Bitton, 
Bitton, Davis, and Gary L. Bunker, a
———, b
Francis, Rell G., 
Bunker, Gary L., and Davis Bitton, a
———, b
Jacobs, David L., 

Imprints
Whittaker, David J., 

Incunabula
Saunders, Richard L., 

Indexes of books and periodicals
(see also Bibliographies)
Snider, Cecil A., b
Morris, Herbert N., 
Arrington, Leonard J., 
Stathis, Stephen W., a
———, b
Holley, Robert P., and

Yvonne Stroup, eds., 
Smith, Wayne P., 
Whittaker, David J., 
Todd, Jay M., 

Institutes of Religion
Louw, Ronald C., 

Intellectualism inMormon culture
Arrington, Leonard J., 
———, 

Internet
Barker, Brian, 
Gold, Laura Maery, 
Rasmussen, Russell C., 

Interpretational strategies
Olson, Ernest L., 
Cragun, LeAnn, 
Stout, Daniel A., David W. Scott, and

Dennis G. Martin, 

Interpretive communities
Stout, Daniel A., 
Scott, David W., 
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Italy, growth of LDS Church in
Homer, Michael W., 
———, 

Johnson, Sonia
Shipps, Jan, 

Lange, Dorothea
Jacobs, David L., 

Law,Wilson
Barnett, Steven G., 

Liahona, the Elder’s Journal
Garr, Arnold K., 

Lundgren, Jeffrey Don
Chandler, Rebecca W., 

Magazines (see periodicals)

McMillan, Duncan J.
Brackenridge, R. Douglas, 

Media effects
Sellars, Marie L., H. Reed Geertsen, and

Robert M. Gray, 

Migration andMormon journalism
Merrill, Harrison R., 

Military newspapers
Pedersen, Lyman C., Jr., 

Millennialism
Underwood, Grant, 
Lively, Robert L., Jr., 

Missionaries, nineteenth-centuryMormon
Bush, Lester E., Jr., 
Price, Rex T., 

Missionary work
Peterson, Virgil V., 
Donigan, Robert W., 
Ashliman, D. L., 
Stewart, Douglas C., 
Arrington, Leonard J., 
Gottlieb, Robert, and Peter Wiley, 
Whittaker, David J., 
Burton, Thomas R., 
Garr, Arnold K., 
Shupe, Anson D., and

John Heinerman, 
Takagi, Shinji, 

Missions

British
Lively, Robert L., Jr., 

French
Jeppson, Lawrence S., 

Japanese
Takagi, Shinji, 

North America, of 1903–1945
Garr, Arnold K., 

Northern States
Donigan, Robert W., 

Missouri
Jennings, Warren A., 
Sperry, Kip, 
Parkin, Max H., 
Moore, Richard G., 

Mormon Maid, A (film)
Nelson, Richard A., 

Mormon/Mormons

attacks on, by non-Mormon presses
Sostrum, John P., 
Cowan, Richard O., 
Baker, John D., 
Copeland, David A., 

culture
Young, Levi E., 
Mulder, William, 
Banks, Loy O., 
Olson, Ernest L., 
Peterson, Virgil V., 
Mulder, William, and

A. Russell Mortensen, eds., 
Macaré, Hellen H., 
Arrington, Leonard J., 
Wolsey, Heber G., 
Sellars, Marie L., H. Reed Geertsen, and

Robert M. Gray, 
Arrington, Leonard J., 
Casterline, Gail F., 
Nelson, Richard A., 
Mauss, Armand L., 
Underwood, Grant, 
Jacobs, David L., 
Wilcox, Linda P., 
Buice, David, 
Peterson, Mary Kay, and

F. Ross Peterson, 
D’Arc, James V., 
Peterson, Tarla Rai, 
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Kunde, Gregory T., 
Nibley, Paul, 
Tanner, Terence A., 
Whittaker, David J., 
Shipps, Jan, 

identity, sense of

Tanner, Terence A., 

Internet and

Gold, Laura Maery, 
Rasmussen, Russell C., 

interpretational strategies, and

Olson, Ernest L., 
Cragun, LeAnn, 
Stout, Daniel A., David W. Scott, and

Dennis G. Martin, 

mainstream, as

Stathis, Stephen W., and
Dennis L. Lythgoe, 

“Going My Way,” 
Gottlieb, Robert, and Peter Wiley, 
De Pillis, Mario S., 

media literacy, and

Smart, Max N., 
Stout, Daniel A., 
———, 

minority, as

Chen, Chiung Hwang, and
Ethan Yorgason, 

Chen, Chiung Hwang, 

nineteenth-century non-Mormon press, in

“List of Works in the Library Relating to
Mormons,” 

Snider, Cecil A., a
———, b
Snider, Helen F., 
Alter, J. Cecil, 
Shipps, Jan, 
Sperry, Kip, 
Lynn, Karen, 
Givens, Terryl L., 

Takagi, Shinji, 

reading habits of

Smart, Max N., 
Valenti, JoAnn M., and

Daniel A. Stout, 

sexual practices of

Bernardi, Debra, 

television and

Ford, James E., 

travel literature about
Snow, Edwina Jo, 
Morin, Karen M., and

Jeanne K. Guelke, 
Smith, Craig S., 

viewing religious programming
Gottlieb, Robert, and Peter Wiley, 
Miller, Heather R., 
Bills, Wayne R., 
Roof, Wade C., 
Hinch, Terry A., 

worldviews
Burton, Thomas R., 
Takagi, Shinji, 

Mormon Tabernacle Choir
Gregory, Fern D., 
Hicks, Michael, 

Mountaineer
Fleming, Robert, 

Music
Macaré, Hellen H., 
Hicks, Michael, 

New Northwest
Bennion, Sherilyn C., 

New York
Norton, Walter A., 

NewsNet
Barker, Brian, 

Newspapers
Clark, James R., 
Mulder, William, 
Banks, Loy O., 
Mortensen, A. Russell, 
Olson, Ernest L., 
Peterson, Virgil V., 
Ashton, Wendell J., 
Banks, Loy O., 
Mortensen, A. R., 
Smart, Max N., 
Munn, Martin B., 
Sorenson, Parry D., 
Greenwell, James R., 
Oaks, Dallin H., 
Olsen, Bruce L., 
Bray, Lawrence H., 
Heller, Luther L., 
Jennings, Warren A., 
Carpenter, Don A., 
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McCardell, Wallin S., 
Beckham, Raymond E., 
Malmquist, Orvin N., 
McLaws, Monte B., 
Foster, Lawrence, 
Pedersen, Lyman C., Jr., 
Sperry, Kip, 
Norton, W. A., 
Stathis, Stephen W., and

Dennis L. Lythgoe, 
Swenson, Paul, 
Showalter, Betty S., 
Thatcher, Linda, 
Barnett, Steven G., 
Bray, Robert T., 
Ellsworth, Paul D., 
Stahle, Larry, 
Jolley, Jerry C., 
Beecher, Maureen U., 
Bunker, Gary L., and Davis Bitton, 
Sataty, Nechama, 
Godfrey, Kenneth W., 
Buice, David, 
Tanner, Terence A., 
Laughlin, David L., 
Norton, Walter A., 
Larson, Suzanne, 
Isakson, Janika, 
Kunde, Gregory T., 
Copeland, David A., 
Golding, Robyn, 
Bernardi, Debra, 
Nelson, Jack A., 
Ostler, Craig J., 
Tanner, Terence A., 
Chen, Chiung Hwang, 

Obscenity in mass media
Alstyne, Arvo Van, 
Ashton, Wendell J., 
Palmer, Allen W., 

Ohio
Norton, Walter A., 

Olympic Games, Winter 

Chen, Chiung Hwang, 

Pamphlets/pamphleteering
“Pamphlets on Mormonism,” 
Arrington, Leonard J., 
Foster, Lawrence, 
Flake, Chad J., and Dale L. Morgan, 
Whittaker, David J., 

Panguitch Progress
Showalter, Betty S., 

Periodicals
Penrose, C. W., 
Smith, W. W., 
Lund, A. William, 
Merrill, Harrison R., 
McMurtrie, Douglas C., 
———, 
Esplin, Ross S., 
Robertson, A. Richard, 
Sudweeks, Joseph, 
Morris, Herbert N., 
Sostrum, John P., 
Cowan, Richard O., 
Wright, David G., 
Lythgoe, Dennis L., 
———, 
Irving, Gordon, 
Bussel, Alan, 
Pelo, Dale P., 
Shipps, Jan, 
Bennion, Sherilyn C., 
Heyer, Terry L., 
Bennion, Sherilyn C., 
Bunker, Gary L., and Davis Bitton, 
Eid, Leroy V., 
Madsen, Carol C., 
Shipps, Jan, 
Stathis, Stephen W., and

Dennis L. Lythgoe, 
Bitton, Davis, and Gary L. Bunker, b
Eccles, Stephen L., 
Flake, Chad J., and Dale L. Morgan, 
Lyman, Edward L., 
Oman, Susan S., 
Stathis, Stephen W., 
Underwood, Grant, 
Madsen, Carol C., 
Shields, Steven L., 
Moore, Richard G., 
Yancey, Philip, 
Iversen, Joan, 
Mauss, Armand L., 
Underwood, Grant, 
Appleton, Marianne, and

A. Garr Cranney, 
Beecher, Maureen U., 
Conder, Marjorie D., 
Evans, Vella N., 
Anderson, John R., 
Bunker, Gary L., and Davis Bitton, 
Garr, Arnold K., 
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Sataty, Nechama, 

Elliott, Dorice, 
Wilcox, Linda P., 
Baker, Sherry, 
Peterson, Mary Kay, and

F. Ross Peterson, 
Smith, Wayne P., 
Bennion, Sherilyn C., 
Epperson, Steven, 
Iannaccone, Laurences R., and

Carrie A. Miles, 
Loy, R. Phillip, 
Lively, Robert L., Jr., 
Bennion, Sherilyn C., b
Brackenridge, R. Douglas, 
Godfrey, Audrey M., 
Bernardi, Debra, 
Chen, Chiung Hwang, 
Todd, Jay M., 
Vance, Laura, 

Photography
Francis, Rell G., 
Jacobs, David, 

Plural Marriage (see Polygamy/polygyny)

Poetry
Bennion, Sherilyn C., b
Beecher, Maureen U., 

Polygamy/Polygyny
Shipps, Jan, 
Casterline, Gail F., 
Cracroft, Richard H., 
Foster, Lawrence, 
Nelson, Richard A., 
Baker, John D., 
Lynn, Karen, 
Iversen, Joan, 
Mormons: A Dissertation
Collection, –, 

Larson, Suzanne, 
Bennion, Sherilyn C., b
Copeland, David A., 
Bernardi, Debra, 
Pingree, Gregory, 
Morin, Karen M., and

Jeanne K. Guelke, 
Johnson-Bennion, Daniela, 

Press relations
Jeppson, Lawrence S., 
Shipps, Jan, 

Priesthood, blacks and the
Haroldsen, Edwin O., and K. Harvey, 

White, O. Kendall, and
Daryl C. White, 

Bringhurst, Newell G., 

Propaganda
Jennings, Warren A., 

Nelson, Richard A., 
———, 

Rather, Susan C., 

Provo Daily Herald
Mc Cardell, Wallin S., 

Beckham, Raymond E., 

Public relations
Jeppson, Lawrence S., 

Mullen, Robert R., 

Ashton, Wendell J., 

Louw, Ronald C., 

Ashton, Wendell J., 

Bennett, Robert F., 

Shipps, Jan, 

Cragun, LeAnn, 

Christensen, Bruce L., 

Fletcher, Peggy, 

Enroth, Ronald M., and
Neil T. Duddy, 

Shupe, Anson D., and
John Heinerman, 

Carre, Hand, 

Chandler, Rebecca W., 

Olsen, Bruce L., 

Shipps, Jan, 
———, 

Allen, James B., Ronald W. Walker, and
David J. Whittaker, 

Marsh, W. Jeffrey, 

Shipps, Jan, 

Chen, Chiung Hwang, 

Publicity, adverse
Jeppson, Lawrence S., 

Ashton, Wendell J., 

White, O. Kendall, and
Daryl C. White, 

Chandler, Rebecca W., 

Bennion, Sherilyn C., b
Brackenridge, R. Douglas, 

Copeland, David A., 

Bryner, Elizabeth P., 

Pingree, Gregory, 
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Morin, Karen M., and
Jeanne K. Guelke, 

Puck
Eid, Leroy V., 
Bitton, Davis, and Gary L. Bunker, b

Pusey, M. J.
Pusey, Merlo J., 

Radio
Wolsey, Heber G., 
Brewer, Courtney H., 
Jacobson, Pearl F., 
Wolsey, Heber G., 
Ashton, Wendell J., 
Esplin, Fred C., 
Gottlieb, Robert, and Peter Wiley, 
Gregory, Fern D., 
Roof, Wade C., 
Hinch, Terry A., 
Armstrong, Richard N., 

Relief Society Magazine
Godfrey, Audrey M., 

Religious programming
Gottlieb, Robert, and Peter Wiley, 
Miller, Heather R., 
Bills, Wayne R., 
Roof, Wade C., 
Hinch, Terry A., 

Richards, Lula Greene
Bennion, Sherilyn C., b

Salt Lake Sanitarian
Bennion, Sherilyn C., 

Salt Lake Tribune
Jack, Ralph L., 
Heller, Luther L., 
Beckham, Raymond E., 
Malmquist, Orvin N., 

Satire
Cracroft, Richard H., 
Bunker, Gary L., and Davis Bitton, 
Eid, Leroy V., 
Bitton, Davis, and Gary L. Bunker, a
———, b
Cracroft, Richard H., 
Bunker, Gary L., and Davis Bitton, 

Scandinavian newspapers
Mulder, William, 
Olson, Ernest L., 

Björk, Kenneth O., 
Mulder, William, 

Scripture
Ford, James E., 
Appleton, Marianne, and

A. Garr Cranney, 
Mormons: A Dissertation
Collection, –, 

Smith, Wayne P., 

Sloan, R.W.
Leonard, Glen M., 

Smith, Elias
Mortensen, A. Russell, ed., 

Smith, Joseph
Banks, Loy O., 
Mulder, William, and

A. Russell Mortensen, eds., 
Norton, W. A., 
Ellsworth, Paul D., 
Ford, James E., 
Mormons: A Dissertation
Collection, –, 

Godfrey, Kenneth W., 
Sherry, Thomas E., 
Epperson, Steven, 

Smoot, Reed
Shipps, Jan, 

Social differences, religious
Cragun, LeAnn, 
Mauss, Armand L., 

South Africa
Whittaker, David J., 

Southern Star, Chattanooga, Tennessee
Buice, David, 

Sun-Advocate, Price, Utah
Allred, Edith May A., 

Television
Wolsey, Heber G., 
Stewart, Douglas C., 
Nelson, Richard A., 
Scott, David W., 

Temple Visitors’ Centers
(see also Visitors’ Centers)
Ashton, Wendell J., 
Esplin, Fred C., 
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Gottlieb, Robert, and Peter Wiley, 
Ford, James E., 
Bills, Wayne R., 
Roof, Wade C., 
Hinch, Terry A., 
Stout, Daniel A., 
———, 
Armstrong, Richard N., 
Simmons, Diena, 

Times and Seasons
Sorenson, Parry D., 
Bray, Robert T., 
Tanner, Terence A., 
Epperson, Steven, 

Travel literature and narratives, Mormons in
Snow, Edwina Jo, 
Morin, Karen M., and

Jeanne K. Guelke, 
Smith, Craig S., 

Twain, Mark
Cracroft, Richard H., 
———, 

Utah

cities in
Allred, Edith May A., 
Fairbanks, Merwin G., 
Carpenter, Don A., 
Mc Cardell, Wallin S., 
Beckham, Raymond E., 
Pedersen, Lyman C., Jr., 
Fairbourn, E. LeGrand, 
Hafen, Thomas K., 
Morin, Karen M., and

Jeanne K. Guelke, 
Smith, Craig S., 
Shipps, Jan, 

immunizations in
Sellars, Marie L., H. Reed Geertsen, and

Robert M. Gray, 

liquor laws of
Beckham, Raymond E., 

newspaper war in
Heller, Luther L., 
Beckham, Raymond E., 

newspapers and periodicals
(see separate subject entries for the following)

Anti-Polygamy Standard
Bikuben
Children’s Friend

Church News
Daily Union Vedette
Deseret News
Dialogue
Emory County Progress-Leader
Gazetteer
Liahona, the Elder’s Journal
Mountaineer, The
Panguitch Progress
Provo Daily Herald
Relief Society Magazine
Salt Lake Sanitarian
Salt Lake Tribune
Scandinavian newspapers
Sun-Advocate
Utah Posten
Valley Tan
Wasatch Wave
Woman’s Exponent

politics
Shipps, Jan, 
Bunker, Gary L., and Davis Bitton, b
Pingree, Gregory, 
Saunders, Richard L., 

printing in
Penrose, C. W., 
Smith, W. W., 
Merrill, Harrison R., 
McMurtrie, Douglas C., 
———, 
———, 
Alter, J. Cecil, 
“Journalism in Pioneer Days,” 
Mulder, William, 
Mortensen, A. Russell, 
Olson, Ernest L., 
Ashton, Wendell J., 
Cracroft, Richard P., 
Mortensen, A. R., 
Smart, Max N., 
Mortensen, A. Russell, ed., 
Jack, Ralph L., 
Munn, Martin B., 
Björk, Kenneth O., 
Allred, Edith May A., 
Greenwell, James R., 
Fairbanks, Merwin G., 
Olsen, Bruce L., 
Heller, Luther L., 
Carpenter, Don A., 
Mc Cardell, Wallin S., 
Beckham, Raymond E., 
Malmquist, Orvin N., 
McLaws, Monte B., 
Beckham, Raymond E., 
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Leonard, Glen M., 
Pedersen, Lyman C., Jr., 
Bennion, Sherilyn C., 
McLaws, Monte B., 
Swenson, Paul, 
Showalter, Betty S., 
Stahle, Larry, 
Bennion, Sherilyn C., a
Winkler, Lorna M., 
Bennion, S. C., 
Madsen, Carol C., 
Holley, Robert P., and

Yvonne Stroup, eds., 
Iversen, Joan, 
Beecher, Maureen U., 
Madsen, Carol C., 
Thatcher, Linda, and John R. Sillito, 
Bennion, Sherilyn C., 
Ashton, Wendell, 
Fleming, Robert, 
Nelson, Jack A., 
Hafen, Thomas K., 
Baker, Sherry, 
Barker, Brian, 
Saunders, Richard L., 
Todd, Jay M., 

statehood
Lyman, Edward L., 

Utah Newspaper Project
Holley, Robert P., and

Yvonne Stroup, eds., 

Utah Posten
Björk, Kenneth O., 

UtahWoman’s Press Club
“Journalism in Pioneer Days,” 
Thatcher, Linda, and John R. Sillito, 
Baker, Sherry, 

Valley Tan
Fleming, Robert, 
Nelson, Jack A., 

Virility, Mormonmen and
Bush, Lester E., Jr., 

Visitors’ Centers
Fairbourn, E. LeGrand, 
Holzapfel, Richard N., 
Hafen, Thomas K., 

Wagonmaster (film)
Loy, R. Phillip, 

Wallace, Mike
Shipps, Jan, 

Ward, Artemus
Cracroft, Richard H., 
———, 

Wasatch Wave
Fairbanks, Merwin G., 

Wasp
Jolley, Jerry C., 

Wells, Emmeline B.
Madsen, Carol C., 
———, 

Windows of Heaven, The (film)
Bell, E. Jay, 

Woman suffrage
Jack, Ralph L., 
Bennion, Sherilyn C., 
Peterson, Tarla Rai, 
Larson, Suzanne, 
Isakson, Janika, 

Woman’s Exponent
Bennion, Sherilyn C., 
———, 
Madsen, Carol C., 
———, 
Iversen, Joan, 
Beecher, Maureen U., 
Wilcox, Linda P., 
Peterson, Tarla Rai, 
Bennion, Sherilyn C., b
Isakson, Janika, 
Johnson-Bennion, Daniela, 

Women, Mormon
Jack, Ralph L., 
Bussel, Alan, 
Casterline, Gail F., 
Bennion, Sherilyn C., 
———, 
Madsen, Carol C., 
Bitton, Davis, and Gary L. Bunker, a
Showalter, Betty S., 
Bennion, Sherilyn C., a
———, b
Madsen, Carol C., 
Iversen, Joan, 
Appleton, Marianne, and

A. Garr Cranney, 
Beecher, Maureen U., 
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Conder, Marjorie D., 
Evans, Vella N., 
Madsen, Carol C., 
Thatcher, Linda, and John R. Sillito, 
Anderson, John R., 
Wilcox, Linda P., 
Baker, Sherry, 
Iannaccone, Laurences R., and

Carrie A. Miles, 
Peterson, Tarla Rai, 
Evans, Vella N., 
Larson, Suzanne, 
Bennion, Sherilyn C., b
Isakson, Janika, 
Stout, Daniel A., 
———, 
Godfrey, Audrey M., 
Valenti, JoAnn M., and

Daniel A. Stout, 
Morin, Karen M., and

Jeanne K. Guelke, 
Baker, Sherry, 
Johnson-Bennion, Daniela, 
Vance, Laura, 

Women’s rights
Bussel, Alan, 
Peterson, Tarla Rai, 
Cluff, Sasha S., 

Women’s roles
Bennion, Sherilyn C., 
Madsen, Carol C., 
Showalter, Betty S., 
Bennion, Sherilyn C., a
Madsen, Carol C., 
Iversen, Joan, 
Conder, Marjorie D., 
Evans, Vella N., 
Anderson, John R., 
Wilcox, Linda P., 
Baker, Sherry, 
Iannaccone, Laurences R., and

Carrie A. Miles, 
Peterson, Tarla Rai, 
Evans, Vella N., 
Larson, Suzanne, 
Bennion, Sherilyn C., b
Godfrey, Audrey M., 
Cluff, Sasha S., 
Morin, Karen M., and

Jeanne K. Guelke, 
Johnson-Bennion, Daniela, 
Vance, Laura, 

Woodward, Kenneth
“Going My Way,” 

Young Woman’s Journal
Baker, Sherry, 

Young, Brigham
McMurtrie, Douglas C., 
———, 
Mulder, William, and

A. Russell Mortensen, eds., 
Mormons: A Dissertation
Collection, -, 

Bunker, Gary L., and Davis Bitton, 

Youth
Wilson, Diona M., 

Zanuck, Darryl F.
D’Arc, James V., 
———, 
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Kimball, Rollow, photo of, &:

Kimball, Spencer W., on suffering, :n.

Kirtland, Ohio
Campbellites in, :–

Church events in, :–

Church expulsion from, :–

Church migration to, :, –

first converts in, :–

law of consecration in, :–

N. K. Whitney in, :–

Kirtland Temple
miracles at dedication of, :, –

paintings of, :fc, bc
Klingensmith, Philip, and Mountain Meadows Mas-

sacre, :

Königsberg, Germany, Saints in, &:–

Kramer, Peter, on psychopharmacology, :–

Kushner, Harold, on the Creation, :–

Kwok, Henry H., :

Laughter
LDS doctrine on, :–, –

psychology of, :–, 

survey of LDS views of, :–

Law of consecration
in Kirtland, :–

in Missouri, :

Lee, John D., and Mountain Meadows Massacre,
:, –, –, , , 

Leon Luján, Don Pedro, trial of, &:–

Lewis, Benjamin, gift of tongues, :

Lewis, C. S., conversion of, :–

Liberty Jail, Joseph Smith’s letter from, feelings in, :

Lightheartedness, and laughter, :–

Light-mindedness, in laughter, :–

Lindsey, David, art by, :fc
Looking North to Moroni, by Kerry Soper, &:

Love
marital and familial, stages of, :–

of self, :–

Lyman, Caroline Ely Partridge, :, 

Lyman, Eliza Maria Partridge Smith, :, , 

Lyman, Lydia Partridge, :, , 

Lyman, Richard R., in Europe, &:, , , , 

Madsen, Truman R., on suffering, :

Magarrell, Roberta, :–

Marriage
resolving conflict in, :–

stages of, :–, –

Marsh, Thomas B., :
Martin, Asa, :

Matthew, Gospel of, Joseph Smith translation of,
:–, , , 

Maxwell, Cory, :, 

Maxwell, Karen B., :
Maxwell, Neal A.

biography of, :–

and leukemia, :, , 

military service of, :–

in Mongolia, :, , 

writing and speaking style of, :–

McAdams, D. P., :–

McConkie, Bruce R., on laughter, :
McLellin, William E., baptizes Benjamin Brown, :, 

Meat, andWord of Wisdom in pioneer era, &:, 

Media, bibliography of studies on LDS Church and,
&:–

Media relations, of Church, in Europe, &:
Medication, for emotional ills, :–, 

Melchizedek
ancient illustrations of, &:, , 

and role of high priest as type of Christ,
&:–

Mentors, importance of, :–

Miracles, performed in Kirtland, :, 

Missionary work, in Mongolia (–), :–

Missouri
converts from Ohio go to, :–

Gilbert and Whitney store in, :–

mobs in, C. C. A. Christensen painting of, :

Saints to gather to, :–

Zion’s Camp, :, 

Mobbers Raiding Printing Property and Store at Inde-
pendence, Missouri, July , , by C. C. A.
Christensen, :
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Mongolia
converts in, :, –

dedication of, :

map of, :

missionaries from, :–, –, 

missionaries in, :, –, 

Morality, development of, :–

Morley, Isaac
conversion of, :

travels to Independence, :

Moroni, Angel, statue (), :, 

Morris, Elias, and Mountain Meadows Massacre,
:

Mother Teresa, on suffering, :, –

Mountain Meadows Massacre
Joseph Clewes statement about, :–

reviews of book on, :–, –, –

Name of the Lord, worn by ancient high priests,
&:–

Native Americans
and Mountain Meadows Massacre, :–,

–, –, , 

Rowland Rider’s experience with, &:–

in Utah, and slave trading, &:–

Nauvoo, Illinois, orderliness of, &:

Nauvoo Temple, and media, &:

Nazi Germany, Heber J. Grant visits, &:–

Neilsen, Luke, :

New Testament translation by Joseph Smith, com-
parison of manuscripts, :, –, :, ,
, 

New York City, image of Sept. , , tragedy, :fc,
bc, 

Niederhauser, Alfred, &:
Nyamdoo, Gendegiin, :, 

Ochirdat, Ochirgerel, :–

O’Dea, Thomas, :, , 

Ohio
Church history in Kirtland, :–

Edward Partridge in, :–

N. K. Whitney in, :–

Saints in Painesville, :–

Oil, holy, used in ancient temple, &:

Okinawa, Japan, Neal A. Maxwell in, :–

Omnipotence, of God, :–

Organ transplant, personal essay on, :–

Page, John, Joseph Smith’s rebuke of, :

Pain, purpose of, :–

Painesville, Ohio, Edward Partridge in, :–

Paiute Indians, and Mountain Meadows Massacre,
:–, , –, , 

Parable of wheat and tares, :

Paris, Heber J. Grant in, &:
Parks, William, :

Patriarchal blessings, in Kirtland, :–

Partridge, Caroline Ely, :, 

Partridge, Edward
as bishop, :–, –

family of, :–, , –

imprisonment of, :–

life and business of, in Ohio, :–

meets Joseph Smith, :–

moves to Independence, :–

portrait of, :

property of, in Painesville, :, –, –

Partridge, Edward, Jr., :, 

Partridge, Eliza Maria, :, , 

Partridge, Emily Dow, :, , 

Partridge, Harriet Pamela, :, 

Partridge, Lydia (daughter of Edward Partridge),
:, , 

Partridge, Lydia Clisbee (wife of Edward Partridge)
children of, :, , , , , 

conversion of, :–

marries Edward Partridge, :–

travels to Independence, Missouri, :–

Partridge, William, :

Patten, David W., preaches in New York, :
Paulsen, David, on problem of evil, :

Pentecostal events, at Kirtland Temple, :, –

Peter, Epistles of
Joseph Smith translation of  Peter, :–

photo of JST manuscript of, :

Peterson, Levi, :, 

Phelps, W. W., on Word of Wisdom, &:

Piedes Indians, and Mountain Meadows Massacre,
:

Pierson, Brad, :
Pioneers, list of provisions for, &:

Plato, on suffering, :

Potter-Parish murders, :

Pratt, Orson, on Word of Wisdom, &:

Pratt, Parley P.
baptizes Lydia Partridge, :–

murder of, and Mountain Meadows Massacre,
:, 

Prozac, improper use of, :

Psychology, theories on suffering, :–, –,
, 

Psychopharmacology, :–

Psychotherapy
gospel alternatives to, :–

of relationships, :–

Purevsuren, Lamjav, :

Pyper, George D., in Europe, &:, 

Quincy, Josiah, on Joseph Smith, :–

Quist, Josephine Brown, :
Radio, use by LDS Church, &:–

Rand, Ayn, on self interest, :

Rane, Walter, art by, :bc
Redd Center for Western Studies, :–

Redemption, in a community, :

Reformation, Mormon, attitude of violence in,
:–

Relationships
child-parent, :–

with God, :–

identity in, :–
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Relationships (continued)
intimate, :, , , –, 

marital, :–

sacrifices needed in, :–

Remy, Jules, on Saints’ temperance, &:–, 

Richards, J. Kirk, art by, &:fc, bc

Rider, Rowland, &:, –, , 

Riders of the Purple Sage, &:

Rigdon, Sidney
as Campbellite minister, :, –

compared to Joseph Smith, :

conversion of, : –, 

lives in Whitney store, :

as scribe for JST, :–, 

and United Firm, :, 

Rindlisbocher, Hans, &:
Rogers, Carl, on suffering, :–, 

Rollins, Caroline, in Kirtland, :, 

Rollins, James A., meets Joseph Smith, :

Rollins, Mary Elizabeth
baptism of, :

in Kirtland, :

Ruf, Walter, &:, 

Sabbath School Union Jubilee (), :–

Sacrifice, and, in ancient ritual, &:, 

Saloon, roll-away, &:–

Santa Maria Maggiore, mosaic from, &:

Scapegoats, in ancient ritual, &:, 

Schade, Edith, &:–

Schirm, Miriam, &:–

Schmidt, Alice, :, 

Schmidt, DuWayne, :, 

Schmitt, Frederick W., on theodicy, :

School of the Prophets, held at Whitney store,
:–

Schulzke, Otto, &:

Self-esteem
Augustine on, :

and relationships, :–

September , , painting on, :fc, bc, 

Sidgwick, Henry, :–

Skinner, Mark, :

Slave trade, Native American, &:–

Smith, Emma
delivers a son in Kirtland, :

settles in Kirtland, :–, –

Smith, George A., and Mountain Meadows Mas-
sacre, :, , 

Smith, John (Church patriarch), on Word of Wis-
dom, &:

Smith, Joseph, Jr.
Bible translation of, process of, :–

character of, :–

character of, self-described, :
confidence of, :–

contemporaneous views on, :, –, 

designates Missouri as place of gathering, :

journeys to Kirtland, :

at Kirtland Temple dedication, :, n., ,
n.

on laughter, :
leads Church in Kirtland, :, –, –

letter of, from Carthage Jail, :

letter of, from Liberty Jail, :, 

letter of, from Richmond, Mo., :

letter of, to Emma, :, 

letter of, to friends, :

letter of, to Thomas Sharp, :

love of, for family and friends, :–

meets Edward Partridge, :

meets N. K. Whitney, :, 

opens store in Kirtland, :–

personality of, :–

personal writings of, :–, –

plural wives of, :, 

on prophets as normal men, :–n.
on suffering, :, –

transparency of, :–

and Word of Wisdom, &:, , 

Smith, Joseph, Sr., at Kirtland Temple dedication,
:

Smith, Lucy Mack, in Painesville, :

Smith, Sarah, :–

Smith, Stanley and Marjorie, :

Snow, Eliza R., on Joseph Smith, :

Snow, Zerubbabel, and alcohol sales, &:, 

Socrates, on self interest, :

Son of Man, The, by J. Kirk Richards, &:fc, bc
Soper, Kerry, artwork by, &:

Speaking in tongues, in Kirtland, :–, , 

Steptoe, Edward J., and use of alcohol by soldiers,
&:–

Stories, importance of, :
Storytelling, by Rowland Rider, &:–

Suffering
Christian philosophy of, :–, , –, 

correct understanding of, :–, , –

personal essay on, .–

reconciling, with loving God, :–

Switzerland, Heber J. Grant in, &:–

Tabernacle, of ancient Israel, symbolism of,
&:–

Tabernacle, Salt Lake
celebration of Sabbath School Union Jubilee

(), :–

organ, :, 

pulpits in, :

unusual decorations in, photos of, :–

Tai, Kwok Yuen, :

Taylor, John, at Sabbath School Jubilee, :

Temple
ancient, as symbol of Creation, &:–

ancient, digital rendering of, &:

ancient, role of high priest in, &:–

Holy of Holies, in ancient, &:–

Teresa, Mother, on suffering, :, –
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Theodicy, :–

Thornton, Amos, and Mountain Meadows Massacre,
:

Thrasymachus, on hedonism, :

Tobacco use
in early America, &:

by early Saints, &:–, –

Tolkien, J. R. R., on power of stories, :–

Translation of Bible, by Joseph Smith, :–

Tserenjavin, Ariunchimeg, :

Tubbs, William, &:

United Firm, in Kirtland, :–

Ursenbach, Octave F., in France, &:
Utah

pioneer era, Word of Wisdom in, &:–

slave trade in, &:–

Utah Valley State College, contacts with Mongolians,
:–

Ute Indians, and slave trade, &:–

Vandervoort, William L., :–

Van Winkle, John S., :, , 

Veil of the temple, &:, , 

Vienna Genesis, photo of, &:

Violence, and th-century Mormons, :–, ,
–, –

Virtue, created from evil, :–, –

Visions, at Kirtland Temple dedication, :–

Wells, Daniel H., :

Whitmer, John
presides in Kirtland, :

as scribe for JST, :–, –

Whitney, Elizabeth Ann Smith
Church involvement of, :, , , , 

in Kirtland, :–, , 

photo of, :

speaks in tongues, :–

Whitney, Horace, :

Whitney, Newel K.
as bishop, :–, –

business ventures of, :–

conversion of, :–

death of, :

home, as site of Word of Wisdom revelation,
&:

homes and stores of, :–, , , , 

marriage to Elizabeth Ann Smith, :, , 

meets Joseph Smith, :, –

parents of, ;–, , 

portrait of, :

Whitney, Samuel F., :, –, 

Windows of Heaven, by David Lindsley, :fc
Woolley, Edward D., and Word of Wisdom, &:

Word of Wisdom
in Brigham Young era, &:–

and economics in early Utah, &:–, –

revelation of, :–, &:, 

World War II
Neal A. Maxwell in, :–

young Mormons in Germany during, &:–

Young, Brigham
and alcohol sales in Utah, &:–, –

attends Sabbath School Jubilee, :

has reputation as “Lion of the Lord,” :

letter to Brigham Young Jr., &:

letter to Lorin Farr, &:

and Mountain Meadows Massacre, :–,
–, –

on Word of Wisdom compliance, &:–

Young, Brigham, Jr., letter of Brigham Young to,
&:

Young, Emily Dow Partridge Smith, :, , 

Young men, in early Utah, and Word of Wisdom,
&:–, 

Young women, in early Utah, and Word of Wisdom,
&:–, 

Zimmer, Max, &:
Zion’s Camp

funding of,:
illness at arrival in Missouri, :
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